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GRAMMAR 
 

USE ABLE TO / UNABLE TO 
 
REMOVE TOO 
 

TENSES 
 
MAKE SENTENCES USING THE GIVEN 
WORDS AS NOUN AS WE... 

 
OPPOSITES WITH PREFIXES AND 
SUFFIXES. 
 

AFFIRMATIVE AND NEGATIVE SENTENCES 
 
QUESTION TAG. 
 

EXCLAMATORY AND ASSERTIVE 
SENTENCES. 
 
HOMOPHONES 

 
DEGREE OF COMPARISON. 
 

FIGURE OF SPEECH 
 
WH TYPE QUESTIONS. 
 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT SPEECH. 
 
GERUND AND INFINITIVE 
 

IDENTIFY THE TENSE 
 
RHETORICAL (INTERROGATIVE)TYPE 
QUESTIONS. 

 
NOT ONLY BUT ALSO 
 
NO SOONER …… THAN 

 
USED TO & WOULD 
 
SIMPLE, COMPOUND, COMPLEX 

 
IRREGULAR VERBS 
 
NOUN ADJECTIVE VERB ADVERB 

 

SPEECH REGARDING 
BLOOD DONATION  
 
EYE DONATION  

INFORMATION TRANSFORM 
Observe the following pie chart and prepare 

a write up of about 100 words describing 
the causes of „Increasing Road Accidents‟. 
 
Look at the following graph. It shows the 

result of S.S.C. Exam of The General 
English High School. Write a paragraph 
giving all the information of H.S.C. Results. 
 

Look at the following diagram and write at 
least three paragraphs on „Reasons for the 
failure of students‟. Also write in brief the 
ways to improve their situations. 

 

The following is the information given in the 
form of a table. Write two paragraphs of 
about 70-80 words using the information 

given below. 
 
 
Write a paragraph comparing and 

contrasting the enrolment of girls and boys 
in a school from 1998 to 2002. 
 
 

Write a paragraph comparing and 
contrasting the enrolment of girls and boys 
in a school from 1998 to 2002. 
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TWO WOMEN SHOWED GREAT COURAGE 

IN COMBATING THEFT.... 
 
A REPORT ON THE BRAIN - DRAIN 

PROBLEM 
 
 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
PREPARE A SET OF TEN QUESTIONS THEY 

YOU WOULD ASK THE WINNER OF THE 
OVERALL CHAMPIONSHIP AT THE STATE 
LEVEL. 
 

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE INTERVIEW 
QUESTIONS THAT THE INTERVIEWER 
WOULD PUT TO THE TOPPER OF THE SSC 
BOARD AT THE RECENTLY HELD 

EXAMINATIONS. 
 
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS FORM A 
PART OF THE INTERVIEW BETWEEN AN 

ACTRESS WHO IS A RECIPIENT OF AN 
AWARD AND YOURSELF. 
 
IMAGINE THAT YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE 

AN INTERVIEW WITH AN ARTIST, A 
MUSICIAN OR A PAINTER FROM YOUR 
AREA. PREPARE TEN QUESTIONS THAT 
YOU WOULD LIKE TO ASK HIM / HER. 

 
AS A PART OF CONSERVATION OF 
WILDLIFE, YOU WERE FORTUNATE TO 
VISIT A ZOO, WHEREIN YOU 

INTERVIEWED THE ZOO MANAGER. 
WRITE OUT THE QUESTIONS THAT YOU 
ASKED HIM.  
 

BEFORE DEVELOPING THE ARTICLE IN 
THE TEXTBOOK THE WRITER MUST HAVE 
INTERVIEWED SAINA. IMAGINE WHAT 

KIND OF QUESTIONS HE MUST HAVE 
ASKED. THE RESPONSES GIVEN BY SAINA 
ARE PRESENTED IN THE ARTICLE. FRAME 
ABOUT TEN QUESTIONS. 

 
IMAGINE YOU GOT A CHANCE TO 
INTERVIEW YELLAPPA REDDY, THE 
MASTER BRAIN, ENVIRONMENT 

SPECIALIST BEHIND THE CREATION OF 
PAVITRA VANA. FRAME 10 QUESTIONS 
THAT YOU‟D LIKE TO ASK HIM.  
 

VIEW AND COUNTERVIEW 
 

VILLAGE LIFE IS BETTER THAN CITY LIFE 
 
WE SHOULD BAN COMPUTERS FOR TWO 
DAYS 

 
OLD PERSONS ARE BURDEN TO THE 
SOCIETY 
 

THE PRESENT EDUCATION SYSTEM IS 
BURDEN TO THE SOCIETY 
 
FACEBOOK GOOD OR BAD 

 
MOBILE PHONE GOOD OR BAD 

 

EXPANSION OF IDEA 
 
HUMOUR IS THE SPICE OF LIFE 
 
BIRDS OF FEATHER FLOCK TOGETHER. 

 
SLOW AND STEADY WINS RACE 
 
ROME WAS NOT BUILT IN A DAY 

 
A STITCH IN TIME SAVES NINE 
 
A FRIEND IN NEED IS FRIEND INDEED 

 
ACTION SPEAKS LOUDR THAN WORDS 
 
HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY 

 
PROCRASTINATION IS THE THIEF OF TIME 
EMPTY VESSELS MAKE THE MOST 
SOUND. 

 
FAILURES ARE STEPPING STONES TO 
SUCCESS. 
 

CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME. 
 
TO ERR IS HUMAN, TO FORGIVE DIVINE. 
 

GOD MADE THE COUNTRY AND MAN 
MADE THE TOWN. 
 
IMPOSSIBLE IS A WORD IN THE 

DICTIONARY OF FOOLS. 
 
A LITTLE LEARNING IS A DANGEROUS 
THING. 

 
HANDSOME IS AS HANDSOME DOES. 
 

NEITHER A BORROWER NOR A LENDER 
BE. 
 
THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE CRADLE 

RULES THE WORLD. 
 
A ROLLING STONE GATHER NO MOSS. 
 

A THING OF BEAUTY IS A JOY FOREVER. 
 
STRIKE WHEN THE IRON IS HOT  
 

PRIDE GOES BEFORE A FALL. 
 
TRAVEL BROADENS THE MIND. 
 

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER. 
 
CLEANLINES IS NEXT TO GODLINESS 
 

EXAMPLE IS BETTER THAN PRECEPT 
 
PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE 
 

EXAMINATION NECESSARY EVIL 
 
HEALTH IS WEALTH 
 

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT 

 

EXPERIENCE IS BEST TEACHER 
 
GOD HELPS THOSE WHO HELP 

THEMSELVES 
 
ALL THAT GLITTERS IS NOT GOLD (OR) 
BOOK CANNOT BE JUDGED BY ITS COVER 

 
 WHERE THERE IS A WILL THERE IS A 
WAY 
 

EYE DONATION IS THE BEST DONATION 
 
AS YOU SOW SO SHALL YOU REAP 
 

ONE GOOD TURNS DESERVES ANOTHER 
 
CUT YOUR COAT ACCORDING TO YOUR 
CLOTH 

 

ESSAYS COMPOSITIONS 
 
IF THERE WERE NO ELECTRICITY! 
 
LIFE IN A CROWDED CITY 

 
AN HOUR ON A RAILWAY PLATFORM 
 
TREES - NATURE‟S GIFT TO MAN. 

 
POLLUTION 
 
IF I WERE THE PRIME MINISTER OF INDIA 

 
A JOURNEY BY TRAIN 
 
MONEY IS THE CAUSES OF ALL EVILS 

 
QUALITIES OF A GOOD TEACHER 
 

EXAMINATIONS SHOULD BE BANNED. 
 
KEEPING PETS IS WRONG. 
 

AN INCIDENT WHEN YOU WERE FACED 
WITH A DIFFICULT P... 
 
GOOD MANNERS 

 
THE PLEASURES OF LIVING IN A VILLAGE 
 
A VISIT TO A FAMOUS CITY 

 
NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF 
INVENTION 
 

CHILDHOOD IS THE BEST PERIOD OF 
ONE‟S LIFE 
 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF 

MONEY 
 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF 
TELEVISION 

 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF 
THE CINEMA 
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View and Counterview 

 

1. Village life is better than city life.  

Views 

Villages have much lesser pollution and more greenery, hence cooler climate. Village life is 

slow, monotonous and non - trendy.   Better medical facilities and educational facilities are 

being offered in villages.  Villages offer man the sight of natural landscapes and sceneries.  

Villages remain stagnant(stable)  over a period of time.  

Counterviews 

City life is a fast changing life, adaptable and trendy. City life offers a person more 

opportunities for growth and development.  

Man can make rapid progress in a city. Social life and entertainment is better and 

wider.  In a city there are better medical and educational facilities.  

 

2. We should ban computers for two days. Express your views 

and counterviews.  

Views 

Facilitate personal interaction with people. Use strategies used in the days when 

computers did not exist. Leads of personal networking. Loss to sedentary (Sitting 

continuously in front of Computer/TV) lifestyle.  

Counterviews 

Work will get affected. There will be economic loss. There will be no connectivity. 

Emergencies will suffer. All networks will collapse. We could not use Facebook (can you 

imagine without it)

 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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3. Debate on ‗Old persons are burden to the society‖. 

 

Proposition 

 

Old persons have already formed a pattern of life and are unwilling to change or modify 

or adjust.  They have fixed ideas and are not ready to accept any new ideas that does 

not fit into their mindset.  Their experience cannot be applied to present day situations.  

They lack knowledge of the changing lifestyle.  

 

Opposition 

Old people have rich and rewarding experience of life. They teach us values 

They guide us to solve problems.  They offer us support and encouragement. They 

shower us with love and affection.  

 

4. The present education system is a burden on the student. 

  

Views 

 

The syllabus is too vast and varied. The difficulty level is too high.  The quantum of 

evaluation and assessment is too much.  There is no scope for personality grooming.  

The system focuses mainly on the rote  (memorization technique)  learning.  

 

Counterviews 

 

The units per lesson are shorter and simpler to understand. Assessment and evaluation 

is done in a phased(gradual) manner.  Oral testing and evaluation has been provided. 

Fear of rigorous (Severe, strict, hard) examinations is eliminated.  

 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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Interview Question 

1. Prepare a set of ten questions they you would ask the winner 

of the overall championship at the state level.  

The following questions forms part of the interview with the student who had won the 

Overall Championship at the State Level Cricket Tournament.  

1. How do you feel on receiving such a Championship? 

2. Have you received such recognition before? Please give details.  

3. How long has your career in the cricket been? 

4. Who do you attribute your success to? 

5. Who has inspired you to take up cricket? 

6. What were the reactions of your family to this championship? 

7. Who else do you think deserved such a championship? 

8. To what extent were your colleagues helpful in your success story? 

9. What is your plan for the future or your dream? 

10. What message would you like to give upcoming generation? 

2. The following are the interview questions that the 

interviewer would put to the topper of the HSC Board at the 

recently held examinations.  

1. What percentage did you actually expect? 

2. Who do you give credit to for your success? 

3. What role did your school teachers play in your preparation for the HSC 

examinations? 

4. How much time did you spend a day on studies? 

5. What method of study did you adopt? 

6. Who helped you with you difficulties? 

7. What is your ambition in life? 

8. What is your immediate goal? 

9. Which career do you propose to choose? 

10. Any advice to the present batch of students? Please state.  

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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3. The following questions form a part of the interview between 

an actress who is a recipient of an award and yourself.  

1. How do you feel on receiving such an award? 

2. Have you received such recognition before? Please give details.  

3. How long has your career in the film industry been? 

4. Who do you attribute your success to? 

5. Which is your favourite co - star and why? 

6. What were the reactions of your family to this award? 

7. Who else do you think deserved such an award? 

8. What types of roles do you enjoy doing the most? 

9. What is your plan for the future? 

10. What message would you like to give the upcoming generation of artistes? 

 

4. Imagine that you are going to have an interview with an 

artist, a musician or a painter from your area. Prepare ten 

questions that you would like to ask him / her. 

  

1. Sir, what is your opinion about art in modern day? 

2. How is art rated today in the commercial world? 

3. Who is your inspiration and role - model? 

4. What preparations do you make before a concert? 

5. Why have you chosen this form of art? 

6. Do you get sufficient support from your family, friends and colleagues? 

7. Who is your real “hero”? 

8. What hardships do you face in this field? 

9. Have you had any memorable experience that you would like to share with us? 

10. Sate what message you would like to give to your fans and other upcoming 

artistes.  

 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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5. As a part of conservation of wildlife, you were fortunate to 

visit a zoo, wherein you interviewed the Zoo manager. Write out 

the questions that you asked him.  

 

The following questions forms part of the interview that were put to the Zoo manager during 

a visit to the zoo.  

 

1. How many animals do you have here in this zoo? 

2. What food is supplied to these animals? 

3. How well secure are the animals in their cages? 

4. What problems do these animals face with respect the environment? 

5. How do visitors treat the caged animals? 

6. What is the reaction of these animals? 

7. What facilities do you have to treat illnesses and injuries? 

8. To what extend do you get support from the general public or from animal welfare 

organizations? 

9. How far are visitors well behaved and follow instructions? 

10. What suggestions for improvements would you like to make? 
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LETTER WRITINGS 

 

1.    Write a letter to your friend describing your pet to him/her. 

 

8A, Heaven colony,  

M.G. Road,  

Dharavi,  

Mumbai - 400017. 

13th February, 2013. 

Dear Friend, 

 

It feels so good to have lots of free time in your hand and nothing to do. I had a very 

hectic schedule till Friday but now I am relaxed. I have something wonderful to share with 

you. Mother and father have allowed me to keep a pet dog. 

 

Yes, a few days back, my dad‟s friend approached us if we were interested to buy a 

cute puppy which his friend wanted to sell. Father gave permission and guess what! The 

cute, two year old puppy is mine. It is grey in colour with floppy ears. I have named him 

„Tiger‟ as he justifies it. His arrival has cheered all our family members. The best part is 

that he understands like a small child when we are talking about him. He loves people 

admiring him but does not like to be held by strangers. He gave us a tough time during 

Diwali as the deafening crackers scared him a lot. He preferred to remain under our sofa. I 

could go on and on with a sense of pride the way a parent would express affection for his 

child. My world revolves around him. Give my regards to your parents. 

 

Your loving friend, 

 

Xyz 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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2.      Letter to your friend explaining him about the importance 

of Joint family system. 

         9H, Sonia Apartments,  

         Heaven colony,  

         M.G. Road,  

         Dharavi,  

         Mumbai - 400 016. 

         13th February, 2013                     

          

Dear friend, 

                       I received your letter confirming your decision to spend this vacation with 

us. We were all eagerly waiting to see you. However, you have mentioned in your letter 

about our Joint Family system and its disadvantages like no privacy, lots of work every day, 

need to get permission for outing, need to adjust with everyone to avoid problems. 

 

But, friend in every system there are some advantages and disadvantages. You have 

seen only the disadvantage of joint family system. Let me explain its wonderful advantages. 

You have persons to look after you. Works can be shared. Expenses can be shared. 

Guidance will be there. Helping hands are always there in your sorrow. Your happiness will 

be doubled when it shared with them. Caring will be there. Relationship will be improved. 

Responsibility will be there.  If you are sick no need to depend on hotels. Remember this, 

the beauty about the Indian culture lies in its age-long prevailing tradition of the joint 

family system.   

 

         I hope you will find nice spending time with us in this vacation and also understand 

the importance of joint family system. I am eagerly waiting for the date to receive you from 

the railway station. 

 

                                                                                                Yours lovingly, 

 

                               XYZ 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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3.    Write a letter to your younger brother who was caught 

copying in his exams. Advise him on values, and principles in 

life. 

8C, Heaven colony,  

M.G. Road,  

Dharavi,  

Mumbai - 400017. 

13th February, 2013. 

 

Dear Brother, 

 

Thanks for your lovely birthday card. It was very well made. Yesterday, I visited a 

book exhibition and have picked up a book on “Human Values” for you. After all, character 

plays a very significant role in one‟s life. 

 

I was shocked to hear from mother that you were caught copying in your exams. It 

was shocking and very embarrassing to know this. What‟s wrong with you? Weren‟t you 

prepared for the paper? Even if you hadn‟t studied, what was the need to cheat? 

Remember, it is important to be a good human being first. Scoring a few more marks by 

employing low means is not right. Frankly speaking, I was ashamed as I was the Head boy 

in class X and the thought that the Principal and the teachers would discuss about my 

brother cheating in class was a very disturbing thought. Mother told me that she has to 

meet the Principal along with Father. What an embarrassing moment for them! Our deeds 

reflect our family background, don‟t you know that?  

 

Hope you realize your mistake and promise yourself to be honest always. You can 

 improve for the best only if you are determined to do so. Take care. All the Best. 

 

Your loving brother, 

 

XYZ. 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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4.    Write a complaint letter regarding overflow of drainage in 

your locality / village. 

                                                                                                                      

8D, Heaven colony,  

M.G. Road,  

Dharavi,  

Mumbai - 400017. 

13th February, 2013. 

To, 

The Public Health Officer,  

Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai.  

Public Health and Sanitation Department.  

Dadar, Mumbai. . 

 

     Subject: Complaint letter  regarding overflow of drainage in our locality. 

Respected Sir, 

 

                      We are totally five hundred families residing in our locality. We are facing a 

severe problem of growing problems of overflow of drainage for the last three months in our 

locality. 

 

                      This overflow in drainage causes the problem of bad odour and leads to 

growth of mosquitoes which may lead to malaria. Small children playing outside the door 

have already affected by diarrhoea. Sometimes we feel vomiting and nausea. 

 

                      We have already given many complaints to our local authority. They are 

always giving us empty promises and doing nothing. So kindly am requesting you to look 

into this matter personally. If you do the needful then I shall be very much thankful to you. 

Thank you,  

       Yours faithfully 

        Xyz 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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5.      Write a complaint letter regarding irregular electric supply 

in your locality / village. 

8F, Heaven colony,  

M.G. Road,  

Dharavi,  

Mumbai - 400017. 

13th February, 2013. 

To, 

The Electric Department officer, 

Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai, 

Electricity and Water  Department, 

Dadar, Mumbai. . 

 

 Subject: Complaint letter regarding irregular electricity supply. 

Respected Sir, 

                      We are totally five hundred families residing in our locality. We are facing a 

severe problem of growing instances of power failure for the last three months in our 

locality. 

                      In our locality there are many students who are preparing for their upcoming 

Board Exams as well as for other final examinations. But, this irregularity in electric supply 

is causing obstacles in their preparation. Sir, you also know, this year the summer is 

extremely hot so the old people facing it very difficult to tackle the problem.  The problems 

of current supply also lead to some other illegal activities in our locality. 

                      We have already given many complaints to our local authority. They are 

always giving us empty promises and doing nothing. So kindly am requesting you to look 

into this matter personally. If you do the needful then I shall be very much thankful to you. 

Thanking You, 

 

                                                 Yours Faithfully, 

 

                               X y z  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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6.     Write a complaint letter regarding irregular Water supply 

in your locality / village. 

         8G, Sonia Apartments,  

         Heaven colony,  

         M.G. Road,  

         Dharavi,  

         Mumbai - 400 016. 

         13th February, 2013 

To, 

The Sub Engineer, 

Maharashtra State Water Supply Board, 

Dadar (w), 

Mumbai – 400 021. 

      Subject: Complaint letter regarding irregular water supply. 

Respected Sir, 

                      We are totally five hundred families residing in our locality. We are facing a 

severe problem of growing instances of insufficient water supply for the last three months 

in our locality. 

                      We have only 50 taps for our five hundred families, it means on an average a 

tap for every 10 families, which is already insufficient. But during the last three months the 

problem has increased to a lot due to less supply of water. Because of less supply of water 

there is a growing instance of disputes among our local people. Many times we have to 

return home with empty vessels. 

                      We have already given many complaints to our local authority. They are 

always giving us empty promises and doing nothing. So kindly am requesting you to look 

into this matter personally. If you do the needful then I shall be very much thankful to you. 

Thanking You, 

 

                                                   Yours Faithfully, 

                                                            X y z 

 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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7.    Read the following advertisement and prepare a letter of 

application. 

WANTED 

Young. Male/Female sales representatives. 

Candidates should be graduates with a good command of 

English and Marathi. 

Apply with detail Box A - 605. TOI. Mumbai - 400 001. 

8B, Heaven colony,  

M.G. Road,  

Dharavi,  

Mumbai - 400017. 

13th February, 2013. 

To 

The Advertiser, 

Box A - 605, 

The Times of India, 

Mumbai - 400 001. 

 

Reference : Your advertisement in the “The Times of India” dated 12th Feb, 2013. 

Subject : Application for the post of sales representative. 

Dear Sir, 

With reference to your advertisement for a sales representative in yesterday‟s issue of 

„Times of India‟. I wish to apply for the post.  

I passed my B.com with a first class from Mumbai University in May 2011. I have 

just completed a diploma course in Business Management and Sales. I am 23 years old and 

I have a fine health. I have a good command of English and Marathi is my mother tongue. I 

can also speak Hindi quite well. I have a good aptitude for salesmanship. I assure you that 

if I am given the post. I shall give it my very best and shall not give you any chance to 

reconsider your decision. 

Yours faithfully, 

       XYZ. 

Enclosures : (i) CV. 

(ii) Photocopy of examination results. 

(iii) Certificate from APTECH.  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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8.     Write a letter to the editor of a newspaper drawing his 

attention to the illegal parking of truck in your lane. 

         9Z, Sonia Apartments,  

         Heaven colony,  

         M.G. Road,  

         Dharavi,  

         Mumbai - 400 016. 

         13th February, 2013  

The Editor, 

Times of India News Paper, 

Mumbai: - 400 001. 

 

          Subject: Complaint against the illegal parking of truck. 

 

Respected sir, 

                      I have been the resident of the above mentioned area for the last twenty 

years. The people here are all educated and go to work and children go to school. I would 

like to bring your notice that the roads in this area are fully filled with illegal parking of 

trucks. It becomes very difficult to even walk specially during the rains. Not only this even 

the street lights are so poor, that it becomes very difficult for people to walk or take out 

their vehicles during late in  evening. 

                      One must be aware that how irresponsible is to park vehicles like trucks in 

the residential area. Hence I request you to consider it and through your newspaper, I want 

to make one request to the concerned authority to take strict action against it. Also to 

 consider this matter as important and  park the trucks in some other non residential 

areas. 

                      I shall be obliged if you publish my letter in your newspaper so that it 

catches the attention of the Councilor of our ward and an urgent action is taken. 

Thanking you, 

                                                                           Yours faithfully, 

                                                                              X  y   Z. 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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9.    Write a letter of enquiry to the manager of a travel agency 

about a proposed vacation trip you intend to make to Delhi, 

Simla and Agra. 

         101A, Sonia Apartments,  

         Heaven colony,  

         M.G. Road,  

         Dharavi,  

         Mumbai - 400 016. 

         13th February, 2013. 

The Manager,  

The General travel agency, 

Mahim (W), 

Mumbai - 400 016. 

 

Subject: Enquiry about a proposed vacation trip to Delhi, Shimla and Agra. 

Respected sir, 

 

                      I, XYZ, one of the teacher staff of our school. We teachers had a meeting with 

our Principal. The authorities have agreed to give us the permission to conduct the vacation 

trip to Delhi, Shimla and Agra. 

 

                      Kindly furnish us with the necessary details and the total cost for 500 

students and 20 staff members. Also send your quotations for other places. 

 

                      Eagerly awaiting your reasonable quotation. 

 

Thanking you, 

 

                                                                Yours faithfully, 

 

                                                                      X Y Z.  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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10.Write an application letter for the post of librarian for a 

public library. 

         1G, Sonia Apartments,  

         Heaven colony,  

         M.G. Road,  

         Dharavi,  

         Mumbai - 400 016. 

         13th February, 2013           

The Manager, 

The General Public Library, 

Dadar (W), 

Mumbai – 400 021. 

Reference :  Your advertisement in “The Times of India” dated 13th, February, 2013. 

Subject    :           Application letter for the post of Librarian. 

Respected sir, 

                      With reference to your advertisement for the post of librarian in “The Times 

of India” dated 13th, February, 2013. I wish to apply for the same. 

                      I am a very energetic person with excellent communication skill and ready to 

face any target set by your esteemed public library. I am will to work hard and being young 

I am also eager to add knowledge with experience. I hold a M.Com degree from “University 

of Mumbai” and a Diploma in Library Science from “Indira Gandhi Open University”, New 

Delhi. I have also done computer courses like Basic, Tally – 9 as well as programming 

languages like C, C++ from NIIT, Matunga. I have 2 years‟ experience as an assistant in 

local library, Mahim. 

                      My resume is sent with this letter, for your reference. I shall be much 

thankful to you, if you grant me an interview call at your convenient time. I am looking 

forward to join your esteemed Public library as early as possible. 

Thanking You, 

                                                                   Yours Faithfully, 

                                                                                                                    Xyz. 

Encl: - Resume and Xerox copy of educational certificates. 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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11.  Write an application letter for the post of accountant. 

         6A, Sonia Apartments,  

         Heaven colony,  

         M.G. Road,  

         Dharavi,  

         Mumbai - 400 016. 

         13th February, 2013                     

The Manager, 

The General company, 

Dadar (W), 

Mumbai – 400 021. 

Reference  :   Your advertisement in “The Times of India” dated 13th, February, 2013. 

Subject :      Application letter for the post of Accountant. 

Respected sir, 

                      With reference to your advertisement for the post of accountant in “The 

Times of India” dated 13th, February, 2013. I wish to apply for the same. 

                      I am a very energetic person with excellent communication skill and ready to 

face any target set by your esteemed company. I am willing to work hard and being young I 

am also eager to add knowledge with experience. I hold an M.Com degree from “University 

of Mumbai” and a Diploma in Cost Account from “Indira Gandhi Open University”, New 

Delhi. I have also done computer courses like Basic, Tally – 9 as well as programming 

languages like C, C++ from NIIT, Matunga. I have 2 years experience as an assistant 

accountant in local company, Mahim. 

                      My resume is sent with this letter, for your reference. I shall be much 

thankful to you, if you grant me an interview call at your convenient time. I am looking 

forward to join your esteemed company as early as possible.  

 

Thanking You, 

                                                        Yours Faithfully, 

                                                                  Xyz. 

Encl: - Resume and Xerox copy of educational certificates. 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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12.   Write an application letter for the post of teacher. 

         201G, Sonia Apartments,  

         Apple colony,  

         M.G. Road,  

         Dharavi,  

         Mumbai - 400 016. 

         13th February, 2013                      

The Principal, 

The General High School, 

Dadar (W), 

Mumbai – 400 021. 

 Reference  :   Your advertisement in “The Times of India” dated 13th, February, 2013. 

 Subject :           Application letter for the post of Teacher. 

Respected sir, 

                      With reference to your advertisement for the post of Teacher in “The Times of 

India” dated 13th, February, 2013. I wish to apply for the same. 

                      I am a very energetic person with excellent communication skill and ready to 

face any target set by your esteemed School. I am willing to work hard and being young I 

am also eager to add knowledge with experience. I hold a B.A. degree from “University of 

Mumbai” and I have done B.Ed. from “Indira Gandhi Open University”, New Delhi. I have 

also done computer courses like Basic, Tally – 9 as well as programming languages like C, 

C++ from NIIT, Matunga. I have 2 years experience as a English Teacher in Local School, 

Mahim. 

                      My resume is sent here with, for your reference. I shall be much thankful to 

you, If you grant me an interview call at your convenient time. I am looking forward to join 

your esteemed School as early as possible. 

Thanking You,                                                                                                                  

Yours Faithfully, 

                                                                Xyz. 

Encl: - Resume and Xerox copy of educational certificates. 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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13.Your younger brother who is staying in a hostel has failed in 

the Terminal examination and has become nervous. He is 

thinking to give up studies. Write a letter persuading him to 

continue the efforts and get success. 

                                                                                                                                   

                8C, Sonia Apartments,  

         Mango colony,  

         M.G. Road,  

         Dharavi,  

         Mumbai - 400 016. 

         13th February, 2013                     

      

Dear brother, 

                   I hope this letter of mine finds you in the good health. But what is this I hear 

about you? Are you really seriously planning to give up your studies, just because you 

failed in the terminal examination? It would then be a rash decision made without any 

thinking about your future. A single  failure should not dishearten you. It is not the end of 

the world for you yet. You must count your blessings. You are full of bouncing energy and 

very much talented in your activities. If you decide to give up your studies then you will be 

a big loser. You will be always identified as a school dropout. 

                   Moreover, without adequate formal education, you will not be able to achieve 

ahead in life. The prospects for you anywhere and everywhere are bound to be at risk. 

Dearest brother, keep on working and revise your weak subjects then you are likely to pass 

your next examination with flying colours. 

                   Try to work harder and this will make your task much easier and simpler. Best 

of luck for your studies.                    

                                                                                                 

Yours lovingly,  

 

                                                                                                             A B C 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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14.  To your cousin, requesting the loan of camera during your 

holidays. 

                 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                         Mango colony, 

                                                                              M.G. Road, 

                                                                                   Dharavi, 

                                                                 Mumbai - 400 017. 

                                                               13th February, 2014. 

 My dear cousin, 

  

                My school work is over with the end of the Board Examination and I propose to 

spend the holidays visiting some of the interesting places in the South, such as Ooty, 

Pondicherry,. Tanjore, Trichy and Madurai. In all these places, you know, we have relations, 

from some of whom I have had invitations to spend a few days with them. 

 

I think it will be useful if I take a camera with me, so that I might have mementos of 

striking scenes of beauty in those places. My camera has gone out of order; I shall be much 

obliged if you could give me a loan of yours for a few days. I shall return it in good condition 

as soon as I come back from my tour. 

 

Thank you very much for giving your camera in advance.  

 

Yours lovingly,  

ABC.  

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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15. From a boy in a boarding school to his mother who is 

keeping  poor health. 

The General English High School,  

Dharavi ,  

Mumbai – 400017 

13th February, 2014 

 

My dear Mother, 

 

However much I may be interested in my studies, I can never forget that I am away from 

my dear mother, who is not in the best of health. 

 

The last letter I had from father tells me that your health is a bit worse. I would like to 

come at once to our place to be by your side, but the closing lines in father's letter encourage 

me telling me that there is no cause for anxiety and that I may finish my examination, which 

comes off next week, and then start for home. 

 

My thoughts are always around you. I am praying to God that your health may quickly 

improve.  

Your loving son, 

 A B C  

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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16. To your father who has been away from home. 

                 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                         Mango colony, 

                                                                        M.G. Road, 

                                                                                  Dharavi, 

                                                              Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                         13th February, 2013. 

 

My dear Father, 

 

 I am writing this to assure you that we are all doing well, and that mother is keeping 

excellent health. 

 

My little brother's cough had got a little worse; but our doctor who is visiting him daily, 

assures us that there is no cause for anxiety, and that he will be all right in a few days, 

certainly before you return. 

 

So you may come after finishing your business there in Chennai. 

  

        With love, 

yours affectionately, 

 A B C 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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17. To your cousin about a circus performance. 

                 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                         Mango colony, 

                                                                              M.G. Road, 

                                                                                  Dharavi, 

                                                                 Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                              13th February, 2013 . 

 

My dear Cousin, 

 

It is a month since I received any letter from you. How are you progressing in your 

studies? I have done well in my Final Examination. 

 

I write this particularly to tell you of a wonderful thing I saw in a circus yesterday. 

Among the many wonderful feats and shows, we saw there, the most striking was this, 

which, I would not believe had I not seen it with „my own eyes’. 

 

We saw a lion riding on an elephant, going three times round the arena!(field)  We have 

been told that an elephant would die if it saw a lion, we were so exited on hearing this. 

Truly man's powers are so marvelous that he could train an elephant and a lion to do this 

feat! I was sorry you were not with me to enjoy this amazing feat. 

 

With kind regards, 

Your loving cousin, 

 ABC  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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18. From a boy at a boarding school to his parents. 

 

The General English High School,  

Dharavi ,  

Mumbai – 400017 

13th February, 2014 

 

My dear Father and Mother, 

 

Our Final Examination is just over, and our school closes for summer on the 28th of this month. 

I have answered all my papers to my entire satisfaction.  

 

You know I have been regular in my studies; so I have every hope of securing promotion by 

getting more than the necessary minimum in each subject. 

 

I propose to spend the first part of my vacation usefully in Maharashtra, before I return to village 

to spend the remaining part with you. Some dozen boys have arranged for a tour of ten days to 

Matheran Mahabaleshwar and some important tourist spots in Mumbai. The expenses will not exceed 

Rs. 3000/- . If you can spare this then give me a Green signal and send me the same before the end 

of this week, I shall join the party; otherwise I shall return home direct. 

 

Hoping you are all well, and with my kisses to my baby-sister,  

   

  Your loving son, 

 ABC.  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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19. From a son to his father, about his approaching Board 

Examination.  

 

The General English High School,  

Dharavi ,  

Mumbai – 400017 

13th February, 2014 

My dear Father, 

 

 I write this short letter on the eve of my examination, to assure you of my thorough preparation 

for it. 

 

I have been carefully preparing my daily lessons in all subjects and attentively following the 

teaching in the class; so I found no difficulty in making myself thorough in all the subjects. I am, 

therefore, confident of getting a good percentage of marks at the ensuing Board Exam, which begins 

to-morrow. 

 

Hoping you are all doing well. 

 

  

Your loving and dutiful son, 

 ABC 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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20. To your younger brother scolding him for having neglected 

his studies. 

                 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                  Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                       13th February, 2014 . 

My dear brother, 

 

I am keeping myself well up in my studies. From the marks you have obtained in the last 

Quarterly Examination, I find that your marks in English, Mathematics and Marathi are very poor. 

 

You are not wanting in intelligence. So the poor results must be due to your gross neglect of 

studies. I do not condemn you for your interest and activity in games. No doubt the body must be 

improved. But how can we ever afford to neglect the proper cultivation of the mind on that score? 

 

Remember what amount of trouble father undergoes in keeping us at school and college! May I 

hope for a decided improvement in your studies in the next course at least? Kindly assure me that 

you have turned over a new leaf as regards your studies. 

 

I hope 'that father, mother and our little brother are all keeping well. 

 

 Your ever loving brother, 

A B C 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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21. Letter to thank your elder brother who had advised in your 

studies.  

                 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                 Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

My dear Brother, 

 

I am in due receipt of your kind letter of the last week and I must and do thank you for the kind 

and sound advice you have given me. 

 

I am indeed ashamed of the poor marks I have scored in English and other subjects in my Quarterly 

Examination. I could and ought to, have done better. It is all due, as you have hinted, to my over 

enthusiasm for and overindulgence in games. 

 

I promise to work hard and make up for my deficiencies in English and Mathematics in the next 

course. The Hindi paper was acknowledged to have been difficult. Even then I might have done 

better, had I worked hard. 

 

 In any case, I am sure I shall give a better account of myself at the coming December 

Examinations. I am sure this finds you in excellent health. How is our cousin xyz faring there? 

Father and mother are keeping sound health. Expecting your presence here during  New year. 

 

Your loving brother, 

 ABC  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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22. A letter giving details of a railway accident. 

                 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                 Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                        13th February, 2014 

 

My dear Friend, 

 

      As I was returning from Goa to Mumbai three days ago there occurred a light railway accident. 

 

While our train was at the Pune Station, a special train from Kerala was wrongly turned into the 

main line by the sleepy points man. In spite of the best efforts of the engine driver, the engine of the 

special collided with that of our train, but not with much force. So all of us in the train received 

nothing more than a rude shock. But for the skill of the engine driver, you may imagine what would 

have been the luck of your friend for I was in the second carriage, from the engine. 

 

I hope you are keeping good health. 

Yours sincerely, 

A, B, C 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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23. A letter to a friend about a cricket match. 

                 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                              M.G. Road, 

                                                                                Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                      13th February, 2014 

 

My dear Friend, 

 

 It is some time I heard from you. The hot days have already begun here, though the nights are yet 

cool. 

 

To such an enthusiastic cricketer as you, I cannot but describe the very exciting match we had 

last Saturday with The General English High School Eleven. And I am happy to state we won after a 

very acute struggle. 

 

As usual, the play began at 11 a.m., and as we won the toss, we elected to field. As you know our 

team is usually said to be weak in fielding, though there are often brilliant batsmen amongst us 

including me (don't laugh). We have had special training, and we prided ourselves as being very good 

at fielding. We, therefore, elected to field, and really gave a good account of ourselves at that. Our 

bowlers were so deadly that there were many maiden overs. 

 

After an hour's play they had hardly made 125 runs for a loss of six wickets. They tried to pull up 

and sent in their best players. These played a steady game; and before three more were dismissed, 

they had gone up to 190 runs. Our bowlers were put on their mettle and they dismissed the 

remaining players conceding only three more runs. Thus, they made 193 runs overall. 

 

It was now 1-30 p.m., and we went in to bat. We sent our best blockers first so as to terrify their 

bowlers; and by'3 o'clock only two were out though they had made only 120 runs. Then we sent in 

XYZ, one of our best batsmen, and then a blocker for a variety. They both played a steady game and 

before XYZ was out, they had made 25 runs between them. I was then sent in. I am rather a free-

lance and as luck would have it, I made that day 15 runs before I was out for a catch and my partner 

5. 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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We had now made 160 runs with only four out. We were delighted, but rest of us did not play so 

well. So our innings came to a close for a total of 194. Since it was a One-innings Match, we won by a 

complete margin of 1 runs. A brilliant victory, is it not? 

 

Hoping that this finds you in excellent health, 

 

  

   Yours Affectionately, 

 a b c 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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24. A letter to a friend describing a football match. 

                 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                   Dharavi, 

                                                                           Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                        13th February, 2014 

 

My dear Friend,  

When you were forced to leave Mumbai for Chennai on receipt of an urgent telegram, you had 

taken a promise from me that I should write to you in detail about the football match arranged for the 

12th instant. 

We met The General English Eleven at 5 p.m. on our ground and the match began in glorious 

weather. Our preliminary practice had been very good; and almost from the beginning, we kept the 

ball away from our goal and as near our opponents as possible. All the same, by a fine combination, 

by passing and dribbling and a final shot, The General English School made a goal against us. The 

play was so fine that our boys, who had mustered in large numbers to witness the game, cheered our 

opponents lustily. 

In the second chance, we were mostly on the defensive; our captain, ABC, and his left, PQR, in 

the forwards took the ball passing very skillfully, to our opponents' goal where our half back, MNP, 

was waiting to give a final kick into the goal. The cheering was tremendous. So it was one against 

one. 

       Now the half-time whistle was sounded and when the whistle was given again, the final chance 

was given for either side to win the match. The play was vigorous on both sides. The ball was near 

our goal at one time and near theirs at another; often it was made, out '-a goal kick or a corner kick, 

a penalty kick sometimes. Finally, our opponents, by a wonderful combination, took the ball near our 

goal, and their half back gave a shot, which was about to send it through the goal, when our goal-

keeper, XYZ, saved our face almost by a miracle. 'Goal!' shouted our opponents, 'No Goal,' shouted 

the referees! So the match was drawn. 

I hope there was nothing serious as regards the health of your mother, and she is all right now. 

 

Yours very sincerely, 

   QWE. 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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25. An application for the post of a clerk. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                 Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

To 

The Manager, 

The New Press, 

Chennai - 600001 

 

Sir, 

 

      I learn from an advertisement in “The Times of India” dated February 12, 2014 that you are in 

need for a clerk in your press, and I request to apply for the place. 

 As regards my qualification, I passed the Matriculation Examination of Mumbai University in 2004, 

with Mathematics as my optional subject. For the past one year I have been employed as a clerk in 

the Apple Co., Mahim.  

 

As regards myself, I am very energetic person with good   communication skill and ready to achieve 

any target set by your esteemed company. I am 26 years old, and I shall accept the clerk's place in 

your press, if the salary be reasonable. 

 

  I am enclosing herewith copies of my resume. 

 

 

 Yours faithfully, 

xyz.  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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26. An application for employment under a businessman. 

  

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                        13th February, 2014 

To 

The Manager, 

The Modern Company,  

Chennai – 600 001. 

 

Sir, 

Mr. XYZ, Proprietor of the Modern Company to whom I applied for a place, informs me that you 

require a sober, energetic and adaptable young man to extend your business. I believe I answer your 

requirements. 

 

I am an B.Com degree holder and I am working in Messrs. ABC & Company, Computer seller, 

Mumbai, for the past three years. My age is 27. 

 

 My present pay is Rs: 20,000 with an additional commission on total sales at the rate of 5% and I 

am prepared to take up the new work under you if I am started on at least Rs. 25000 along with the 

above said percentage of commission.  

. 

 I have enclosed copies of resume and work experience certificate.  

 

Yours faithfully,  

PQR 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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27. A letter asking for an increase in salary. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                           Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                        13th February, 2014 

 

To 

The Manager, 

The Standard Company, Ltd.,  

Chennai-600 001. 

 

Sir, 

 

I am working very honestly to fit myself for advancement in your employ, I now requesting you in 

the matter of an advance in salary. In support of my request, I furnish before you the following facts: 

 

Name xyz 

Employee No.  OM 0014 

Post Clerk Sales Deportment  

Date of Joining  15th January, 2004 

Awards Best Employee of the year 2008 

 Best Employee of the year 2011 

 

I. I have been in the service of this company for the past ten years. 

 

2. My last promotion was in April 2006. 

 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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3. I have been made to work in several departments and I believe that. in everyone of them I have 

done my work to the satisfaction of my immediate superiors. 

 

 4. Nowadays, because of inflation the prices have gone up tenfold, the salary that I draw is quite 

inadequate for my needs. 

 

I think you will be pleased to take a favorable view of my case and give me such increase in the 

salary as you think I deserve by my work and length of service. 

Yours faithfully, 

 xyz 

 

                                      (Clerk, Sales. Dept. ) 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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28. Application for a Teacher's Post. 

  

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                 Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

To 

The Principal,  

The General English High School,  

Dadar (E),  

Mumbai – 400026 

Reference : Your advertisement no. OM014, in "The Times of India" dated 12th February, 2014.  

Subject: Application letter for the post of Teacher.  

 

 Sir, 

I learn from the paper that some teachers are to be newly entertained in Training Schools.  

I request to offer myself as a candidate for appointment to one of the posts under this scheme.  I 

am a trained teacher. I have passed the Higher Grade Technical Examinations in Carpentry and 

Drawing. I have been a teacher for about three years. My age is 27. I possess hereditary aptitude for 

crafts and craft training. 

 I am at present employed in the Common High School, Mahim and am in-charge of the Manual 

Training Department. 

 

  I am enclosing copies of testimonials for your perusal. If I am given, the post, I will do my best to 

give you entire satisfaction. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 abc.  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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29. Application for the post of a. Sub-Inspector. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

To 

The Inspector-General of Police, 

Mumbai – 400 035. 

 

Sir, 

I learn that some young men are to be selected for training as Sub-Inspectors of Police at the 

Pune Police Training School. 

 . 

I have passed the B.Com Degree Examination from "The University of Mumbai", and I have 

obtained more than 70% of marks in all the subjects. While a student I took part in all the games and 

was for two years captain of the Football Eleven of the School. I am a nephew of Mr. Ragavan, Sub-

Inspector of Police, Tirunelveli District, Tamil Nadu.  

 

I am 23 years old and am 6 feet 1 inches high. I am a person of active habits and I possess three 

medals for being the first in running races. 

 

I enclose herewith copies of testimonials. 

 

I, therefore, requesting that you will be pleased to select me as a candidate for training. 

   

Yours faithfully, 

abc 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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30. Write an application to your Principal requesting him to 

sanction you books and stationery from the Students' Aid Fund. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

To, 

The Principal, 

The General English High School,  

Dadar (E),  

Mumbai – 400 028. 

 

Sir, 

I am ABC, a student of the X A of your school. My Roll No. is 17, I am an orphan being 

supported by my uncle. He is a clerk in a private firm. He draws a insufficient salary of Rs. 5000/- 

per month. He has to support a family of six persons. He has two school going children. It is so 

kind of him to provide me food and clothes. I know that it is beyond his means to buy books and 

stationery for my new class. 

I am very fond of reading. I always stand first in my annual examination. My class teacher 

speaks well of me. Moreover, I am captain of my school table tennis team. I have been a freeship -- 

holder throughout my school career. You have also been kind 

 Enough, Sir, to grant me full fee concession. But I regret to inform you that I have not been able to 

buy books this year. I have come to know through my class teacher that there is a provision in the 

school to help the deserving students out of the Students' Aid Fund. I would, therefore, like to 

request you to help me out of the Students' Aid Fund. 

 

I shall be very much thankful to you if you do the needful.  

 

Your most obedient pupil,  

ABC 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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31. Write a letter to the Food Commissioner complaining 

against a Ration Distributor. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

To 

The Commissioner,  

Food- and Supplies, 

Dadar (W) 

Mumbai – 400 026 

 

Sir, 

 

This is just to bring to your kind notice that the ration distributor, incharge of fair-price shop 

No. 455, in Dharavi, Mumbai,  usually opens his shop very late. In the morning, he reaches his 

shop at 11 a.m. and sometimes even later, and in the evening he closes the shop much earlier than 

the scheduled time of 5 p.m. 

 

It is widely felt that he is in the habit of mixing up pebbles and dirt in sugar and wheat also. If 

someone dares point out at such foul, he starts rebuking him and asks him not to receive ration 

from his shop. 

 

I would, therefore, request you to take necessary steps against him so that the residents are 

not put to any sort of harassment in future. 

 

Yours faithfully,  

ABC 

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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32. There is a public library in your locality. It remains closed 

on Sundays and public holidays. Write a letter to the librarian, 

requesting him to keep the library open on holidays. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

To 

The Librarian,  

Public Library,  

Dharavi. 

Mumbai – 400 017 

 

Sir, 

 

I am a regular visitor to the Public Library of the town. The library undoubtedly has been doing 

a wonderful service to the student community during the past several years. But I have a 

suggestion to make which, I think, will go a long way to serve the other fractions of the society. 

 

It will be agreed that the businessmen as well as the other members of the serving class do not 

find time to pay a visit to the library on week-days after backbreaking work. It will be, therefore, 

very much appreciated if you could make it convenient to open the library on holidays. The steps 

taken in this direction will provide an opportunity to every person to make use of the library. 

 

I trust this will receive your prompt attention and that due consideration will be given to my 

request. 

Yours faithfully, 

              abc  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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33. Write a letter to your father requesting him for an increase 

in your monthly allowance. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

 

My dear Father, 

 

I must ask you for an increase in my monthly allowance. You are aware there is a sudden 

increase in the prices of all commodities. The mess charges have gone up very high. The stationery 

has become costlier. The washer man and the milkman have revised their rates. Though I tried 

every economy yet I failed to manage the expenses within the monthly allowance sent by you. 

 

In fact, I intend to be more serious about my studies in the coming months. I have to hire an 

electric fan also as it is getting extremely hot here. Apart from this the prices of all other articles are 

shooting up day by day. The cost of the books is quoted almost double in comparison to that of the 

last year. 

 

I, therefore, request you to kindly increase my monthly allowance from Rs. 2000/- to Rs. 

3000/-. I may assure you that every paisa will be well spent and accounted for. 

  

Yours affectionately, 

abc 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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34. Write a letter to your friend inviting him to spend a few 

days with you. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

My dear Friend, 

 

 I received your letter a few days back. I was delighted to know that you have done your papers 

well and expect to secure a first division. 

 

As the worries of examinations are over, you must be feeling relaxed during these days. I take it 

as an opportunity to renew my standing invitation to you to come to my place and to spend your 

vacations with me. 

 

I am sure you will like this place very much. The fascinating scenery of the mountains and the 

hills and the refreshing strolls in the morning and evening will greatly relieve you of the strain that 

you were put to during examinations. 

 

I am sure you will enjoy our company. We shall go together for trekking that you will like most. 

This place is really a paradise on earth. I am sure you will enjoy your stay here. I hope you will not 

disappoint me this time. Hoping to hear from you by the return of post. 

 

 Yours sincerely, 

    abc 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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35. Write a letter to your friend stating how you are planning to 

save money to buy a present. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

Dear Friend, 

 

I am very much glad to receive your letter dated 10th February 2014. I am happy to note that 

you have recovered from your illness and are keeping a good health. 

 

You must keep in view the fact that our friend ABC, birthday falls on the 25th May, 2014. You 

know very well that he is my favourite friend after you. 

 

I am getting a sum of Rs. 300 per month from my father by way of pocket money. I have stopped 

this money to spend and saving it to purchase a gift. My elder brother is expected to come to me 

next month. He has promised me a sum of Rs.2000.  In all, I would be in a position to save around 

Rs.3000/-  by the time of his birthday. I wish to buy an touch screen mobile and gift it to him on 

his birthday. 

 

Hoping to hear from you at an early date, 

 

 Yours sincerely, 

XYZ 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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36. Write a letter to your neighbour requesting her to keep her 

dog chained during the day time. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

 

Dear Madam, 

 

I think that you will be distressed to find me complaining against your handsome Alsatian whom 

you so deeply love  

.  

Although it is your right to keep a dog for your amusement, pleasure and safety but 

sometimes, it so happens that he runs in a wild or an uncontrolled manner. Last evening, it 

pounced upon my mother and tried to bite her. My younger sister is so much scared of your dog 

that she does not move out of the house. 

 

I think that it will be better if you keep your dog chained, at least, during the whole of the day. 

I trust you will not consider it an unneighbourly act in making me this request. 

 

Trusting to receive your prompt attention, 

  

Yours very truly, 

xyz 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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37. Write a letter to your friend inviting him to your sister's 

wedding. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

My dear Friend, 

 

You will be delighted to know that the marriage of my sister comes off on 28th February, 2014. 

The bridegroom is an executive engineer in B.M.W. Perhaps, the family is well known to your father. 

 

        My parents have especially asked me to invite you at this time. I hope you will reach there 

a day before the marriage. I am sure you will not miss the opportunity of meeting with many of our 

common friends. Please bring your camera and the latest mobile along with you. It will be the 

opportune time to make the best use of these things. After the marriage ceremony, I will take you 

round the historical monuments of Mumbai. 

 

Please do bring your camera positively as you are entrusted with the job of taking snaps of all 

the ceremonies to be held during the wedding. I hope you will' gladly accept this responsibility. 

 

 Let me know about the date and time of your arrival in advance. 

 

 I hope you will not disappoint me on this auspicious occasion. 

 

  

 Yours sincerely, 

     ABC 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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38. Write a letter to a friend thanking him for his hospitality 

during your stay with him on the X-mas holidays. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

Dear Friend, 

 

I have just arrived after my stay with you during the Christmas holidays. The journey was very 

comfortable and pleasant. I enjoyed sound sleep during my journey back home. 

 

Please accept my heartfelt thanks for the kind hospitality shown to me during my stay with 

you. Not only you but the members of your family also were very courteous (well-mannered) to me. 

The duration of my stay with you will ever be cherished in my memories as the happiest period of 

my life. 

 

        Please convey my best regards to your parents. Thanks once again my dearest friend, 

 

 Yours lovingly, 

      ABC 

 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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39. Write a letter of apology to a friend for not having kept an 

appointment which you have made with him, explaining fully 

what prevented you. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

Dear Friend, 

 

I am extremely sorry to say that I could not keep up the appointment and I could not meet you 

last evening as per scheduled. I am afraid you might have thought of me as a person of 

undependable conduct. 

 

I was just prepared to leave for your residence when I suddenly received an important 'SMS' 

informing me that my younger brother was coming by the evening train. As there was no one else to 

receive him at the railway station, my father being away on an official tour, I had to leave for the 

railway station. As the train was late, I had to wait for hours together. When I reached my home 

with my younger brother, it was too late to keep up the appointment and meet you. 

 

 I take the earliest opportunity of writing this letter to you, apologizing for the inconvenience 

caused to you. 

 

 Assuring you of every courtesy (good manners). 

  

 Ever sincerely yours, 

    ABC 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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40. Write a letter to a friend apologising for not having been 

able to attend his sister's marriage. 

 8C, Sonia Apartments, 

                                                                                Mango colony, 

                                                                                      M.G. Road, 

                                                                                      Dharavi, 

                                                                          Mumbai - 400 016. 

                                                                         13th February, 2014 

My dear Friend, 

 

       I earnestly regret my absence on the auspicious occasion of the marriage of your sister. I am 

sure you would pardon me for my absence for which I am not to blame so much.  

 

       I was compelled not to move out of the house on the auspicious day. Our town was in the grip 

of the floods just before two days of the marriage. Roads were under water and railways were badly 

damaged. No means of transport were available. Our town was cut off from the rest of the world and 

it continued for a week or so. Though I could not attend the marriage in person yet my heart went 

out and the sequence of ceremonies of marriage was reeling before my eyes. 

 

Kindly convey my heartiest wishes for the newly weds and accept the gift of a golden ring that I 

am sending for my sister. 

 

 I hope you will excuse me for an unwilful absence. 

 

 Sincerely yours, 

ABC 

  

rajeshkhatavkar1@gmail.com
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Report Writing 

 

Your school conducted an adult literacy programme. Write a 

report on the same.  

 

The General English High School 

Adult Literacy Programme 

 

Mumbai, 15th September, 2013.  

 

 About 50 students of Std X from “The General English High School, Dharavi, along 

with 5 of their teachers, went to the nearby locality, and contacted about 25 adult illiterate 

men and 6 women from the slums, and planned a programme to educate them.  

 

 According to their syllabus, they planned to teach them the alphabet in English and 

Marathi, reading and writing, numbers 1 to 100, addition and subtraction, and 

environmental studies related to health and hygiene, The method adopted to teach the 

above mentioned syllabus was through skits, T.V. Shows, Personal teaching and 

storytelling.  

 

 At first, they had only 40 adult men, but later on, impressed by the interesting 

manner of teaching the team attracted a total number of 250 people. The students find it 

extremely rewarding to see the number of adult literates on the rise.  
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MASKED MEN SHOOT BANK MANAGER 

Mumbai, February, 21 

By a Staff Reporter, 

 

       In a daring daylight robbery, three masked men entered the Indian Bank, Mahim 

branch on Monday at 10 a.m. When the manager refused to cooperate, he was fired at 

chest from a N – 38 revolver and was seriously injured. The three masked escaped in a 

waiting Red Maruti Van with a loot of 5 lakhs. 

 

       The Bank Manager Mr. Anbu Selvan, was rushed to Sion Hospital. He had sustained 

two bullet wounds on his chest. Doctors have reported that his conditions were critical. 

When contacted Mr. Ragavan, commissioner of Police said that certain important clues 

have been inspected which would definitely lead to the arrest of the bank robbers.  

 

30 SCHOOL CHILDREN KILLED IN BUS – TRUCK ACCIDENT. 

Mumbai, February, 21 

By a Staff Reporter, 

 

Thirty school children were killed when an S.T. Bus was smashed by a truck near 

Matunga yesterday. 

 

           Sixty five students and five teachers of General English High School were on their 

way to Water Kingdom at about 9.40 a.m., in a State Transport Bus. When the truck driver 

was trying to save a boy who was crossing the road the truck smashed the S.T. Bus.  Thirty 

School children were killed. Twenty five students and 3 teachers were seriously injured; 

they were immediately taken to the Sion Hospital.   

 

When contacted Mr. Ragavan, commissioner of Police said that investigations were 

going on detailed report will be given only after the proper investigation.   
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HEAVY RAINS DISTURBED NORMAL LIFE 

 

Mumbai, February, 21 

By a Staff Reporter, 

 

                       Heavy, rains which continued for the third day in Mumbai, brought all 

normal life to a standstill. The Central part of the city was the worst affected with the water 

level rising above 3 feet in some areas. 

 

                       Most of the main roads were completely flooded. In many areas the electric 

poles had fallen down and thus the whole city faced darkness. The situation may improve 

by tomorrow. The Spokesman of B.E.S.T. said that, “All the city buses were cancelled, 

which leads to a major problem for a common man” 

 

 

FOOD POISONING AFFECTED 50 SCHOOL CHILDREN 

Mumbai, February, 21 

By a Staff Reporter, 

                       Over 30 children were battling for their lives in Sion Hospital after they had 

consumed sweets distributed by the school at a function, yesterday. 

                       The students of the General English High School, King Circle were given 

sweet brought from a local shop on the occasion of Annual Day celebration of the School. 

Immediately after consuming sweets the children felt nausea and dizziness. Some started 

vomiting and were rushed to Sion Hospital. The police have registered a case against the 

shopkeeper and arrested him. Parents were worried for the speedy recovery of their 

children. 
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INDIA WINS SECOND TEST MATCH AGAINST AUSTRALIA 

Mumbai, February, 21 

By a Staff Reporter, 

 

                       India wins second test match against Australia at Eden Garden, today. The 

two teams now stand level. 

 

                       The little master Sachin and Skipper (captain) Dhoni had built up a 

partnership of one sixty runs taking up the total to 350. However, Brett lee, bowling took 

the toll and he took 4 wickets.  

 

Later the overall target of 540 runs seemed to be tough for the Australian team. The 

Australian Skipper Ricky Ponting was disappointed with their players performance. As none 

of the Australian player has scored a century except the Skipper. Ricky Ponting himself is 

the highest scorer with 103 runs. The Ponting said, “My team would fight back in the Third 

and final test in Mumbai”. 
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I. TENSES 

  

Present Tense Sentences 

·      Simple 

·      Continuous 

·      Perfect 

·      Perfect Continuous 

 

1. Simple Present Tense Sentences 

[3rd Person + Present tense + Singular → Verb + s] 

1.       I go to college. 

2.       I read a lesson. 

3.       I eat an apple. 

4.       Raja sings a song. 

5.       Sun rises in the east. 

6.       Sun sets in the west. 

7.       They jump. 

8.       He opens the door. 

9.       You run away. 

10.    He runs away. 

11.    He walks to the garden. 
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2. Present Continuous Tense Sentences 

is → singular 

am → I 

are → plural 

1. I am speaking. 

2. Raju is eating. 

3. You are sleeping. 

4. They are watching T.V. 

5. We are playing food ball. 

 

3. Present Perfect Tense Sentences. 

1. I have cut my nose. 

2. I have given money. 

3. I have a house 

4. We have brought. 

5. He has sent it. 

6. She has sunk. 

7. It has broken. 

8. They have taken. 

 

4. Present Perfect continuous Tense Sentences. 

I have been giving money. 

1. I have been listening music. 

2. She has been reading. 

3. He has been running. 

4. They have been watching movie. 
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Past Tense Sentences 

·      Simple 

·      Continuous 

·      Perfect 

·      Perfect Continuous 

 

1. Simple Past Tense Sentences 

1. I went to college. 

2. I read a lesson. 

3. I ate an apple. 

4. Raja sang a song. 

5. I studied the lesson. 

6. He opened the door. 

7. You run away. 

8. Dog barked. 

9. I saw a book. 

10. He came from school. 

11. He said to Raja. 

12. I received a message. 

13. Raja danced beautifully. 

14. They worked hard. 

15. You caught. 

 

2. Past Continuous Tense Sentences. 

1. I was speaking 

2. Raju was sending. 

3. You were teaching. 

4. They were coming. 

5. We were dancing. 

6. He was thinking. 
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3. Past Perfect Tense Sentences. 

1.       The sun had set. 

2.       The show had begun. 

3.       I had cut my hair. 

 

4. Past Perfect Continuous Tense sentences. 

1. I had been eating. 

2. I had been listening. 

3. She had been running. 

4. They had been reading. 

5. You had been jumping. 

 

Future Tense Sentences 

·      Simple 

·      Continuous 

·      Perfect 

·      Perfect Continuous 

1. Simple Future Tense Sentences. 

 

1. I shall go to college. 

2. I shall study tomorrow. 

3. We shall come. 

4. You will run. 

5. He will open. 

6. She will sing. 

7. We shall eat. 

8. It will come. 

9. Raju will sing. 

10. Raja sill come. 
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2. Future Continuous Tense Sentences. 

 

1. He will be eating. 

2. I shall be going. 

3. They will be dancing. 

4. They will be going. 

5. Raja will be acting. 

6. We shall be singing. 

7. Rose will be winning the race. 

 

3. Future Perfect Tense Sentences. 

 

1. I shall have eaten tomorrow. 

2. I shall have written my exercise. 

3. They will have broken the car. 

4. We will have known. 

5. We shall have gone tomorrow. 

 

4. Future Perfect Continuous Tense Sentences. 

 

1. I shall have been eating. 

2. Raju will have been reading. 

3. Raja will have been studying. 

4. They will have been writing. 

5. Raja will have been doing. 
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II. Use able to / unable to  

 

1. I can play. (Use able to) 

Ans. I am able to play. 

 

2. I could play (Use able to) 

Ans. I was able to play. 

 

3. He could tell me. (Use able to) 

Ans. He was able to tell me. 

 

4. They could tell me. (Use able to) 

Ans. They were able to tell me. 

 

5. She can work. (Use able to) 

Ans. She is able to work. 

 

6. I can write a letter. 

Ans. I am able to write a letter. 

 

7. She could eat a mango. 

Ans. She was able to eat a mango. 

 

8. She could not eat sandwich. 

Ans. She was unable to eat sandwich. 

 

9. I cannot dance. 

Ans. I am unable to dance. 

 

10. I cannot write an essay. 

Ans. I am unable to write an essay. 

Remember 

can = Present Tense 

Could = Past Tense 
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III. Remove too 

too → very, excessively, extremely 

too ……to…… → so …… that ……cannot/ could not 

Present tense, is, am, are → cannot. 

Past tense, was, were → could not. 

 

1. It is too hot outside. 

Ans. It is very hot outside. 

 

2. These books are too expensive. 

Ans. These books are very expensive. 

 

3. Raja is too fond of sweets. 

Ans. Raja is extremely fond of sweets. 

 

4. It is too sour. 

Ans. IT is very sour. 

 

5. The king was too infallible (perfect) to make a mistake. 

Ans. The king was so infallible that he could not make a mistake.   

 

6. I am too tired to think of anything. 

Ans. I am so tired that I cannot think of anything. 

 

7. He spoke too fast to be understood. 

Ans. He spoke so fast that one could not understand. 

 

8. He is too proud to beg. 

Ans. He is so proud that he cannot beg. 
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9. Hitler was too cruel to spare the Jews. 

Ans. Hitler was so cruel that he could not spare the Jews. 

 

10. The Chief Minister Mr. Raja was too busy to give us an appointment. 

Ans. The Chief Minister Mr. Raja was so busy that he could not give us an appointment. 

 

11. Parents nowadays are too busy to pay attention to their children education. 

Ans. Parents nowadays are so busy that they cannot pay attention to their children 

education. 

 

12. It became too dark to read easily. 

Ans. It became so dark that one could not read easily. 

 

13. I too won a ticket to go to cinema. 

Ans. I also won a ticket to go to cinema. 

 

14. He too got it right. 

Ans. He also got it right. 
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IV. Make sentences using the given words as noun as well as 

verbs. 

 

Noun = Name of place, animal, things. 

Verbs = Action. 

 

1. Hand 

2. Can 

3. Lock 

4. Cook 

5. Work 

6. Visit 

7. Name 

8. Right 

9. Hold 

10. Return 

11. Offer 

12. Look 

13. Shop 

14. Produce 

15. Form 

16. Try 

17. lead 

 

 

 Hand me the towel. (verb) 

 Aishwarya‟s hand is beautiful. (noun) 

 You can do this. (verb) 

 The can is full of water. (Noun) 

 Lock the door, before you leave. (verb) 

 Key is with the lock. (noun) 
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 My mother cooks food. (verb) 

 He is a popular cook. (noun) 

 He works in call centre. (verb) 

 I have lot of work to do. (noun) 

 He visits to the zoo. (verb) 

 He earned good name. (Noun) 

 I name this cat. (verb) 

 Right the correct one. (verb) 

 Take right. (noun) 

 Hold the pen. (verb) 

 I didn‟t have any hold. (noun) 

 I return the book. (verb) 

 I have no return. (noun) 

 The companies offer discount. (verb) 

 It is a good offer. (noun) 

 I am looking you. (verb) 

 Your look is beautiful. (noun) 

 Raja shops vegetables. (verb) 

 He opened the shop. (noun) 

 Raghavan produced a film. (verb) 

 The farmers store their produce. (noun) 

 Ambani formed a company. (verb) 

 I am unable to fill the form. (noun) 

 I tried a lot. (verb) 

 He gave it a last try. (noun) 

 He leads me in the race. (verb) 

 Lead is a metal. (noun)  
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V. Opposites with Prefixes and suffixes. 

 

1. able x unable (prefix) 

2. complete x incomplete 

3. proper x improper 

4. guide x misguide 

5. regular x irregular 

6. ordinary x extraordinary 

7. social x anti – social 

8. legal x illegal 

9. encourage x discourage 

10. interior x exterior 

11. agree x disagree 

12. careful x careless (suffix) 

13. fearful x fearless 

14. appear x disappear 

15. direct x indirect 

16. perfect x imperfect 

17. septic x antiseptic 

18. ability x inability 

19. useful x useless 

20. important x unimportant 

21. call x miscall 

22. national x international 

23. correct x incorrect 

24. pure x impure 

25. obey x disobey 

26. understand x misunderstand 

27. literate x illiterate 

28. war x antiwar 

29. clear x unclear 
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30. willing  x unwilling 

31. pleasant x unpleasant 

32. romantic x unromantic 

33. developed x undeveloped 

34. equal x unequal 

35. definite x indefinite 

36. aware x unaware 

37. respect x disrespect 

38. patient  x impatient 

39. responsible x irresponsible 

40. lock x unlock 

41. cyclone x anti – cyclone 

42. like x dislike 

43. continue x discontinue 

44. restless x restful 

45. justice x injustice 

46. experienced x inexperienced 

47. valuable x valueless 

48. successful x unsuccessful 

49. necessary x unnecessary 

50. maximum x minimum 

51. powerful x powerless 

52. sensitive x insensitive 

53. vegetarian x non vegetarian 

54. reserved x unreserved 

55. kind x unkind 

56. friendly x unfriendly 

57. advantage x disadvantage 

58. connect x disconnect 

59. give x receive 

60. normal x abnormal 
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VI. Affirmative and negative sentences 

1. I like to go to the seashore. (Make it negative.) 

Ans. I don‟t dislike going to the seashore. 

 

2. He likes to go to the seashore. 

Ans. He don‟t dislike going to the seashore. 

 

3. They like to go to the seashore. 

Ans. They don‟t dislike going to the seashore. 

 

4. It is useless. 

Ans. It is not useful. 

 

5. There is little hurry. 

Ans. There is no hurry. 

 

6. He had only his daughter with him. 

Ans. He had no one except his daughter with him. 

 

7. I do not remember. (Make it affirmative) 

Ans. I fail to remember. 

 

8. I did not remember. 

Ans. I failed to remember. 

 

9. She does not remember. 

Ans. She fails to remember. 

 

10. It was never heard of in the history of Mumbai. 

Ans. This was the first time in the history of Mumbai that it had been heard of. 
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11. David grew up considering blindness no tragedy. 

Ans. David grew up without ever considering blindness a tragedy. 

 

12. They had always fallen into the realm of possibility. 

Ans. They had never fallen into the realm of impossibility. 

 

13. David‟s ambition to become a doctor was not in that realm. 

Ans. David‟s ambition to become a doctor was beyond that realm. 

 

14. He was no different from anyone else. 

Ans. He was like everyone else 

 

15. You‟ll never know unless you try.” 

Ans. You‟ll only know if you try. 

 

16. It‟s likely no personal computer would have them. 

Ans. It‟s likely all personal computer would be without them. 

 

17. You are fortunate and yet you cannot understand your fortune. (remove negative) 

Ans. You are fortunate and yet you are unable to understand your fortune. 

 

18. Abyss cannot hear the song of the stars. (Remove negative and rewrite) 

Ans. Abyss is unable to hear the song of the stars. 

 

19. His replies did not gladden our heart at the time. 

Ans. His replies failed to gladden our hearts at the time. 

 

20. It didn‟t halve our time exactly. 

Ans. It failed to halve our time. 
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VII. Question Tag. 

1. I am in mood. 

Ans. I am in mood, aren‟t I? 

 

2. Let‟s go for picnic. 

Ans. Let‟s go for picnic, shall we? 

 

3. Let us go for cinema. 

Ans. Let us go for cinema, shall we? 

 

4. They always come in time. 

Ans. They always come in time, don‟t they? 

 

5. We sit here every day. 

Ans. We sit here every day, don‟t we? 

 

6. Vijay comes here right at 5. 

Ans. Vijay comes here right at 5, doesn‟t he? 

 

7. They reached here yesterday. 

Ans. They reached here yesterday, didn‟t they? 

 

8. That girl got the prize. 

Ans. That girl got the prize, didn‟t she? 

 

9. I am not tired. 

Ans. I am not tired, am I? 

 

10. He does not attend the school. 

Ans. He does not attend the school, does he? 
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11. Ranji never mixes with her classmates. 

Ans. Ranji never mixes with her classmates, does she? 

 

12. You should not blame him. 

Ans. You should not blame him, should you? 

 

13. I shall go to school. 

Ans. I shall go to school, shan‟t I? 

 

14. We are not telling the truth. 

Ans. We are not telling the truth, are we? 

 

15. He will go to school. 

Ans. He will go to school, won‟t he? 

 

16. Bring me food. 

Ans. Bring me food, will you? 

 

17. Show me your pen. 

Ans. Show me your pen, will you? 

 

18. Stay there. 

Ans. Stay there, will you? 

 

19. Open the door. 

Ans. Open the door, will you? 

 

20. Both he and David grinned. 

Ans. Both he and David grinned, didn‟t they? 

 

21. You‟ll never know unless your try. 
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Ans. You‟ll never know unless you try, will you? 

 

22. Allow me to be a rose for one day. 

Ans. Allow me to be a rose for one day, won‟t you? 

 

23. At that moment my spirit revolted. 

Ans. At that moment my spirit revolted, didn‟t it? 

 

24. There has been no sign of improvement in the patient. 

Ans. There has been no sign of improvement in the patient, has there? 
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VIII. Exclamatory and Assertive Sentences. 

1. What a wonderful story it was! (make it assertive) 

Ans. It was a wonderful story. 

 

2. How naughty you are! 

Ans. You are very naughty. 

 

3. How sweet! 

Ans. It is really very sweet. 

 

4. He was very slow. (Make it exclamatory) 

Ans. How slow he was! 

 

5. It was a very lovely painting. 

Ans. What a lovely painting it was! 

 

6. How lucky I was! 

Ans. I was very lucky. 

 

7. What a lesson to be learned from Wilma! 

Ans. It was indeed a great lesson to be learned from Wilma. 

 

8. He was an extraordinary human being. 

Ans. What an extraordinary human being he was! 

 

9. I am quite tired. 

Ans. How tired I am! 

 

10. I am very proud of my nice mother. 

Ans. How proud I am of my nice mother! 
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11. You are absolutely right. 

Ans. How right you are! 

 

12. How painful it is. 

Ans. It is very painful. 
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IX. HOMOPHONES 

Homophones are those words which sounds similar buy have meaning and spelling 

different. 

 

 

1. bare , bear 

2. compliment, complement 

3. dye, die 

4. flower, flour 

5. lesson, lessen 

6. pain , pane 

7. peek, peak 

8. loan, lone 

9. main, mane 

10. meet, meat 

11. rein, rain, reign 

12. role, roll 

13. root, route 

14. sail, sale 

15. sight, cite, site 

16. soar, sore 

17. sole, soul 

18. tyre, tire 

19. waist, waste 

20. wait, weight 

21. week weak 

22. There , their 

23. Fair, fare 

24. Knew, new 

25. Wright, right 

26. Sum, some 

27. Whether, weather 

28. Principle, principal 

29. Piece, peace 

30. Birth, berth 

31. Hole, whole 

32. Pray, prey 

33. Sea, see 

34. Be, bee 

35. Where, were 

36. Hear, ear 

37. Our, hour 

38. Are, or 
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X. Degree of comparison. 

Positive Comparative Superlative 

Sweet 

Small 

Tall 

Bold 

Clever 

Kind 

Young 

Brave 

Fine 

Happy 

Great 

Easy 

Wealthy 

Hot 

Thin 

Sad 

Fat 

Beautiful 

Eminent 

Industrious 

Ferocious 

Difficult 

Good 

Well 

Bad 

Little 

Much 

Many 

Sweeter 

Smaller 

Taller 

Bolder 

Cleverer 

Kinder 

Younger 

Braver 

Finer 

Happier 

Greater 

Easier 

Wealthier 

Hotter 

Thinner 

Sadder 

Fatter 

More beautiful 

More eminent 

More industrious 

More ferocious 

More difficult 

Better 

Better 

Worse 

Lesser 

More 

More 

Sweetest 

Smallest 

Tallest 

Boldest 

Cleverest 

Kindest 

Youngest 

Bravest 

Finest 

Happiest 

Greatest 

Easiest 

Wealthiest 

Hottest 

Thinnest 

Saddest 

Fattest 

Most beautiful 

Most eminent 

Most industrious 

Most ferocious 

Most difficult 

Best 

Best 

Worst 

Least 

Most 

Most 
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In 

Up 

Old 

Old 

Inner 

Upper 

Elder 

Older 

Innermost 

Uppermost 

Eldest 

oldest 

 

 

Positive Comparative Superlative 

No other than any other the happiest 

Few other/ very few than many / most other one of the tallest 

 

1. Raji is the richest woman in Mumbai. 

Ans. Raji is richer than any other woman in Mumbai. 

No other woman in Mumbai is as rich as Raji. 

 

2. Reading is the best form of recreation. 

Ans. Reading is better than any other form of recreation. 

No other form of recreation is as good as reading. 

 

3. Australia is the largest Island. 

Ans. Australia is larger than many other Islands. 

No other Island is as large as Australia. 

 

4. Australia is one of the largest Islands. 

Ans. Australia is larger than many other Islands. 

Very few Islands are as large as Australia. 

 

5. Books are the best source of knowledge. 

Ans. Books are better than any other source of knowledge. 

No other source of knowledge is as good as books. 
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6. Iron is stronger than many other metals. 

Ans. Iron is one of the strongest metals. 

Very few metals are as strong as Iron. 

 

7. No one is as lazy as Raja. 

Ans. Raja is lazier than any other. 

Raja is the laziest of all. 

 

8. The greatest lessons in life are learnt from children. 

Ans. No other lessons in life is as great as the ones that are learnt from children. 

 

9. I have never seen such a ferocious animal as this. 

Ans. I have never seen an animal more ferocious than this one. 

 

Note: - Whenever the comparison is made between two persons 

or things there does not exist with superlative degree. 

 

1. Mango is sweeter than Apple. 

Ans. Apple is not as sweet as Mango. 

 

2. Mumbai is not leaner than Chennai. 

Ans. Chennai is as clean as Mumbai. 

 

3. March is not as hot as June. 

Ans. June is hotter than March. 

 

4. The rose smells as sweet as the lily. 

Ans. The lily does not smell sweeter than the rose. 

 

5. The rose smelled as sweet as the lily. 
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Ans. The lily did not smell sweeter than the rose. 

 

6. The roses smell as sweet as the lilies. 

The lilies do not smell sweeter than the rose. 

 

7. I feel as scared as you do. 

Ans. I don‟t feel less scared than you. 
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XI. Change the voice. 

 

1. I love my studies.  

Ans. My studies are loved by me.   

 

2. Earth loves us. 

Ans. We are loved by Earth. 

 

3. Mom loves me. 

Ans. I am loved by Mom. 

 

4. The cat kills the rat. 

Ans. The rat is killed by the cat. 

 

5. The cat kill the rats. 

Ans. The rats are killed by the cat. 

 

6. The cats kill the rat. 

Ans. The rat is killed by the cats. 

 

7. I write a letter. 

Ans. A letter is written by me. 

 

8. I write those letters. 

Ans. Those letters are written by me. 

 

9. He broke the glass. 

Ans. The glass was broken by him. 

 

10. He breaks the glass. 

Ans. The glass is broken by him. 
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11. The C.M. received the P.M. 

Ans. The P.M. was received by the C.M. 

 

12. The peon delivered the letters. 

Ans. The letters were delivered by the peon. 

 

13. I closed the door. 

Ans. The door was closed by me. 

 

14. Raji wrote a letter. 

Ans. A letter was written by Raji. 

 

15. He will finish the work. 

Ans. The work will be finished by him. 

 

16. He will finish the work. 

Ans. The work will be finished by him. 

 

17. People will forget it. 

Ans. It will be forgotten by people. 

 

18. I shall invite you. 

Ans. You will be invited by me. 

 

19. The police will catch me. 

Ans. I shall be caught by the police. 

 

20. They will send me. 

Ans. I shall be sent by them. 

 

21. They have eaten the fruits. 
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Ans. The fruits have been eaten by them. 

 

22. They have opened the window. 

Ans. The window has been opened by me. 

 

23. He has driven those cars. 

Ans. Those cars have been driven by him. 

 

24. I had written a letter. 

Ans. A letter had been written by me. 

 

25. She had painted a picture. 

Ans. A picture had been painted by her. 

 

26. He had cut those trees. 

Ans. Those trees had been cut by him. 

 

27. The teacher had taught the lesson. 

Ans. The lesson had been taught by the teacher. 

 

28. The teacher had taught the lessons. 

Ans. The lessons had been taught by the teacher. 

 

29. The teacher will have taught the lesson. 

Ans. The lesson will have been taught by the teacher. 

 

30. Vijay will have finished the task. 

Ans. The task will have been finished by Vijay. 

 

31. My friend will have bought a gift. 

Ans. A gift will have been bought a gift. 
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32. I shall have written a letter. 

Ans. A letter will have been written by me. 

 

33. I am watching you. 

Ans. You are being watched by me. 

 

34. The Raman is building the wall. 

Ans. The wall is being built by the Raman. 

 

35. The teacher is teaching a new lesson. 

Ans. A new lesson is being taught by the teacher. 

 

36. My mother is cutting an apple. 

Ans. Apples are being cut by my mother. 

 

37. My mother is cutting apples. 

Ans. Apples are being cut by my mother. 

 

38. The gardener was cutting grass. 

Ans. Grass was being cut by the gardener. 

 

39. The rain had divided Mumbai into two. 

Ans. Mumbai had been divided into two by the rain. 

 

40. He was elected vice – president of the student council. 

Ans. They elected him the vice – president of the student council. 

 

41.  He was seized with feeling of inadequacy. 

Ans. Feeling of inadequacy seized him. 
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42. We feel renewed faith in the infinite possibilities of all people. (Begin the sentence with 

“Renewed faith………”). 

Ans. Renewed faith in the infinite possibilities of all people is felt by us. 

 

43. We were designing the first Macintosh computer. (Rewrite the sentence beginning with 

“The first ……”) 

Ans. The firs Macintosh computer was being designed by us. 

 

44. Cast aside your thoughts. (Change the voice) 

Ans. Let your thoughts be cast aside. 

 

45.  You are consoling me. 

Ans. I am being consoled by you. 

 

46. We were told to fold it neatly. 

Ans. He told us to fold it neatly. 

 

47. Father taught us a simple lesson 

Ans. A simple lesson was taught to us by father. 
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XII. Figure of Speech 

 

1.       Personification – human quality 

E.g. 

 The Moon is laughing. 

Personification: The Moon is given the human quality of Laughing.  

 The river is running. 

Personification: The river is given the human quality of running.  

 The waves are dancing 

Personification: The waves are given human quality of dancing.  

 Wind made the trees to dance.  

Personification: The trees are given the human quality of dancing.  

 

2.       Alliteration – repetition of same alphabet 

 It clogs and clutters up the mind.  

Alliteration:  The sound of the letter „c‟ is repeated for poetic effect.  

 Such wondrous fine fantastic tales.  

Alliteration: The sound of the letter „f‟ is repeated for poetic effect.  

 

3.       Repetition – repetition of same word 

 They sit and stare and stare and sit.  

Repetition: The words „sit‟ and „stare‟ are repeated pleasantly for poetic effect.  

 They ...used...to...read! They read and read, and read and read, and then proceed. 

(Try yourself) 

 So, please, oh please, we beg, we pray. (Try yourself) 
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4.       Tautology – same meaning 

 Pure unadulterated butter available here.  

Tautology: The meaning of the word „unadulterated‟ is already contained in the word „pure‟.  

 

5.       Antithesis – opposite words or ideas 

 Speech is silvern, but silence is golden.  

Antithesis: Two opposite ideas of speech and silence are placed together for poetic effect.  

 

6.       Hyperbole – over statement 

 And stare until their eyes pop out.  

Hyperbole: The idea expressed is highly exaggerated.  

 It makes a child so dull and blind.  

Hyperbole: The idea expressed is highly exaggerated.  

 His powers of thinking rust and freeze.  

Hyperbole: The idea expressed is highly exaggerated.  

 

7.       Interrogation – questions 

 How could anyone not know? 

Interrogation: Idea is expressed in the form of a question.  

 

8.       Exclamation – expression 

 Oh! how wonderful is the rain.  

Exclamation: The idea is conveyed explicitly.  

 Oh the value of the elderly! 

Exclamation: The idea is conveyed explicitly.  
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9.    Onomatopoeia – sound 

 The clock is running tik - tik - tik. 

Onomatopoeia: Sense of sound is conveyed through the word „tik - tik - tik‟ 

 There was a roaring in the wind all night.  

Onomatopoeia: Sense of sound is conveyed through the word „roaring‟. 

 The Jay makes answer as the Magpie chatters.  

Onomatopoeia: Sense of sound is conveyed through the word „chatters‟ 

 For something in it crunches.  

Onomatopoeia: Sense of sound is conveyed through the word „crunches‟. 

 Echoing and re - echoing a new hope and a new desire.  

Onomatopoeia: Sense of sound is conveyed through the words „echoing‟ and „re-echoing‟ 

 

10. Climax - Ideas are arranged in the order of increasing importance.  

 The spectators smiled, giggled and finally burst into laughter.  

Climax: Ideas are arranged in the order of increasing importance.  

 

11. Metaphor- An implicit (indirect) comparison is made without using words such as 

„like‟, „as‟ and „so‟. 

 Our world is an institution. 

Metaphor: The world is indirectly compared to an institution.  

 They hold so many keys.  

Metaphor: The experience of the elderly is indirectly compared to keys.  

 

12. Simile - An explicit comparison is made between two things by using words such as 

„like‟, „as‟ and „so‟ 

 I wandered lonely as a cloud.  

Simile: The loneliness of the poet is compared to that of the cloud using the word „as‟. 

 His brain becomes as soft as cheese.  

Smile: The softness of the brain is directly compared to that of cheese.  
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 That attracts the industries to produce like maggots. 

Simile: The industries are directly compared to maggots. (insects)  

 

12. Apostrophe: Inanimate things are directly addressed.  

 O Mother! teach our hands to bear. 

Apostrophe: The earth is directly addressed as if it were a living being.  

 O River! why are you running? 

Apostrophe: The river is directly addressed as if it were a living being.  

 

13. Synecdoche - Here one idea is understood by means of another.  

 My hands were busy through the day.  

Synecdoche: Part (hands) for the whole (the person). 

 My hands once busy now are still.  

Synecdoche: Part (hands) for the whole (the person).  
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XIII. Wh type questions. 

1.       We lived downstairs of the hospital. 

Ans. Where did we live? 

 

2.       He announced that he was going to be a doctor. 

Ans. What did he announce? 

 

3.      He catches the bus. 

Ans. What does he catch? 

 

4.       Nature heard the conversation. 

Ans. What did Nature hear? 

 

5.       The queen of violets saw by her side the converted violet. 

Ans. Whom did the queen of violets see by her side? 

 

6.       The morning routine started with tea. 

Ans. How did the morning routine start? 

 

7.       I didn‟t mind vegetable shopping. 

Ans. What did I not mind? 

 

8.       The final indicator of a country‟s independence is the way its children live. 

Ans. What is the final indicator of a country‟s independence? 

 

9.       He launched an independent partnership. 

Ans. What did he launch? 

 

10.    The rain water rises the water table in the sand. 

Ans. What does the rain water rise in the sand? 
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11.    The monsoon starts in June. 

Ans. When does the monsoon start? 

 

12.    We reached America. 

Ans. Where did we reach? 

 

13.    Dimple breaks the glass. 

Ans. Who does break the glass? 

 

14.    20 billion messages are sent every month worldwide. 

Ans. How many messages are sent every month worldwide? 
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XIV. Direct and indirect speech. 

1.       The doctor said, “I have given an injection and it will make you sleep.” 

Ans. The doctor said that he had given an injection and it would make him sleep. 

2.       “Who are you and what are you doing here?” she asked him.  

Ans. She asked him who he was and what he was doing there.  

3. “I am a painter and I‟m drawing pictures on my pitcher,” he said. 

He said that he was a painter and was drawing pictures on his pitcher. 

3.       “Something is burning,” said the man. “Can you smell it, Vinay?” (Change it into 

indirect speech) 

Ans. The man said that something was burning. He asked Vinay whether he could smell it. 

4. He announced that he was going to be a doctor. (Make it direct) 

Ans. He announced, “I am going to be a doctor.” 

6.       “Why not settle for something more, within your capabilities, like History or 

Psychology?” suggested the biology professor. 

Ans. The biology professor suggested him that he should settle for something more within 

his capabilities like History or Psychology. 

7.  The violet opened her blue lips and said, “What an unfortunate am I among the flowers!” 

Ans. The violet opened her blue lips and exclaimed that she was unfortunate among the 

flowers.  

9 “Is it dead?” asked Neha. “No,” said Rahul. “ I can still feel its heart beating.” 

Ans. Neha asked whether it was dead. Rahul replied in the negative. He added that he 

could still fell its heart beating. 

10.    Gandhiji said that the greatest lessons in life are learnt from children. 

Ans. Gandhiji said, “The greatest lessons in life are learnt from children”. 
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XV. Gerund and infinitive 

1.       The sky poured turbulent waters on Mumbai to transform lanes and streets into 

rivers. 

(Rewrite using gerund form of the underlined word) 

Ans. The sky poured turbulent waters on Mumbai, transforming lanes and streets into 

rivers. 

2.       Making omelettes and rolling out chappatis became my special duties. 

Ans. To make omelettes and to roll out chappatis became my special duties. 

3.       I got caught each time I tried arguing. 

Ans. I got caught each time I tried to argue. 

5.       Besides, in India there are always other people to do al that for you. 

Ans. Besides, in India there are always other people doing all that for you. 

6.       Finally, we tried to combine forces. 

Ans. Finally, we tried combining forces. 

7.       Looking for groceries was another matter. 

Ans. To look for groceries was another matter. 

8.       My parents preferred to patronize just on store. 

Ans. My parents preferred patronizing just one store. 

9.       Public may take some time to apprehend that it is being cheated. 

Ans. Public may take some time apprehending that it is being cheated. 
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XVI. Identify the tense 

1.       They had not been frank enough with Dave. 

Ans. Past perfect tense. 

2.       The four poets were eating at the dinner table. 

Ans. Past continuous (progressive) tense. 

3.       It all came back to me. (Rewrite using Past perfect Tense) 

Ans. It had all come back to me. 

4.       There was an amazing publication. (Use Past perfect tense and rewrite) 

Ans. There had been an amazing publication. 

5.       You are consoling me. (Use present perfect continuous tense) 

Ans. You have been consoling me. 

6.       Contentment has acted as a barrier. (Make Present Perfect Continuous tense) 

Ans. Contentment has been acting as a barrier. 

7.       It takes its name from a place in Chennai. 

(Rewrite using Present Perfect Tense) 

Ans. It has taken its name from a place in Chennai. 
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XVII. Rhetorical (Interrogative)type questions. 

1.       Your time is limited. (frame a Rhetorical questions) 

Ans. Isn‟t Your time limited? 

2.       You have been humble and sweet in all your deeds. 

Ans. Haven‟t you been humble and sweet in all your deeds? 

3.       Ambition beyond existence is the essential purpose of our being. 

Ans. Isn‟t ambition beyond existence the essential purpose of our being? 

4.       Today, the rains fall on empty streets. 

Ans. Today, don‟t the rains fall on empty streets? 

5.       They aren‟t free from social conditioning. 

Ans. Are they free from social conditioning? 

6.       We became part of a larger reality. 

And. Didn‟t we become a part of a larger reality? 

7.       Imagination is everything. 

Ans. Isn‟t imagination everything? 

8.       It‟s not strange that my children refuse to believe that their grandfather and laughter 

were even strangers? 

Ans. Is strange that my children refuse to believe that their grandfather and laughter were 

even strangers? 

9.       A child is inherently curious about the world. 

Ans. Isn‟t child inherently curious about the world? 

10.    This pre-drawn massacre is a regular feature. 

Ans. Isn‟t this pre – drawn massacre a regular feature. 

11.    Happiness can‟t be bought with cash? 

Ans. Can happiness be bought with cash? 

12.    This is an extreme case of intellectual subversion. 

Ans. Isn‟t this extreme case of intellectual subversion. 
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XVIII. Not only But also 

1.       Nature had fashioned me to be short and poor. 

Ans. Nature has fashioned me to be not only short but also poor. 

2.       The distances shrunk, the geographical boundaries disappeared. 

Ans. Not only did the distances shrink but also the geographical boundaries disappeared. 

3.       This is the design of life. This is the secret of Existence. 

Ans. This is not only the design of Life but also the secret of Existence. 

4.       You are contented and meek dullards. 

Ans. You are not only contented but also meek dullards. 

5.       Business begins and ends with that simple precept. 

Ans. Business not only begins but also ends with that simple precept. 
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XIX. No sooner …… than 

1.       As I hearkened to the silence of the night, I heard the heavenly world talking. 

Ans. No sooner did I hearken to the silence of the night than I heard the heavenly world 

talking. 

2.       As soon as I reached the class, the students remained silent. 

Ans. No sooner did I reach the class than the student remained silent. 

3.       As soon as the monsoon starts, the farmers become happy. 

Ans. No sooner does the monsoon starts than the farmers become happy. 

4.       She fell down in one place when fellow pedestrian rushed instantly for her help. 

Ans. No sooner did she fall down in one place than fellow pedestrian rushed instantly for 

her help. 

5.       Most morning my wife enters the kitchen to find them scurrying away. 

Ans. Most morning no sooner does my wife enter the kitchen than she find them scurrying 

away. 

6.  As soon as the leaf fell from the trees the windswept it away? 

Ans. No sooner did the leaf fall from the tree than the windswept it away. 

7.  As soon as the teacher entered the class, the students wished him good morning? 

Ans. No sooner did the teacher enter the class than the student wished him good morning. 
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XX. Used to & would 

1.       I would spend hours under it. 

Ans. I used to spend hours under it. 

2.       My father used to get transferred every year. 

Ans. My father would get transferred every year. 

3.       My mother would set up an establishment. 

Ans. My mother used to set up an establishment. 

4.       Our day used to start with the family huddling around my mother‟s chulha. 

Abs. Our day would start with the family huddling around my mother‟s chulha. 

5.       He would give a reply. 

Ans. He used to give a reply. 

6.       She would take her kitchen utensils and she and I would dig the rocky, white ant 

infested surroundings. 

Ans. She used to take her kitchen utensils and she and I used to dig the rocky, white ant 

infested surroundings. 

7.       She would cook for the family. 

Ans. She used to cook for the family. 

 

Complex Sentences: (because, when, while, where, as, before, after, that, since, as 

soon as, no sooner, if, unless, as .... though, if .... though, though, even though, although, 

whether, so .... that, till, only if, so that, until, which, ………) 

 

Compound Sentence: (and, but, or, not only ...... but also, either ..... or, neither ..... 

nor,  etc ) 
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Conversion of Simple Sentences into Compound sentences 

 

1.       Simple: Seeing a snake he ran away. 

Compound: He saw a snake and ran away. 

2.       Simple: Besides being intelligent she is beautiful. 

Compound: She is intelligent and she is beautiful. 

3.       Inspite of his enormous wealth but still he is sad. 

Compound: He possess enormous wealth still he is sad. 

4.       Simple: Standing with his grief he is optimistic (confident). 

Compound: He is grievous but still he is optimistic. 

5.       Simple: To avoid danger you must be very careful. 

Compound: Either you must be careful otherwise you will meet danger.  

 

Conversion of Compound Sentences into Simple Sentences 

1.       I ate apple, I went to Cinema. 

Eating apple I went to Cinema. 

2.       He passed M.B.B.S. and became a doctor. 

Having passed M.B.B.S. he became a doctor. 

3.       You must study well or you will not get the first class mark. 

You must study well to get the first class mark. 

 

 

Conversion of Simple sentences into Complex sentences 

1.       He doesn‟t know the date of his marriage. 

He doesn‟t know when he had married. 

2.       He expects first class in the medical examination. 

He expects that he will get first class in the medical examination. 

3.       A man of justice gets respect every where 

A man of who justice gets respect very where 
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4.       The reason for his success is unknown. 

The reason how he succeeded is unknown. 

5.       On seeing a police thief ran away. 

As soon as thief saw the police ran away. 

 

Conversion on Complex Sentences into Simple Sentences 

 

1.       Since he was tired he could not go to office. 

On account of his tiredness, he could not go to office 

2.       What he aced was seen by all 

His action was seen by all. 

3.       He student who studies well gets high marks 

The well studying student gets high marks. 

4.       He went to the college where he studied 

He went to his old college. 

5.       He replaced the old wall clock which was damaged. 

He replaced the damaged wall clock. 

6.       He ran fast the he might not miss the train 

He ran fast to catch the train 

7.       After I had reserved the tickets I returned to my house. 

Having reserved the tickets I returned to house. 

 

Compound to Complex 

1.       Study well or you will fail 

Unless you study well you will fail. 

2.       He saw the name board and entered the hotel. 

Seeing the name board, he entered that hotel. 

3.       He was suffering from fever and he was admitted in the hospital. 

Since he was feverish he was admitted in the hospital. 

4.       He is strong but he is timid (scared). 

Although he is strong, he is timid. 
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Complex to Compound 

1.       I saw a monkey which was sitting on a tree. 

I saw the monkey. It was sitting on a tree. 

2.       If you go to Agra you can see Tajmahal. 

Go to Agra you can see Tajmahal. 

3.       I suspect that he has done the murder. 

He has done the murder. I suspect him. 

4.       Though the soldier was wounded, but he went to the battle field again. 

The soldier was wounded. He went to the battle field again. 
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XXI. IRREGULAR VERBS 

Present tense Past tense Past participle 

Arise Arose Arisen 

Buy Bought Bought 

Be Was/were Been 

Beat Beat Beaten 

Become Became Become 

Begin Began Begun 

Bend Bent Bent 

Bet Bet Bet 

Bite Bit Bitten 

Blow Blew Blown 

Break Broke Broken 

Bring Brought Brought 

Broadcast Broadcast Broadcast 

Build Built Built 

Burn Burnt Burnt 

Catch Caught Caught 

Choose Chose Chosen 

Come Came Come 
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Creep Crept Crept 

Cut Cut Cut 

Deal Dealt Dealt 

Dig Dug Dug 

Do Did Done 

Draw Drew Drawn 

Drink Drank Drunk 

Drive Drove Driven 

Eat Ate Eaten 

Fall Fell Fallen 

Feed Fed Fed 

Feel Felt Felt 

Fight Fought Fought 

Find Found Found 

Flee Fled Fled 

Fly Flew Flown 

Forbid Forbade Forbidden 

Forget Forgot Forgotten 

Forgive Forgave Forgiven 

Freeze Froze Frozen 

Get Got Got 
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Give Gave Given 

Go Went Gone 

Grow Grew Grown 

Hang Hung Hung 

Hear Heard Heard 

Hide Hid Hidden 

Hit Hit Hit 

Hold Held Held 

Hurt Hurt Hurt 

Keep Kept Kept 

Know Knew Known 

Lay Laid Laid 

Lead Led Led 

Leave Left Left 

Lend Lent Lent 

Let Let Let 

Lie Lay Lain 

Light Lit Lit 

Lose Lost Lost 

Make Made Made 

Mean Meant Meant 
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Meet Met Met 

Pay Paid Paid 

Put Put Put 

Read Read Read 

Ride Rode Ridden 

Rise Rose Risen 

Run Ran Run 

Say Said Said 

See Saw Seen 

Seek Sought Sought 

Send Sent Sent 

Set Set Set 

Sew Sewed Sewed 

Shake Shook Shaken 

Shine Shone Shone 

Shoot Shot Shot 

Show Showed Showed 

Shrink Shrank Shrunk 

Shut Shut Shut 

Sing Sang Sung 

Sink Sank Sunk 
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Sit Sat Sat 

Sleep Slept Slept 

Side Slid Slid 

Speak Spoke Spoken 

Spend Spent Spent 

Spit Spat Spat 

Spread Spread Spread 

Spring Sprang Sprung 

Stand Stood Stood 

Steal Stole Stolen 

Stick Stuck Stuck 

Sting Stung Stung 

Stink Stung Stung 

Strike Struck Struck 

Sweat Swore Sworn 

Sweep Swept Swept 

Swim Swam Swum 

Take Took Taken 

Teach Taught Taught 

Tear Tore Torn 

Tell Told Told 
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Think Thought Thought 

Throw Threw Thrown 

Understand Understood Understood 

Wake Woke Woken 

Wear Wore Worn 

Weep Wept Wept 

Win Won Won 

Write Wrote written 
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Noun Adjective Verb Adverb 

comfort comfortably comfort comfortably 

intuition intuitive ----- intuitively 

extension / extend extensive extend extensively 

sacredness sacred ---- sacredly 

breath breathless/breathy breathe breathlessly 

nature natural naturalize naturally 

conviction convincing convict convincingly 

colony/colonization colonial colonise colonially 

excellence excellent excel excellently 

sacrifice sacrificial sacrifice sacrificially 

intensity intense intensify intensely 

emission ---- emit ----- 

exhaustion exhaustive exhaust exhaustively 

poverty poor impoverish poorly 

convergence convergent converge ---- 

reception/receipt receptive receive receptively 

publication ----  publish ----- 

criticism critical criticize critically 

minimum minimum minimize ----- 

recovery recoverable recover  
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strength strong strengthen strongly 

aroma aromatic ----- aromatically 

colour colourful colour colourfully 

mouth oral mouth orally 

inspiration inspirational inspire inspirationally 

photograph photographic photograph photographically 

beauty beautiful beautify beautifully 

merit meritorious merit meritoriously 

beauty beautiful beautify beautifully 

clarification clear clarify clearly 

accusation accusatory accuse ---- 

assumption assumptive assume ----- 

marriage marital/marriageable marry martially 

repute reputable ---- ---- 

surety sure ensure surely 

society/socialization social socialize socially 

hunger hungry ---- hungrily 

exposition expository expose ----- 

population popular popularize popularly 

coronation ----- coronate ----- 

impression impressive impress impressively 
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generation generative generate ---- 

education educational/educative educate educationally 

richness/rich rich enrich richly 

---- edible eat ---- 

centre central centralize centrally 

execution executive execute ----- 

majesty majestic ---- majestically 

promotion promotional promote ----- 

ego  egoistic ---- egoistically 

conservation conservative conserve conservatively 
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Fact file  

1.      Write a fact file of a place of your interest keeping in mind 

the following. 

a.      Name of Place 

b.      Conveyance 

c.       Distance from Mumbai. 

d.      Climate 

e.      Things to do 

Ans. 

 Name of Place                   :           Matheran. 

 Conveyance                      :           Train, Bus, Car 

 Distance from Mumbai :           90 Kms. 

 Climate              :           Cool in Summer, Cold in winter. 

Things to do    :Various points to visit, Shopping clothes, cap, bag. 

 

2.      Prepare a fact file about the place you visited during the 

Diwali Holidays. 

Ans. 

Name of the Place       :           Ooty in Tamil Nadu. 

Temperature   : 5 to 19 degrees in winter and 20 to 25 degrees in summer. 

Modes of transport      :           Plane, Train, Bus, Car. 

Food                          :           Rice, Idli, Dosa, Black tea. 

Sightseeing     : Dolphin nose, Flower Garden, Government Botanical 

Garden. 

Anything Special  :   Handicraft and specific paintings made by the local residents. 

Entertainment    :    Boating, fishing. 
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3. Prepare a fact file on an important tourist centre of 

Maharashtra. 

 

Location     : Ajanta and Ellora caves.  

Distance from Important cities  : 12 km from Aurangabad 

Modes of transport    : Bus, Taxi, Rickshaw 

Uniqueness    : Carving (statue) on the cave walls in Ellora, frescos 

(paintings)   

 on the walls of Ajanta.  

Best time of the year visit  : All year round.  

Accommodation   : Several tourist hotels. 

What to see    : Beautiful sculptures and frescos.  

Their importance   : Well – known for its sculptures and frescos.  

Tourist center    : Art gallery of Ancient India.  

Anything special    : Sculptures and frescoes are elegant and unique 
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4. Read the following passage and prepare a factfile, taking into 

account at least five points.  

 One of the most popular gateways from Mumbai and Pune is Lonavala, a beautiful 

hill station located in the Western Ghats and is about 106 kms from Mumbai. Lonavala is 

also called a the jewel  in the Sahayadri range. As monsoon rains come tumbling down the 

Sahayadri hills, the hill station shows its best colour green. Lonavala derived its name from 

the Sanskrit word „Lonavli‟, which means „city surrounded by caves‟. The region around 

Lonavala was once a popular Buddhist centre. The picturesque view of the Sahayadri range 

is one of the many highlights tat Lonavala has to offer. With its lush surroundings and 

peaceful environment, Lonavala is an ideal gateway from Mumbai‟s concrete jungle and an 

ideal place for trekking. A leisurely walk along the waterfalls and other beautiful spots is 

what keeps most travellers busy in Lonavala. There are number of places around Lonavala 

to visit. The lakes around Lonavala worth visiting include Tungarli and Bhushi. Khandala, 

just five kilometres away, is another exciting hill resort that can be visited from Lonavala. 

Lonavala is a year round destination, however most people prefer to visit the hill station 

druing Sumer and the Monsoon. The nearest airport to Lonavala is Pune, which is about 64 

kilometres from Lonavala. Lonavala lies on the main railway line between Pune and 

Mumbai and hence the train is one the most convenient ways to reach Lonavala. Lonavala 

is well connected by road and lies on the Mumbai – Pune highway.  

Fact file on Lonavala 

Location   : Western Ghats 106 kms from Mumbai. 

Distance from Important Places : 64 km from Pune.  

Modes of Transport  : Roadways and railways. 

Uniqueness   : Lush greenery all around and peaceful environment.  

Best time of the year to visit : all year round, especially in summer and in monsoon.  

What to see  : Khandala, lakes, waterfalls 

Anything special  : Picturesque view of the Sahayadri range.  
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Draw a tree diagram to represent the following : 

 

1. There are many different kinds of musical instruments. They are divided into three 

main classes according to the way that they are played. Some instruments are played 

by blowing air into them. These are called wind instruments. Some of these are said 

to be of the woodwind family. Examples of woodwind instruments are the flute, the 

clarinet and the horn. There are also various other wind instruments such as the 

mouth-organ and the bagpipes. Some instruments are played by banging or striking 

them. Instruments like this are called percussion instruments. The last big group of 

musical instruments have strings. There are two kinds of stringed instruments. 

Examples are the harp and the guitar, the violin and the cello. 
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2. Draw Tree Diagram with the help of following points. A Tissue 

may be defined as a group of cells having some shape, size, 

origin, function and the same type of development. Tissues are basically 

classified into two groups namely, meristematic tissues, and  permanent tissues. 

Meristematic tissues are divided into two, these are position based and origin based. 

Permanent tissues are further divided into two groups. They are simple tissues and 

complex tissues. On their basis of their position in the plant body meristematic 

tissues are classified as aplicle – intercalary, and lateral. On the basis of origin, 

meristematic tissues are divided into 3 groups; they are Pro – meristem, Primary – 

meristem and secondary – meristem. Simple tissues are classified into 3 groups, 

namely parenchyma, collechyma, sclerenchyma, The two complex tissues are found 

in vascular plant. They are xylem and phloem. 

 

Answers:  
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3. The word ‗Literature‘ is really hard to define. Many 

interpretations are made about the word. But all are 

incomplete. Some opine that literature is the mirror of life, some others say 

that it is the criticism of life. Whatever may be the controversy about the word, we 

may say that literature is that which reflects life. The branches of literature are 

poetry, drama, novel and short stories. Poetry is of two kinds, imaginative and 

realistic. Drama is either a comedy or a tragedy. Novels are also of many kinds, 

historical, psychological, realistic, scientific and regional. Short story is that one 

which stands very close to life inspite of a little scope. 
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4. Read the following passage and draw a tree diagram to cover 

the main points.  

 

When we talk about commerce, what do we mean? Generally by commerce we mean 

the trade and auxiliaries to trade. Trade is classified into two types—the home trade 

and foreign trade. The home trade plays an important role in national economy as 

the wholesale and retail trading involves a large number of people by providing them 

means of living. On the other hand, the foreign trade consists of import and export of 

goods. This type of trading consists of a few number of economic factors. Commerce 

cannot exist without its auxiliaries. These auxiliaries include transport, 

communication, banking, finance, insurance, warehousing and advertising. 
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Read the following extract and represent information in a 

tabular form with the following headings:  

 

Title : Bear Facts 

 

Bears or ursines as a class are a relatively new evolutionary development in the 

animal kingdom. The classification of bears as a group, in literature over the years, 

has at times been confusing and even controversial. According to Roger A. Caras, 

most bears are remarkably similar to each other, with the exception of a few species 

like the Indian sloth bear, the South American spectacled bear and the Arctic polar 

bear. The following list of genera might make broad classifications. Simpler-Brown 

bears (Ursus) that inhabit North America and Eurasia; Spectacled bears (Tremarctos) 

from South America : Sun bears (Helarctos) from South-East Asia; Asiatic black bears 

(selenarctos), inhabiting the middle to far East of Asia; American black bears 

(Eurarctos)from the North American continent; Sloth bears (Melursus) of India: and 

Polar bears (thalarctos) from the Arctic. 

Ans. .  

Popular Name Scientific Name Found in  

Brown bears Ursus  North America, Eurasia 

Spectacle Bears Tremarctos South America 

Sun Bears Helarctos South – East Asia 

Asiatic Black Bears Selenarctos  Middle to Far East Asia 

American Black Bears Euractos North American continent 

Sloth Bears Melursus India 

Polar Bears  Thalarctos Arctic 
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The following is the information given in the form of a table. 

Write two paragraphs of about 70-80 words using the 

information given below. 

 

 Maharashtra Karnataka 

Area  3,07,713 sq. km.  1,91,791 sq. km. 

Population 7,89,37,187 4,49,77,209 

Capital Mumbai Bangalore 

Language Marathi Kannada 

Rivers Godavari, Krishna, Bhima, 

Koyana 

Tungabhadra, Kaveri 

Crops Jawar, Bajra, Sugarcane Jawar, Tea, Rubber 

Major Cities Mumbai, Nagpur, 

Aurangabad, Nasik 

Manglore, Hubli, Dharwad  

 

Ans.  ABOUT MAHARASHTRA AND KARNATAKA 

 

Maharashtra and Karnataka are neighbouring countries. Area wise Maharashtra is Larger 

than Karnataka. 3, 07, 713 sq. m. and 1, 91, 791 sq. km are the area of Maharashtra and 

Karnataka respectively. Mumbai is the Capital of former and Bangalore is for latter. 

Marathi is the main language spoken in Maharashtra whereas Kannada is for Karnataka. 

Godavari, Krishna, Bhima and Koyana are the main rivers running in Maharashtra. In case 

of Karnataka it is Tungabuadra, Kaveri. Jawar, Bajra and Sugarcane are the main crops in 

Maharashtra and Jawar, Tea and Rubber are the main crops in Karnataka. Mumbai, 

Nagpur, Aurangabad and Nasik are some of the major cities in Maharashtra. Mangalore, 

Hubli and Dharwar are the major cities in Karnataka.  
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Write a paragraph comparing and contrasting the enrolment of 

girls and boys in a school from 1998 to 2002. 

 

Year Boys Girls 

1998 5000 4911 

1999 5200 5099 

2000 5100 5067 

2001 5100 5190 

2002 5320 5205 

 

Ans. The given table represents the enrolment of girls and boys in a school from 1998 to 

2002. In the year 1998 the number of enrolment of boys was more than that of girls. It 

consists of 5000 in boys and 4911 in case of girls. In 1999, The number of boys were 

increased about 200 as compared to previous year and in case of girls the total number of 

enrolment was 5099. In 2000, The number of boys decreased by 100 and it remains the 

same for the year 2001 also. It accounts for 5100. In case of girls, in 2000 it is 5067 and in 

2001 it was 5190. In the last year 2002, number of both boys and girl increased. But the 

rate of increase in boys were more than that of girls. In that years, the total number of 

enrolment in boys and girls were 5320 and 5205 respectively.  
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Look at the following diagram and write at least three 

paragraphs on ‗Reasons for the failure of students‘. Also write in 

brief the ways to improve their situations. 

 

 

 

Ans.  

 

REASON FOR FAILURE OF STUDENTS IN EXAMINATION 

The given diagram represents the reasons for the failure of students in studies. These 

include wasting too much time in playing games, lack of proper study habits. The main and 

the prime concern among small children is watching TV and incase of teenagers it is 

watching cinema or films. The students between the age of 16 to 22 mostly becomes the 

victim of bad company due to which their studies gets affected. Now a days due to the 

influence of social media students do not have time to think about their future, it leads to 

low aims, without proper planning no one can reach the goal. If we don't know the destiny 

no way will lead us to the there. Lack of proper guidance, proper environment and proper 

motivation also become the major part in distracting the study mind of the children.  
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Look at the following graph. It shows the result of S.S.C. Exam 

of The General English High School. Write a paragraph giving all 

the information of H.S.C. Results.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ans.  

The General English High School 

 

The given diagram represents the percentage of students passed in the S.S.C. examination 

of The General English High School. In the year 1997 the percentage of boys passing was 

more than that of girls. It accounts for about 30 % for boys and about 20 % girls. In the 

next two years that is, in 1998 as well as in 1999 percentage of boys passing the 

examination were more than that of girls. about 45% of boys and 40% of girls were passed 

in the 1998 and incase of 1999 it was about 25% and 20% respectively. But from the year 

2000 onwards the trend had been changed. In 2000, the percentage of girls passing the 

examination overtook the percentage of boys were passing. About 45% of girls and 30 % of 

boys were passed in that year. In the last year, 2001 also the latest trend continued. Here 

the percentage of girls passing the examination was about 70% and in case of boys it was 

60%. But both the percentages have reached a new level which they were never getting 

before.   
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Observe the following pie chart and prepare a write up of about  

100 words describing the causes of ‗Increasing Road Accidents‘. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ans.  

Causes of Road Accidents 

 

The given pie diagram represents the causes of Road Accidents. The major cause of Road 

Accident is the Underage Driving. It accounts for 30% of the total causes of road accidents. 

After that speeding beyond the limits stands for 25% of Road Accidents. Wrong parking, 

talking on mobile while driving and ignoring the traffic rules also attribute to the causes of 

Road Accidents. They accounts for 15 % each in the cause of Road Accidents. Thus if we 

avoid the above said unwanted activities of Underage driving, speeding beyond the limits, 

wrong parking etc. we can avoid the cause of Road Accidents to a major extend and thereby 

we can save many precious lives. 
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TRY YOUR SELF 

 

Study the chart showing the Noise Scale. Transfer the 

information into one or two paragraphs :  

Sounds are tiny vibrations that can travel through 

air and other materials 

The loudness of a sound is measured 

in decibels (db). 

Silence  

Rustle of leaves  

Breathing  

Radio music inside home  

Loud television  

Road traffic Noise  

Powerful rock music  

Motor cycle  

Heavy truck traffic  

Wind in the trees  

0 dB 

10 db 

10 db 

50–60 db 

70 db 

60–90 db 

100 db 

105 db 

90–100 db 

20 db 
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SPEECH 

 

Write a speech to be delivered among your class mates, 

regarding blood donation. 

 

BLOOD DONATION 

 

                              Dear friends, we have one life let us make our one life more meaningful 

by donating blood. Blood donation is the mother of all donations. Blood donation directly 

gives life to another human being. It is not only saves one individual but also the entire 

family of that individual. A person can donate blood thrice in a year. The donated blood will 

be thoroughly checked and stored up in a secured form. For donating blood a person must 

have a weight of at least 45 kg. 

 

                              Many people have misunderstandings about bold donation. They feel by 

donating blood they will fall sick. But it is not like so, the donated blood will automatically 

regenerate by our body itself within four to five hours after donating the blood. A person 

will be prohibited from donating blood if he drank alcohol during the last six hours. 

 

                              So friends, let us put our hands together and make a promise to donate 

blood at least once in a year.  
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SPEECH REGARDING EYE DONATION 

 

Write a speech to be delivered among your class mates, 

regarding EYE donation 

 

EYE DONATION 

 

                              Dear Friends, we have one life let us make our one life more meaningful 

by donating eyes. Eye donation is the mother of all donations. Eye donation directly gives 

vision to another human being. It is not only gives vision to one individual but also to the 

entire family of that individual. A person who wishes to donate his eyes after his death has 

to go to an eye hospital and need to register his name with the hospital. 

 

                              The information about the person who agreed to donate eyes and died is 

to be given to the respective hospital as early as possible. So, that his eyes can be removed 

and saved within six hours. We can see the world even after the death of ourselves by the 

way of donating eyes. 

 

                So, friends let us put our hands together and make a promise to donate eyes 

after our death.  
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Conversation between patient and doctor 

 

RITU: Good morning, doctor! 

DOCTOR: Good morning, Ritu! What happened? 

RITU: I am feeling fever. My whole body is aching. 

DOCTOR: Let me check your fever…… (after checking)…… it‟s 102. Show me your throat. 

RITU: I also have cough. 

DOCTOR: Your throat is also sore. Did you feel shivering during the night? 

RITU: Frequently; I couldn‟t sleep well. 

DOCTOR: What did you eat at night? 

RITU: Simple home-made food. But I have not taken any breakfast. I am not feeling hungry. 

And there is a feeling of vomiting. 

DOCTOR: Don‟t worry, I am giving you medicine. Also get your blood tested today. Show me 

the report tomorrow. 

RITU: From where shall I get my blood tested? 

DOCTOR: You may go to Lifeline Labs. It is near your colony. 

RITU: How many doses have you given me? 

DOCTOR: Three doses. As soon as you reach your home eat something light and take the 

first dose. It contains three tablets and one capsule. Repeat the same after five hours. The 

third one can be taken before going to bed at night. 

RITU: Any precautions doctor? 

DOCTOR: Don‟t go to office today. Take complete rest. Avoid cold drinks or oily meals. 

RITU: How much shall I pay you doctor? 

DOCTOR: Only Rs.150/-. 

RITU: Thank you doctor! 
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Write a conversation between you and bank manager 

regarding to open of an account in the bank. 

 

(I am sitting in the office of The Bank Manager of SBI Bank at 

Dharavi as I wish to open an account with the Bank) 

Bank Manager : (with a warm smile) How can I help you ? 

I : Good morning sir (as I shook hand with the manager) I wish to open an account with 

your bank. Please guide me about the procedure for the same. 

Bank Manager : Ok. that's nice the procedure is actually very simple. You just need a few 

documents like an address proof, 1 photo Id, Pan card and 3 photographs and just fill up 

the form. 

I : But Sir what all benefits will I have if I open and account ? 

Bank Manager : You will have an ATM cum debit card to use. We have facilities like 

Internet Banking and telebanking in addition to the cheque book. 

I : With what amount can I start my account. 

Bank Manager : The minimum balance to start an account is 1000 /- and this much of 

balance has to be maintained throughout. 

I : Alright. I live at Mulund but my 'Uncle stays at Andheri and I frequently visit him. Then 

becomes a trouble to access my account. 

Bank Manager : Oh. don't worry as I mentioned earlier you can use the internet banking 

facility or approach any other branch of SBI for cash or cheque deposit or withdrawal. 

I : Oh, that's a relief. You really have customer friendly services. 

Bank Manager : Yes, that's our ultimate goal anyway here is your form fill it up and attach 

all the documents required and your accounts will be opened within 24 hrs. 

I : Thank you so much for your time I'll see you tomorrow then, good bye. 
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Develop a dialogue between you and your teacher. Look 

at some of the points given in the balloons. Imagine 

about the responses given by the teacher. 

 

·        topic 

·        steps and stages 

·        marking scheme 

·        time limit 

·        page limit 

·        presentation 

 

Answers: 

 

Myself: Good afternoon, teacher! 

 

Teacher: Yes, very good morning, What do you want? 

 

Myself: Yes, I want your guide lines to score better marks in Board exam. What are the 

steps and stages involved in it? 
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Teacher: To score good marks in exam you should study the lesson conceptually. Read the 

text books thoroughly, always use dictionary to find out the meaning of new and difficult 

words. 

 

Myself: Then teacher. 

 

Teacher: You should know the marking scheme of each and every subject. And you should 

thoroughly practice HOTS from the Algebra, Geometry and Science. 

 

Myself: Then teacher. 

 

Teacher: You should practice model paper and see whether you could complete it within the 

time limit. Write only the relevant and exact answers it will limit you page size and save 

time. Time management is the important things in examination. 

 

Myself: About oral marks? 

 

Teacher: Because of your attendance you will get good marks. Even then you should 

perform well within the 10 minutes provided to you during presentations. 

 

Myself: Thanks for your valuable suggestions teacher. 

 

 

Teacher: You are most welcome and all the best to you.  
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Write a dialogue between you and your friend regarding a 

popular T.V. Program. 

 

[I (Meena) met my friend (Tina) after a long time. Herewith are the dialogues exchanged] 

 

Meena : Hi Tina its a great pleasure to see you after so long. I was actually thinking of you 

the other day when I watched K.B.C. 

 

Tina : Why? What was the matter ? 

 

Meena : The person sitting on the hot seat was smart and had an excellent  knowledge of 

the questions asked just like you do. 

 

Tina : Oh ! Those were the days when we read a lot but these days ........ 

 

Meena : But even now K.B.C has a strong influence on people and just to get into the 

program people have developed the habit of reading. 

 

Tina : Yes, its true, But not all programs are as educative. 

 

Meena : Yes, But might as well make the most of whatever we have. 
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Write a dialogue between Rohini and Natasha who meet 

after a long time. They discuss what they have been 

doing since they parted. 

 

(Two friends meet after a long time) 

Rohini : Where have you been all these years? 

Natasha : I‟m a journalist with „The Times‟ and I was posted here. 

Rohini : That sounds interesting. Since when have you been in this profession? 

Natasha : It‟s been five years since I took up this profession. What have you been doing all 

these years ? 

Rohini : Well, I‟m working as a lecturer in a college. 

Natasha : That‟s great ! Where are you staying ? 

Rohini : I have bought a flat at Mulund and at present I‟m staying with my parents. 

Natasha : Even I have bought a flat at Thane and I am also stayingwith my parents. 

Rohini : Which place do you feel more comfortable working in, Delhi or Mumbai ? 

Natasha : Well, both the places have their pros and cons. 

Rohini : All said and done, its really great that both of us are together once again after such 

a long time. 

Natasha : You are absolutely right. 
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The following is a dialogue between me and the Postal 

Officer on how to send a letter by speed post. 

 

Myself : Excuse me Sir, could you please help me ? 

Postal Officer : Yes, tell me son. How can I help you? 

Myself : Well , I want to send a letter by speed post. 

Postal Officer : Oh, it is a very simple procedure. Where do you want to send the letter? 

Myself : I want to send it to Chennai. 

Postal Officer : Since you are sending only one letter it will be 

less than 50 gm. the cost is Rs. 12 for local 

delivery and Rs. 25 for more than 1000 km. since 

Chennai is 1815 km the charge will be Rs25 only. 

Myself : Now what should I do ? 

Postal Officer : Take this form and fill in your name and address as well as the name and 

address of the receiver and hand it over to me. 

Myself : (fills in the form and hands it to the Postal Officer 

with the letter.) Here, Sir. 

Postal Officer : (Checking it and stamping it and tearing the receipt.) Here is the receipt. 

Keep it in case of any complaint . 

Myself : Here is the money. thank you, Sir. 

Postal Officer : Thank you for the changes. 
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Write a dialogue between two friends who are discussing 

about the increasing stress levels among students. 

 

(Raj and Ravi, both Class X students in conversation.) 

 

Raj : Hi Ravi, how are you? 

 

Ravi : I am fine. So good to meet you here. 

 

Raj : Well, I haven‟t completed my project yet. So I thought I would get some picture post 

cards at this shop. 

 

Ravi : All seven days of the week are hectic. I don‟t remember when I relaxed last. 

 

Raj : It is so stressful to attend school, complete the homework, go for tuitions for all the 

subjects, complete the homework given there too and now these regular projects. 

 

Ravi : I am losing interest in most of the subjects as I don‟t feel physically fit to cope up 

with everything. 

 

Raj : The other day I went to the doctor as I had a daily headache which didn‟t allow me to 

study at all. The doctor asked me to relax. 
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Ravi : Wish he knew what we are going through! 

 

Raj : My parents feel sorry for me at times but they can‟t help it. Everyone is going through 

the grind. There is stiff competition all around. 

 

Ravi : You are correct. There is no time to feel sorry for ourselves, too. Anyway, go and buy 

these pictures before the shop closes. 

 

Raj : O.K. bye. Take care. 
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Expansion of ideas 
 

1. Slow and Steady Wins the Race 

This proverb is a reference the well-known fable of the hare and the tortoise. While the 

hare, over-confident of success, took things too easy, the slow-moving tortoise plodded 

steadily on and managed to win the race. 

We should not be discouraged by the size of the task we have to do. If we do it little by little 

and steadily, we can achieve success. 

Take the case of a student who labours „eighteen hours‟ a day near the examination. He 

cannot ensure brilliant results that could have been certain even by „six hours‟ a day study. 

Anything done in a hurry cannot have solid, deep and firm foundations. It is the slow and 

constant labour that brings results. For example, a businessman should be patient and 

calm-minded. He should look in all directions before striking a bargain. If he is in a hurry, 

chances are that he may not consider all aspects fully and thus stand to lose. 

The work done coolly, calmly with a balanced mind often last longer and proves fruitful 

than that done by working against the clock. 

Thus while doing anything we must not forget that nothing worthwhile can be achieved in a 

single day or overnight and that every achievement takes time. Patient and persistent effort 

will beat the labours of a spasmodic (irregular) person. 
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2. Rome was not built in a day. 

Rome in the proverb stands for any great achievement. 

Romulus and Remus built the ancient city of Rome. It took many years and thousands of 

workers to construct the magnificent city of its time. Huge amounts of energy, resources 

and expenditure and time were involved in erecting the city that became the envy of the 

world. 

Similarly any great task in life does not happen overnight. It requires time and effort. It 

grows out slowly after years and sometimes even after centuries of careful and patient 

work. 

Take for example the great wonders of the world. We often admire their greatness but are 

apt to forget the tremendous amount of money and material, human labour and time that 

have gone into their making. 

The Taj Mahal, a marvel of architectural workmanship took seventeen years to complete. 

The huge pyramids of Giza took several generations to attain their overpowering magnitude 

and staggering height. The Great Wall of China is another case in point. These random 

examples are enough to prove the truth of the saying. 

Similarly a student who desires top the class has to devote most of his time in studying 

hard. He has to put in time and effort. He has to plan his schedule in a proper way from 

day one. Students who study at the nick of time end up getting bad scores. 

Nothing can be achieved in a single day. There is nothing called instant success. Therefore 

one should be patient throughout his journey to reach his goal. 
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3. A stitch in Time saves Nine.          

On the surface, the proverb says that a thing that needs mending ought to be mended 

before it assumes serious proportions. 

Take for example a cloth that is a little torn. It can be easily mended with a single stitch. 

But if it is neglected, it requires more stitches. Further neglect may also make it useless. 

By extension, the proverb means that timely action helps us in overcoming problems. 

Prompt action at an early stage prevents serious trouble in future. 

Take for instance, the breach in a dam in Gujarat. It was not repaired in the early stages. 

This resulted in the bursting of the dam. A water sheet of twenty feet high ran across the 

village and thousands of people died in Marui, a beautiful city, in three minutes. It is case 

of delay and „delays are dangerous‟. 

Same is the case of a student who falls into the habit of procrastination. He must read his 

lessons regularly. He must not postpone them. If he neglects to study in time he will have 

to strain before the examinations. He will have to „burn the midnight oil‟. It may spoil his 

health and in addition there is every danger of forgetting whatever he has read. He becomes 

a victim of tension and fear. 

A boy stole a pencil from a classmate and showed it to his grandmother. Instead of 

questioning him about it she kept quiet. The boy‟s thefts went unchecked until one day he 

was arrested. If the boy had been corrected in time, he would not have become a thief. 

Timely action would have prevented him from falling into wrong ways. Thus the saying 

advises us to take timely action for ” a small hole, if neglected, will sink a big ship”. 
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4. A Friend in Need is A Friend Indeed 

The proverb stands as a touchstone of true friendship. 

It states that only that person who helps us when we are in need or difficulty is a true 

friend. 

In our daily life we come across people who over a period of time become close to us. But 

we cannot be sure if they are true friends or just fair-weather friends. Many people develop 

contacts with influential people for their benefit. It will be a great mistake if one considers 

these apparently close people as friends. The test of true friendship is in time of difficulties. 

On the other hand, the fair-weather friends disappear in times of trails. They find excuses 

to distance themselves from us. 

But a true friend will always stick to a person when if that person is in deep trouble. He will 

be concerned about the welfare of a person when he considers as a friend. If need be, he 

will make every effort to help his friend overcome the difficult situation, instead of running 

away from him. As the saying goes, „prosperity makes friends and adversity tries them‟. 

The Epics of India showcase timeless illustrations of true friendship. In the Ramayana, it is 

between Rama and Sugreva. In the Mahabharata, it is between Krishna and Kuchela; 

between Duryodhana and Karna. Such friendship stands the test of time. Such friends are 

life‟s greatest blessing. Friendship with people like these last a lifetime. 

Thus the proverb not only shows the nature of a true friend but also offers a method of 

choosing good friends. It also cautions us of „fair-weather‟ friends. 
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5. Actions speak louder than words 

It is our common experience to hear politicians make tall promise before elections, and to 

conveniently forget them after they are elected. Their actions do not match their words. 

That is why we do not trust them. 

Words sound good. But actions prove the genuineness of one intentions. In olden times a 

man.s word was a matter of honour, even unto the point of death. In modern times, people 

make all kinds of big promises which they have little intention of keeping. People like to say 

nice thing to give a good impression of themselves. But once they have left the place they 

think nothing of what they claim to do. We can only call such person a cheater or a liar. A 

person who says one thing and does something to the contrary is a highly irresponsible 

person, and ought not to be trusted. 

We too should develop the habit of matching our actions with words at all times. 

 

6. Practice Makes Perfect 

You cannot become a world-class musician unless you take up your instrument and play 

on it daily for hours together. You cannot become a Tendulkar merely through inborn skill. 

You have to go to the nets every day for hours to practise. You need a coach to guide you 

an tell you where you go wrong. Merit-holders in board examinations do not achieve their 

marks by pure inspiration. They have studied throughout the year and revised and re-

revised and made themselves perfect in whatever they have set out to study. It is only 
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regular practice that makes one perfect. If you don‟t practise your work regularly, you will, 

at the most, be average in your performance. You will not win prizes or medals or awards. 

the most difficult task can be performaed by anyone if they take the trouble to practise 

daily and regularly. In fact, you can achieve almost anything with practice. If you don‟t 

practise your work regularly, you will, at the most, be average in your performance. You will 

not win prizes or medals or awards. the most difficult task can be performaed by anyone if 

they take the trouble to practise daily and regularly. In fact, you can achieve almost 

anything with practice. Five fingers make a hand. A hand makes a handshake. A 

handshake extends warmth and friendship and reaches out to the world. India is a land od 

diverse people, cultures, religions, languages and geography. Yet, as long as we are united, 

we are strong and no one can do us harm. The moment we show any sign of division, we 

will be vulnerable and enemies will try to take advantage of the situation. A team in which 

the individual members play for their own good cannot win a match. As long as it plays for 

the good of the team, it can win. Anything that we do should be done for the general good, 

not for the individual. then only can we achieve victory. 

 

7. God help those who help themselves. 

There are students who don‟t study all through the year and then one day before the 

examination they go to the temple, make offerings and perform pooja and think that God 

will answer their prayers and give them a good result in the examination. Such students 

will find, much to their dismay, that God does not help shirkers. He only helps those who 

help themselves. There is the story of a scientist who worked for years in order to find out 

the cause of malaria. He had performed hundreds of experiments and almost given up 
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hope. The he prayed and fell asleep. The next morning he woke up with a new idea in his 

hand. He tried it out and lo and behold!, he had found the cure for malaria. Thus we see 

that God helps only those who helps themselves. This is because God has given us all 

talents, attributes and the thinking power to achieve what we want. After being given all 

these, why should we again rely on God to achieve success? We should rely on the gifts that 

God has given us to make progress in life, rather than on God to do it for us. 

 

8. Dreamers create a world of their own 

Dreams are an integral part of man‟s life. Whether he is awake or sleep, man loves 

dreaming. Dreams take us to a different world ..... a world of our own ..... a world, where no 

one else can have any access ........ an imaginary world, where, often, every impossible 

thing becomes possible. 

Stop dreaming and we come back to the same old world of limitations and deadlines. 

Nothing works the way we want and we face many set – backs and disappointments, 

frustration and failure. All inventions and discoveries are a result of man‟s dreaming. Great 

novels and stories and the scripts for films and plays originate from a mind which imagined 

and dreamt. 

A dreamer is a happy man. Asleep or awake, he is in his own world, creating his own 

thoughts, his own thrills. Whether one agrees or not, don‟t we all love to go to sleep ......and 

to dream ......... and don‟t we all hat to wake up after that ? Yes ! A dream world is our own 

world of happiness. 
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9. All that glitters is not gold 

Appearances are often deceptive. Many things may superficially appear very 

attractive. When they are examined from close quarters, they prove to be disappointing. 

One cannot judge the quality of a thing by seeing its exterior portion only. Thus it is rightly 

said "All that glitters is not gold" 

Physical appearance has always been of great importance for human beings. For 

centuries, poets have written about beauty, musicians have sung about it and painters 

have portrayed beautiful features on canvas. However, people worry so much about 

physical appearance nowadays that sometimes it stops being our ally to become our 

greatest enemy. Many things may superficially appear very attractive. When they are 

examined from close quarters, they prove to be disappointing. One cannot judge the quality 

of a thing by seeing its exterior portion only. We should try to find out the reality hidden 

behind their glittering facade. A book with a beautiful cover has no guarantee of its being 

interesting. 

A beautiful packaged product launched in the market after massive advertising 

campaign may attract the consumer. He may but that product once but if the product is of 

poor quality, he would not buy it again. A wise discerning person does not accept things at 

face value. He gets suspicious of a person or thing which appears too good to be true. His 

trained eyes can see beyond the superficial appearance of an object. Thus this proverb 

actually is a warning to enable us to see the real picture and not to be deceived by the 

exterior. 
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10. Pollution : The Bane of Machine Age 

Today's world cannot be imagined without machines. It is not just comfort for all of us but 

also our basic necessity. Cell phones, cars, refrigerators, air conditioners, and so on at 

every step we are dependant on machines. Life was never so simple just a click and you are 

connected to the whole world. But every thing comes with a price tag. What price are we 

paying for all the comfort we are enjoying? Our environment and it is a big price. Every coin 

has two sides. Machines have reduced work but also put us in great peril, the only habitat 

that shelters all creatures i.e. our planet earth is immensely harmed .Pollution is 

slowly degrading our environment every minute. Environmental pollution is one of the 

biggest problems the world faces today. It is an issue that troubles us economically, 

physically and everyday of our lives. The contamination of the environment is also being 

linked to some of the diseases that are around currently. Yet, most people pretend that 

there is no problem because they are dependent and some times addicted to machines. We 

must do some thing as soon as possible to curb this problem, not only for the good of the 

environment but also for the people that live in it. Many factors are present for why 

environmental pollution has become such a large issue in the world. However, if the people 

of the world were to address the issue it would definitely help both the environment and its 

people. There are many activities that can be done by both the common people and 

governments of the world, which could 
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improve the environmental problem. On the other hand, if the current way the world's 

environmental problem is being handled continues, catastrophic consequences can follow 

for the future population. 

Thus machine age brought solutions to many problems but has also done harm to our 

environment in the form of pollution thus putting a question mark on the very existence of 

human species. 

 

11. Nature, the best teacher 

Of all the teachers who have helped shape my life, I would say Mother Nature has been the 

best. For not only does she like a mother nurture her pupils but also like a strict 

disciplinarian punishes students who step out of line. 

A student of nature learns lessons throughout his lifetime. He learns about the world 

around him as nature‟s classrooms have no boundaries or timeframe. Nature has been the 

inspiration for some of the greatest human creation, be it „Daffodils‟ by William Wordsworth 

or kung fu moves by the Shaolin monks. Nature has different lessons for different people. 

The trees teach us to provide cover to the weak 

and tired. They also teach us not to be rigid in the face of strong opposition and like plants 

be adaptable. The animal kingdom teaches us about when to strike, always be on the alert 

and many such lessons. 
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12. As You Sow So Shall you Reap. 

This well-known proverb „As you sow so shall you reap‟ might have been derived on seeing a 

farmer. A farmer sows the seeds expecting to reap a good harvest. If he ploughs his field 

well, waters the crop, uses fertilizers and takes pains to see to every aspect of its growth, 

naturally he would profit from a bountiful harvest. On the other hand, if a farmer does not 

take care of the crop from the time he has sown the seeds, the final product will not satisfy 

him. The inherent meaning is that the consequences depend on the action. Our present 

makes our future. If you toil and strive and mould your present well enough, you are bound 

to reap its fruits. Gandhiji had rightly said, „Power comes from sincere service‟. Mother 

Teresa, on account of her care and compassion for the poor and destitute, gained love and 

adulation from the masses. A child who is well matured and motivated to study well will 

surely shine in his academic field and grow up into a good Samaritan. All men desire the 

blessings of perfect bliss. We can either make or mar our own destiny. Each of us can be an 

architect of our own future and fortune. If he sows the seeds of sin and corruption, he will 

reap the harvest of ruin. Hence our duty is clear, we must be virtuous to achieve 

happiness, for as we sow so shall we reap. 

 

13. LAUGHTER IS THE BEST MEDICINE 

In an age where man does not find time to think about himself, laughter can be considered 

as a good agent of relaxation. In today‟s mechanized and busy life, people don‟t get enough 

time to socialize. As a result there is no relaxation. Laughter serves as stress-buster as it 

releases positive energy. It fills the person  with enthusiasm and zeal and he is ready to 
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face the world again. Nowadays, we can see many laughter clubs coming up in big cities. 

These clubs function mainly because of the drudgery of human life in today‟s world. People 

take anti-anxiety drugs for relaxation. These drugs have far-reaching effects which are 

damaging for the kidneys and other organs of the body. Instead of taking these medicines if 

people interact with their family members and friends and have a hearty laugh then they 

would be more relaxed. They will get new energy for their work and it will enhance their 

performance. Laughter is certainly the best medicine which has only favourable effects. 

When a person cracks a joke, we laugh. When we laugh, the blood circulation within our 

body improves and as a result our face glows with radiance. So, next time, you feel low, 

have a hearty laugh and feel the difference. You‟ll feel refreshed and replenished with new 

vigour and enthusiasm. 

 

14. SPEECH IS THE GIFT OF ALL, BUT THOUGHT OF FEW. 

Barring people who are dumb, human beings have been blessed with the gift of speech. 

Without freedom of speech one feels curbed, confined and constricted. No man can grow to 

his fullest stature without freedom of speech and expression. But while almost every body 

talks, few people take the trouble of thinking. Talking comes naturally to a human being, 

but thinking requires mental exertion. Everybody is gifted with reason, but few person 

make use of this faculty. Man is a rational animal, but all men do not benefit by the 

rational faculty. Thinking is, indeed, foreign to most people. The result is that words are 

spoken, decisions are taken, and actions are performed by people without any previous 

thinking. The want of thinking in most such cases leads to unpleasant, and even 

disastrous, consequences. If an individual says or does something thoughtlessly, he may 
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have to pay heavily for it. If a politician makes speech without giving due thought to what 

he says, he may cause a tumult, an agitation and even a riot. Some people have the gift of 

the gab but little capacity for thinking. They often blurt out words, without realizing the 

implications of what they are saying. They 

are reckless in speech. So thinking is an essential part of a wise man‟s mental equipment. 

Indeed, a wise man speaks less and thinks more. And whatever he speaks is the result of 

his thinking. But wise men are in small minority in this world. The world is inhabited 

largely by talkative people who consider thinking to be an avoidable hardship. 

 

15. The Fruits of Labour are Sweeter than the gifts of Fortune. 

The meaning of this well known proverb is „a sense of achievement‟. Self-satisfaction in life 

and the feeling of achievement are of utmost significance of life. Hard work will lead to 

success, which will bring in a lot of materialistic pleasures but all these will give only a 

temporary satisfaction. The ultimate pleasure is the satisfaction of body, mind and the soul 

which can be achieved only through hard work. 

Material achievement is temporary and can give rise to insecurity.  However, the fruits of 

labour are permanent. A student who has worked very hard the entire year will find 

immense happiness in his excellent results, but a student who has not really worked hard 

but through sheer fluke is blessed with an excellent result will not know how to derive 

pleasure from it. As is said „Failures are stepping stones to success‟, we must learn from 

failures consistently. Saurav Ganguly was written off by everyone but he kept his cool and 

regained his form. Abhishekh Bachhan gave several flops at the beginning of his career but 
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he didn‟t give up. Today, he is one of the most successful actors. Our own parents and 

grandparents move ahead so positively in life despite their ill-health 

at times. Isn‟t that inspiring enough? Remember, we control our destiny. Let us emerge 

stronger and control our lives instead of letting our lives control us. Let‟s be people of 

substance. 

 

16. WORK IS WORSHIP 

All human beings need to live a more meaningful life than the one they are born with. Work 

is natural to man. It is work that adds meaning to life. No matter how adverse the 

circumstances be, if one continues to work diligently without losing faith and hope, then 

his duties take the form of worship. 

If we keep busy working with full diligence and sincerity, we experience a sense of 

contentment that a devotee does. God is pleased if we do our duties. Therefore work is as 

good as worship. At the end of the day if the time has been utilized productively, we have a 

sense of satisfaction which keeps us physically and mentally healthy. Think how life would 

be had there been no work. Work therefore gives us a definite goal and draws us nearer to 

God. 

 

17. JUSTICE DELAYED IS JUSTICE DENIED 

At his best, man is the noblest of all animals separated from 
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law and justice he is worst said Aristotle but when justice is delayed 

it is even worse. Justice is a legal maxim meaning that if legal redress is available for a 

party that has suffered some injury, but is not forth coming in a timely fashion, it is 

effectively the same as having no redress at all. 

The legal system and the procedure to deliver justice is one way a government can built 

trust among the citizens of that country but when justice is not prompt it is worse than not 

giving justice at all as then law can be used as a shield to defend the wrong doer and boost 

the moral of all those who violate the law and injure the innocent not just physically but 

also mentally. It will bring anarchy and chaos in the society and life and property will no 

more remain safe. 

Thus if justice is given in a timely manner than it acts like a strong foundation for a 

prosperous society for flourish and burgeon rapidly. 

 

18. Knowledge is Power. 

The literal meaning of „Knowledge is Power‟ is that power can be obtained or experienced 

through knowledge. If one has enough knowledge about something or anything, it helps 

you become powerful. One can command the others as the less knowledgeable have to 

depend on you for help. 

A highly qualified person is self-sufficient in his profession and can manage a high profile 

job efficiently. Similarly , a housewife who is trained in all aspects of running the house will 

not need anyone‟s advice, for she can manage things smoothly. People who are fond of 
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reading gain immense knowledge about various things. They are silent listeners too. This 

habit helps them tremendously to gain vast knowledge which works in their favour. A good 

leader must have knowledge to be able to control his followers. The followers will look up to 

him as they lack the knowledge he possesses A well read, clever student will be respected 

by his classmates as well as his teachers. Just like kings and emperors were powerful due 

to the vastness of the armies, their weaponry and the strength of the armies, 

ordinary humans can also become powerful through hard work, dedication, determination 

and an ambition to be powerful in the field they have skill and talent. Truly as Bacon says, 

“Knowledge is Power”. 

 

19. A Stitch in Time Saves Nine. 

This well known proverb „A Stitch in Time Saves Nine‟ literally refers to the mending of 

clothes before they become irreparable. What is true of clothes is true for anything that 

needs mending. The advantage of a stitch in time does not limit itself to fabrics alone. 

Figuratively, it refers to health, medicine, morals, education and politics. We have often 

heard a doctor telling his patient that an earlier consultation would have avoided the 

present painful suffering. a popular story of the son who had turned into a thief and finally 

went to the prison. He wished his mother had used the „timely stitch‟. On a larger 

perspective, the French 

Revolution could have been avoided had the French bureaucrats 

been intelligent enough to appease the people in time. In our personal 
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lives, too, the timely stitches are of immense value. Before our 

wayward tendencies can turn into confirmed habits, let us apply the stitch in time. Our 

ancestors must have realized the importance of „timely stitches‟ and stored their wisdom in 

this proverb for us to benefit by it. They have done their duty. Let us do ours. 

 

20. Example is better than precept. 

People generally like to give advice, but do not like to be advised. All of us are natural-born 

preachers. But when it comes to practising what we preach, we make up excuses. Very 

often giving advance can become sheer nagging. It can become so irritating that it has no 

more or even the opposite effect on the hearer. Children are keen observers. Even though 

the elders do not know it, children are all the while keenly observing their behaviour. They 

are aware of the gulf between the adults speech and their actual behaviour, between their 

words and deeds, between their preaching and practice. Naturally, they do not pay enough 

heed to the elders advise and instruction. By preaching things which they themselves don‟t 

practise, the elders only expose themselves as hypocrites and succeed in teaching 

youngsters a lesson in hypocrisy. The best way to teach is not to preach but to set and 

example by actually putting the preaching into practice. This is because human beings and 

especially children, are imitative by nature. In fact, the instinct to copy is very powerful in 

human beings. We should make the fullest use of this instinct to teach children what we 

want them to learn. If a father wants his child to never start the habit of smoking, he 

should first give up smoking himself. If parents wants their children to pick up good 

manners, they should themselves be models of good behaviour. In short, we should 
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ourselves do what we want others to do. This is because example is better than precept and 

deeds are more powerful than words. Actions speak louder than words. An ounce of 

practise is more than a ton of precept. 

 

21. Cleanliness is Next to Godliness 

An unclean environment is an insult to the Creator. Everything that God has created is 

beautiful, and nature has in it the power to follow the norms of hygiene and sanitation. It is 

only man who makes his environment dirty and, very often, and for reasons best known to 

himself, is happy to keep it that way. When you go to a place of religious worship, don‟t you 

bathe first ? Don‟t you put on your clothes? Remember, this world is our temple and the 

first norm of cleanliness that we must follow is that of personal hygiene. This involves 

keeping one‟s body, clothes, belongings and home clean. This prevents diseases and 

prolongs life and its quality. It also makes the mind fresh and open to do better work. 

Cleanliness must also extend toward the neighbourhood and the environment in general. 

For this, one must develop clean social and civic habits. It is wrong to spit on the roads, 

urinate in public or throw litter anywhere you please. By doing such things we are defacing 

the property that belongs to us -our nation. We are also spoiling this wonderful place that 

God has given us to live on -our earth.  
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AS PER NEW SYLLABUS AND NEW PAPER PATTERN 

 

SSC ENGLISH PAPER ONE 
 

SECTION ONE 

(PROSE, GRAMMAR) 
 

 

Q.1 (A) Read the following passage and do the activities: (10 marks) 

 

A1. True or False 

 

State whether the following statements are True or False. (2) 

 

According to the narrator: 

 

1.Saina, as a worthy citizen, has improved consistently. (False) 

2.Saina is extremely confident at the back court.(False) 

3.Saina has a lot of patience and self confidence in stroke. (True) 

4.Saina utilizes the opponent‘s error to change into a point. (True) 
 

As a player Saina has improved consistently over a period of time. She has started depending 

mainly on her low serves which straightaway gives her an advantage to go on the offensive. 

Also at times she gets a quick point when the opponents make an error on the service return 

itself. This strategy looks easy but is difficult to implement since one can easily get caught if the 

player is not fast enough to respond to a good return of serve. She is extremely confident at the 

net when while dribbling which gives her a lot of weak mid-court returns. Again this is easier 

said than done. It needs hours and hours of tireless practice to master the dribble. She has a 

good hit as well which is so important to finish a rally and score a point. She is pre-pared to 

wait for the right opportunities to finish the rally. Sometimes it could present itself in the second 

or third stroke itself and on many occasions one might have to wait longer. This requires 

patience and a lot of self confidence in stroke-making. Obviously Saina has both these qualities 

which are helping her win matches. 
 

 

 

 

A2 Complete 

 

Complete the following sentences. (2) 
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1. Saina has started depending mainly on -------- -----------(low serves) 
 

2. Saina is prepared to wait for the right ------- to finish the rally.(opportunities) 
 

3. The player has to be ————to react to return the service. (fast enough) 

 

4. Saina has got the qualities of ——— and ———. (patience and self - confidence) 

 

A3. Matching:  
 

Match the following words with their meanings. (2) 
 

A   B 

i. consistently  a. heating and bouncing shuttle cock 

ii. dribbling       b. happening in the same way and continuing  for a period of time 

iii. extremely     c. clearly 

 iv. obviously        d. well known 

   e. to a very high degree 

 

Answer: (i) = b ; (ii) = a; (iii) = e ; (iv) = c 

 

                                                                            

A4. Match tags 

Match the following sentences with their tags. (2) 
 

A                                                                     B 

1. Also at times she gets a quick point           a. couldn‘t it? 

2. Again this is easier said than done             b. doesn‘t it? 

3. Sometimes it could present itself               c. isn‘t it? 

4. This strategy looks easy                           d. doesn‘t she? 

   

Answers: (1) = d ;  (2) = b  ; (3) = a;   (4) = (b) 

 

A5. Personal Response 

 

What are the strategies, according to you, that have made Saina exceptional? 

 

Answer: Saina is technically sound, physically fit and mentally strong as compared to other 

players. She scores a quick point on the service return. She is choosing her tournaments 

carefully and resting enough to make sure that she is at her peak always and injury - free.         
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(B) Read the passage and complete the activities given. (10 marks) 

 

B1. Find the correct alternative 

 

Choose the correct alternatives from the following to complete the sentences. (2) 

 

1. As they entered the corridors of the North-East, they found country side filled with 

countless………  

 

a. nets b. fishing nets c. mosquito nets 

 

2. Chilka vendors are pointers to the change in…….. 

 

a. society and community b. education and culture c. geography and culture 

 

3. The east coast route is ——— 

 

a. not interesting b. not easy c. tired some 

 

4. The change between south and north east seen in respect of ——— 

 

a. food b. clothes c. farming  

 

Answers: (1) = b 

                 (2) = c 

                (3) = a 

                  (4) = a 

 

 

From Kanyakumari to upper Assam, agricultural fields were at various stages of sowing, 

transplanting, tending and reaping; at some places, it was time to collect the hay. As the train 

covered mile after mile and state after state, paddy fields gave way to sugarcane and oil palms, 

and vast tea estates as the elevation increased. As we entered the corridors of the Northeast, we 

found a countryside dotted with countless fixed fishing nets – on the banks of rivers, small lakes 

and water bodies on the borders of farmland –popularly known in Kerala as Chinese nets. Only 

here, they were known simply as fishing nets.Unlike the train journey on the other part of the 

peninsula, the Konkan coast, the route on the east side is largely mundane. For the record, the 

train passes through seemingly interesting parts of the country – but stays a few kilometers 

away from actual spots of interest. The closest we came to the famous Chilka lake was a 

signboard that read ChilkaVendors are pointers to the change in geography and culture. If it was 
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masala dosa and puri below the Vidhyas, it was roti-sabzi, boild eggs and lemon tea when we 

entered the north. It was still surreal to see an outlet selling south Indian food at Guwahati 

station – experienced travelers informed us that stall was quite popular having been in existence 

for several years. On such a long journey, where one otherwise ends up noticing the signboards 

of the stations only when a fellow traveler has gotten off, what pointed us to the Swiss knives 

and pen drives – hinting that we were nearing the border. 

 

 

B2. Complete 

 

Complete the following list of the agriculture work mentioned in the Passage. (2) 
 

1. ------------------ 

2. Transplanting 

3. ----------------- 

 

4. ----------------- 

 

Answer:  (1) sowing  (3) tending  (4) reaping  

 

B3. Vocabulary 

 

1. Find out words for the following from the passage. (1) 

 

i. not interesting = mundane  
 

ii. very strange = surreal 

 

2. Find out particular terms for the following defining sentences. (1) 

 

i. Area of land that is surrounded by water but is joined to a large piece of land  
 

Answer: (peninsula ) 

 

ii. The highest of a place especially above the sea-level 
 

Answer:  (elevation) 

 

B4. Complete the following table and frame at least two sentences of your own by choosing 

words from the table. 
 

Verb Noun Adjective 
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collect collection collective 

travel travel travelling 

 

Sentences: 

Travel is the movement of people  

Collective present of all people exited me.  
 

B5. India is known for ‗Unity in Diversity‘. How is it reflected in the passage? (2) 

 

The writer talks about food, culture and language aspects of different kinds of people in his 

journey also he had an opportunity to interact with variety of people and share their knowledge 

and experience. Thus he creates an image of unity in diversity.  

 

Q.2. (A) Read the following passage and do the following activities:(10 marks) 

 

A1. Complete:  

Complete the following sentences by choosing the correct alternatives: 

 

1. The IT professional wanted to donate money to _____ 

a. wildlife funds 

b. health programmes 

c. programmes other than those related to wildlife 

 

2. The programme was launched in a _______ 

a. government school 

b. private school 

c. college 

 

3. The answer that he got was _____ 

a. how to donate money 

b. what to donate instead of money 

c. how to face the query 

 

4. The programme was launched to _____ 

a. teach computer 

b. help wildlife 

c. empower children with the spirit of competition 

 

Answers:  

(1) = a 

(2) =a  
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(3) = c 

(4) = c 

 

 

Making village kids computer savvy 

 

Parana Nair / TNN 

 

Nagpur: People often wonder what they can do towards a cause other than donate money. Kirti 

Chavan, a former It professional and currently a freelancer, was faced with the same query a 

few years back. He got his answer; not by searching outside but by looking within. 
 

"I always wanted to do something more than give money for wildlife, but couldn't decide what. 

That is when I got in touch with Rajashree Khalap of Satpuda Foundation who suggested that I 

volunteer to join the mobile  health service of the organization to see for myself the area for 

which I wanted to work." Chavan said. He said he observed the villages around Pench and saw 

the need to wean people, especially the next generation, away from forest. 
 

The pilot project was thus launched in Sawara village in Pench buffer in 2010 – 11. Chavan, 

along with Khalap, got in touch with another NGO Pratham that worked in the field of 

education. It ultimately helped them procure computers and study material to launch their 

programme at a government school in Sawara. 
 

The larger aim of this programme was to enable children to compete with children elsewhere. 

Chavan and Khalap said many children who were supposed to be 'weak' in studies and were 

irregular in school started attending their classes regularly and with interest.  
 

 

A2. Information Transfer 

Fill in information in the following table.    (2) 
 

programme beneficiaries place sponsor year 

computer 

education 

    

 

Answer:  
 

programme beneficiaries place sponsor year 

computer 

education 

village 

children 

Pench, Sawara NGO Pratham 2010 - 11 
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A3. Find the meaning 

 

Choose the appropriate meaning of the underlined words. (2) 

 

1. The pilot project was launched in Sawara. 

 

a. first b. experimental c. operator 

 

2. The IT professional faced the same query a few years back. 

 

a. question b. doubt c. inquiry 

 

3. It ultimately helped them procure computers. 

 

a. finally b. already c. always 

 

4. The larger aim of the programme was to enable children to compete with children elsewhere 

 

a. make it possible b. make it easy c. make it compulsory 

 

Answers:  

(1) pilot - experimental 

(2) query - question 

(3) ultimately - finally 

(4) enable - make it easy for 

 

A4. Reported speech 

 

Complete the reported form of the following sentences given in direct form. (2) 

 

1. ―I always wanted to do something more than give money for wildlife, but couldn‘t decide 

what.‖ said Kirit. 

 

Kirit said that ———— 

 

 

Answer: Kirit said that he always wanted to do something more than give money for wildlife, 

but couldn't decide what.  
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2. ―I volunteer to join the mobile health service of the organization to see for myself the area for 

which I wanted to work.‖ said Kirit. 
 

Kirit told that ——— 

 

Answers: Kirti told Rajashree that he volunteered to join the mobile health service of the 

organization to see for himself the area for which he wanted to work.  

 

A5. Personal  Response 

 

 In what way can you help rural students to learn? Give two ways to help them. 

 

Answers: We can help rural students by teaching them. We can give gift to them. Gifts may 

include some educational books, educational stationary, etc. Giving knowledge about computer 

education. 
 

 

Q.2 (B) Read the following passage and do the activities: (10 marks)  
 

B1. True or False:   (2) 

State which of the following statements are correct: 

(1) The writer was studying Computer Science at IIT Kanpur.  (False) 

(2) The meeting with the computer scientist was planned event. (False) 

(3) The meeting took place in an auditorium. (False) 

(4) The writer was influenced by the scientist's thought.  (True) 
 

 

B2. How did the scientist‘s talk shaped the writer‘s future? (2) 
 

 

The writer met a famous computer scientist who was on sabbatical from a well – known US 

University. He was discussing exciting new developments in the field of computer science with 

a large number of students, explaining how such developments would alter our future. He was 

articulate, passionate and quite convincing. Thus the writer was hooked. Then the writer had 

done some reference in the library and he determined to study computer science. In whis way 

the scientist's talk shaped the writer's future. 
 

Today I am going to share with you some of my life lessons. I learned these lessons in the 

context of my early career struggles, under the influence of sometimes unplanned events which 

were the crucibles that tempered my character and reshaped my future. 
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The first event occurred when I was a graduate student in Control Theory at Indian Institute of 

Technology (IIT) Kanpur. At breakfast on a bright Sunday morning in 1968, I met a famous 

computer scientist who was on sabbatical from a well-known US university. He was discussing 

exciting new developments in the field of computer science with a large number of students, 

explaining how such developments would alter our future. He was articulate, passionate and 

quite convincing. I was hooked. I went straight from breakfast to the library, read four or five 

papers he had suggested, and left the library determined to study computer science. When I look 

back today at that pivotal meeting, I marvel at how one role model can alter the future of a 

young student for the better. This experience taught me that valuable advice can sometimes 

come from an unexpected source and chance events can sometimes open new doors. (N R 

Narayan Murthy, ‗From A Better India A Better World‘) 
 

 

 

 

B3. Matching 

 

Match the words in Column with their meanings in Column B. (2) 
 

A B 

 

1. crucibles 

2. sabbatical 

3. articulate 

4. pivotal 

a. fluent and clear 

b. crucial 

c. tests 

d. study leave 

 

Answer: 
 

A B 

 

1. crucibles 

2. sabbatical 

3. articulate 

4. pivotal 

c. tests 

d. study leave 

a. fluent and clear 

b. crucial 

 

B4. Questions/Prefix 

 

1. Insert appropriate Wh word to make meaningful questions. (1) 

i. ---------- did the writer meet in 1968? 

 

Answer. Whom  did the writer meet in 1968? 
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ii. ------------ did the experience teach the writer? 

 

Answer: What did the experience teach the writer? 

 

 

2. Find the odd word in which ‗Re‘ is not a prefix. (1) 

remake, repeat, restart 
 

Answer: Question is wrong because in all the words 'Re" is a prefixes.  
 

 

B5. Personal Response 

 

How do the role models influence our lives? (2) 
 

Answers: Whenever we listen a positive story of a person who had achieved a lot in his life we 

automatically get motivated. In this way a role model who is an achiever in his life can 

influence our life style and inspire us to take intuitive decisions which may lead to some good 

turns. 
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(Section II: Poetry) 

 

Q3 (A) Read the following extract of a poem and complete the activities. (5 marks) 
 

A1. Complete the following web. (2) 
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It‘s doing your job the best you can, 

And being just to your fellow man; 

It‘s making money – but holding friends, 

And being true to your aims and ends. 

It‘s figuring how and learning why, 

And looking forward and thinking high; 

And dreaming a little and doing much, 

It‘s keeping always in closest touch. 

With what is finest in word and deed, 

It‘s being through, yet making speed; 

It‘s daring blithely the field of chance, 
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While making labour a brave romance. 

It‘s going onward despite defeat, 

And fighting staunchly, but keeping sweet; 

It‘s struggling on with the will to win, 

But taking loss with a cheerful grin. 

 

 
 

 

A2. Message:  

‗It‘s doing your noblest---that‘s success‘. What message of life do you get from this line? (2) 
 

The line 'It's doing your noblest --- that's success' suggests that the person who is humble in his 

doing can achieve success by doing hard work. 
 

A3. Matching: Match the following: 
 

A B 

(1) It's serving, striving through strain 

and stress 

(a) Antithesis 

It's sharing sorrow and work and mirth. (b) Metaphor 

 (c) Alliteration 

 

Answers: 
 

A B 

(1) It's serving, striving through strain 

and stress 

(c) Alliteration 

It's sharing sorrow and work and mirth. (a) antithesis 

 

B. Read the following lines and complete the activities. (5 marks) 
 

B1. True or False 

 

State whether the following sentences are true or false. (2) 
 

i. It is the faith of the narrator that anything can be changed by prayer. (False) 
 

ii. Indians have witnessed sights of unbearable human sufferings in the past. (True) 
 

iii. The poet prays that every Indian‘s heart may be free from fear.  (True) 
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iv. The narrator advises people to support tyranny and exploitation. (False) 
 

Republic Day! We grow aware 

That nothing can be wrought by prayer 

--Prop of the credulous – until 

It is supported everywhere 

By an all-powerful people‘s will! 

We have been witness in the past to sights impossible to bear: 

Famine and drought and dread and doom 

Continue still to spread the gloom 

Of humans turned to skeletons, to shriveled bags of naked bones 

Who have not even strength to vent their suffering through sobs and groans… 

MAY EVERY Indian‘s heart become 

An unafraid announcing drum 

Echoing and re-echoing a new hope and a new desire 

To burn up rubbish-heaps of hate, 

Once and for all. Time cannot wait! 

Burn up all selfish aims and ends in a great nation‘s cleansing fire! 

Let India‘s millions chant in chorus: 

A mighty future stands before us – 

Down with all ruthless tyranny, down with all exploitation which 

Renders the poor the poorer –and renders the bloated rich, more rich! 
 

 

B2. In the past:  

What were the effects of natural calamities on human beings in the past? (2) 
 

Answer:  
 

In the past, Natural calamities like famine and drought and dread and doom continued to spread 

the gloom. They turned human beings into skeletons, to shrivelled bags of naked bones. They 

had not enough strength to withstand to vent their suffering through sobs and groans. 
 

B3. Describing words 

Find and write down from the extract the words that describe the following: (1) 
 

i. people‘s will ii. sights iii. skeletons iv. hate 

 

Answers: 
 

 i. people's will – all –powerful 
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ii. sights – impossible to bear 

iii. skeletons – shrivelled bags of naked bones 

iv. hate – rubbish - heaps 

 

 

(Section III: Rapid Reading) 
 

Q4.Read the following extract and complete the activities given below: (5 marks) 
 

A1. Compare the old and new house and complete the table. (1) 
 

Points Old House New House 

surroundings razzle – dazzle  

size of the house   

 

Points Old House New House 

surroundings razzle – dazzle quite, orderly, sleepy 

size of the house smaller biggest 

 

 

I was thirteen when we moved to Cantonment at Allahabad. In stark contrast to the raz-zle-

dazzle of the city‘s commercial areas like Katra and Chowk, the Cantonment was a quiet, ore-

derly place with broad tree-lines roads that still carried the names of long-dead Britishers. Our 

bungalow was on a sleepy by-lane called MacPherson Road. When we first saw it, my brothers 

and I were delighted. It was by far the biggest house we had ever lived in. the task of furnishing 

those huge, echoing rooms daunted mother. 

―Is a slightly smaller house not available?‖ she asked Father, ―we do not have enough cur-tains 

for this place. And the furniture seems a little inadequate. Why did they have to plan the kitchen 

at such a distance from the dining room?It is like doing a route march. And who is going to help 

me keep this place clean and dusted?‖ 

Her misgivings and objections were undoubtedly valid. But, seeing our crestfallen faces, she 

sighed and gave in. We made extravagant promises to help in the household chores. 
 

 

A2. Complete 

 

Complete the following list of objections that the mother had with the new house (2) 
 

1. The house is very big. 

2. . ........................................ 

3. . ........................................ 
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4. . ........................................ 
 

Answer: 

1. The house is very big. 

2. Who would keep the place clean? 

3. There is not enough curtains for the place. 

4. The distance between the kitchen and the dining room was too large. 
 

 

A3. Personal response 

How do children generally feel when they move into a new house? (2)  
 

The general feelings of children who moved into a new house are excitement about the 

surroundings, curious to know new things,  nervous of being isolated, etc. 
 

 

(Section IV: Writing skill) 
 

Q.5 A1 or A2 Do any one of the following activities: (5 marks) 
 

A1. Thanks mother 

Look at the following extract of a news write a letter to thank your mother. 
 

For Mother’s Day 

A Flood of Love for Moms 

ST correspondent 

Reporters@sakaltimes.com 

Pune: Today is ‗Mother‘s Day‘ and while there‘s really no need to say any more about how 

important mothers are in our lives, it gives us the chance to express our gratitude. 
 

8A, Heaven colony, 

M.G. Road, 

Dharavi, 

Mumbai - 400017. 

13th February, 2013. 

Dear Mom, 

I love you Mom. I miss you a lot since I came to hostel for my studies. You are the 

greatest gift ever given to me by God. Though you are not highly educated in the formal sense, 

but you are well cultured, very kind and sympathetic. I had been inspired by you in every 

moment of my life. 
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In this mother day I want to thank you mom, for your deeds. But I knew very well that a 

merely thanks or any valuable gifts given to you will not equalize your deeds. But I'm sending 

my heartily kisses to you 'mom'. I think you will like this other than anything else. In this world 

I had been with everyone in the last 20 years but I had been with you for more than that of 10 

months (i.e.) from the time you conceived me. So, our relation is beyond than everyone else. 

I will always be thankful to you 'mom' in my life time. I love you crores of times and 

miss you a lot in this one week. 
 

Your loving friend, 

Xyz 

 

 

A2. Seeking permission 
 

Read the following advertisement and write a letter to the headmaster of your school to 

seek permission to participate in the event. 
 

International Speaking Competition 
 

 English Speaking Union London arranges for speaking competition. 

 School going children can participate 

 Extempore speech 

 Send your entry through your school within eight days by mail <engspeak@org.in> 

 To and fro travel will be arranged by the organizers . 
 

Q. 5 (B) Do anyone of the following activities. (5 marks) 
 

B1. Report 
 

Look at the following news. Imagine that the programme was held in your school. Prepare a 

report. 
 

Kidney Failure scores 96% in class XII 
 

Jaipur: Displaying tremendous grit, a 17 year old boy suffering from failure of both kidneys, 

scored 96% marks in science in Rajasthan Board of secondary Education, prompting the state 

government to offer him free of cost kidney transplantation. 
 

B2. Preparing a project 
 

Develop a dialogue between you and your teacher. Look at some of the points given in the 

balloons. Imagine about the responses given by the teacher. 
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         topic 

         steps and stages 

         marking scheme 

         time limit 

         page limit 

         presentation 

 

Answers: 
 

Myself: Good afternoon, teacher! 
 

Teacher: Yes, very good morning, What do you want? 

 

Myself: Yes, I want your guide lines to score better marks in Board exam. What are the steps 

and stages involved in it? 

 

Teacher: To score good marks in exam you should study the lesson conceptually. Read the text 

books thoroughly, always use dictionary to find out the meaning of new and difficult words. 
 

Myself: Then teacher. 
 

Teacher: You should know the marking scheme of each and every subject. And you should 

thoroughly practice HOTS from the Algebra, Geometry and Science. 
 

Myself: Then teacher. 
 

Teacher: You should practice model paper and see whether you could complete it within the 

time limit. Write only the relevant and exact answers it will limit you page size and save time. 

Time management is the important things in examination. 
 

Myself: About oral marks? 

 

Teacher: Because of your attendance you will get good marks. Even then you should perform 

well within the 10 minutes provided to you during presentations. 
 

Myself: Thanks for your valuable suggestions teacher. 
 

 

Teacher: You are most welcome and all the best to you.  
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Q6. Do any one of the following activities. (5 marks) 
 

A1. Write a paragraph of 100 words based on the information given in the following table. 
 

 

House sparrows Forest sparrows 

Black and brown in colour 

Eat seeds and insects 

Build nest in a hole in a house 

Lay three to six eggs at a time 

Make noises in a series of calls 

Bluish and grey in colour 

Eat seeds and insects 

Build nests in hedges and bushes 

Lay two or four eggs at a time 

Sing a warbling song. 

 

Sparrow 

 

Sparrows of two types, house sparrows and forest sparrows. House sparrows are black and 

brown in colour and forest sparrows are bluish and grey in colour. They eat seeds and insects. 

The former build nest in a hole in a house and latter build it in hedges and bushes. House 

sparrows lay three to six eggs at a time whereas that of forest sparrows lay two to four eggs at a 

time. We can hear noises in  a series of calls from house sparrows. Forest sparrows sing a 

warbling song which we usually do not hear. 
 

B2. Speech 
 

Prepare a speech on the issue raised in the given news to be delivered in the class assembly. 

Give examples. 
 

Q7. Develop a paragraph of about 100 words expanding any one of the following 

expressions. (5 marks) 
 

1. Humour is the spice of life 

2. Plant Trees! Plant life! 

3. ———thus we tried to save the environment 
 

 

Humour is the spice of life 

 

What is life without humour? Humour relaxes our mind from stress. A person who makes 

others laugh by the way of funny act will be liked by everyone. We know that laughter is the 

best medicine. But the ingredient to laugh is the humor sense. Humour is the sense gifted by 

god and we cannot buy it from any store. It has to be earned by a meaningful way. We love 
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those teachers who were taking lecture with jokes. If we want to enjoy our life in every moment 

then we should keep those friends and relatives who always things positively and have humour 

sense.  
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AS PER NEW SYLLABUS AND NEW PAPER PATTERN 

 

SSC ENGLISH PAPER TWO 
 

SECTION ONE 

(PROSE, GRAMMAR) 
 

Q.1 (A) Read the following passage and do the 

activities: (10 marks) 

 

A1. True or False 

 

State whether the following statements are True or False. (2) 

 

According to the narrator: 

 

1. Yellappa Reddy went to his favourite Vishnu Temple. (False) 
 

2. Pavitra Vana is at Tirunelveli in Tamil Nadu. (False) 
 

3. Bilva leaf is the favourite of Lord Shiva. (True) 
 

4. Bilva leaf is easily found everywhere. (False) 
 

If you want to find in one single garden all the trees / flowers/ fruits/ berries mentioned in our 

Vedas, you have to go to Pavitra Vana at Ramanagaram, 50 miles away from Bengaluru. The 

creation of this garden happened thus.... 
 

36 years ago, the then Conservator of Forests Karnataka Yellappa Reddy went to his favourite 

Shiva Temple at Gokarn to worship. But as he was giving flowers and garlands after puja, he 

was surprised to find that he was given only jasmine flowers and not the bilva leaf the favourite 

of Lord Shiva. On enquiring, the priest said that the temple found it difficult to get the bilva 

leaf, as it was not commercially economic to grow it and very few flower sellers were willing to 

provide bilva leaves. 
 

In his words, "I determined that whoever originally had included these flowers as part of 

worship had done so with scientific insight. For example, I found that when we gently press 
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petals of these flowers, the glands will burst and it will produce certain volatile oils. This will 

generate certain chemicals which enriches the atmosphere and becomes beneficial to humans, 

creating an environment that induces the mind to greater concentration. Additionally, these 

plants have various medicinal healing properties long established by Ayurveda. Reddy 

determined to grow this entire flora in a single garden. 
 

 

 

A2 One word only! 
 

Given below are the meanings of certain words. Work in pairs and write down appropriate 

word. (2) 
 

1. substance that changes quickly into gases = Volatile 

 

2. a place where a lot of people go on holidays = resort 
 

3. main forest officer at district level = conservator 
 

4. act of bending to show respect for = obeisance 

 

A3. Collocations:  
 

Match the following words with their meanings. (2) 
 

A   B 

i. scientific a. economic 

ii. Volatile b. properties 

iii. Commercially c. insight 

iv. healing d. texts 

 e. oils 

 f. plants 

 g. names 

 

                                                                            

A4. Match tags 
 

Match the following sentences with their tags. (2) 

A B 

1. Yellappa Reddy went to his favourite 

Shiva Temple. 

haven't they? 
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2. These plants have various medicinal 

healing properties. 

hadn't they? 

3. Their Sanskrit names had about then 

synonyms each. 

wasn't he? 

4. He was giving flowers and garlands 

after puja. 

didn't he? 

   

 

A5. Personal Response 
 

What are the various qualities required for accomplishment of a task? 
 

Ans. In order to complete a task one should have a qualities like determination, leadership, 

observation capacity, analyzing quality, willingness to work hard like Yellappa Reddy.  

 
 

(B) Read the passage and complete the activities 

given. (10 marks) 

 
B1. Find the correct alternative 

 

Choose the correct alternatives from the following to complete the sentences. (2) 

 

1. The water is a _____________ 

 

a. dietician 

 

b. physician 

 

c. environmentalist 
 

2. Daily consumption of fruits _______ 

 

a. is a guarantee of getting nutrients. 
 

b. is a guarantee of being healthy. 
 

c. is not a guarantee of getting nutrients. 
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3. The colour – coded plan _________ 

 

a. appeals to the patients 

 

b. does not appeal to the patients 

 

c. suits the patients. 
 

4. Tomato comes under the category of 
 

a. White 

 

b. Red 

 

c. Green 

 

d. Orange 

 

Colour is the key to good nutrition. As a physician who has studies nutrition and cancer 

prevention for more than 20 years, I believe our careless diet accounts for most common 

diseases, including heart disease, cancer and "diabesity" – an epidemic of obesity and diabetes.  
 

But here's a shocker: Eating fruits and vegetables everyday won't guarantee your'e getting 

enough essential nutrients. iceberg lettuce and your French fries, for instance, are hardly 

nutritious. A big clue: they lack colour. Produce that comes in vivid hues contains an arsenal of 

disease – fighting chemicals called phytonutrients. 
 

To get enough of these vital ingredients, just add a single serving (a piece of fruit, cup of juice, 

one to two cups of vegetables) from each of these seven colour families to your usual whole 

grains, proteins and healthy fats. It couldn't be simpler. 
 

Patients tell me this colour – coded plan doesn't feel like a diet – yet you'll probably drop a few 

kilos as fruits and vegetables naturally edge out higher – calorie breads and snacks. You'll also 

up your intake of vitamins, minerals and fibre. 

 

 

B2. Coining new words  (2) 

Read the following word from the text: 

diabesity 

 

The above word is a mixed one. As you know it is formed with the combination of words 

'obesity' and 'diabetes'. 
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Write any four such words and also find out the original words that form the words. 
 

Ans. Internet  = inter + network 

Camcorder = camera + recorder 

Medicare = medical + care 

Edutainment = education + entertainment 

 

B3. What do the following colours stand for?  (2) 
 

colour  

Red  

Green  

White  

Blue 
 

 

Answer: 
 

colour stands for 

Red Iycopene, anthocyanin, antioxidant 

Green lutein, zeaxanthin 

White allicin 

Blue anthocyanin 

 

 

B4. Look at the following signs/ marks used by the writer. Write the function of the signs. 

(2) 
 

Signs/ Marks Functions 

1. : 

 

 

2.  – 

 

 

3. (  ) 

 

 

4. , 
 

 

 

 

 

Answer: 
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Signs/ Marks Functions 

1. : 
 

short pause compared to full stop. 

2.  – 

 

precedes as explanation 

3. (  ) 

 

used to enclose a phrase 

4. , 
 

shortest pause compared to full stop. 

 

 

 

B5. Think about your everyday meal. How will you make it more colourful and 

nutritious?  (2) 
 

Ans. Before reading this passage, I had no idea of a nutritious and colourful diet. But, now I'll 

make my everyday meal more colourful 

and nutritive by including leafy vegetables, fruits, salad, soups, etc. 
 

 

Q.2. (A) Read the following passage and do the 

following activities:(10 marks) 

 
A1.Fill up:    (2) 

Fill in the blanks the following sentences by choosing the correct alternatives from the 

passage: 
 

1. The author finds _____________ very interesting. (them) 
 

2. When people are comfortable and talking, their ___________ become alert. (eyes) 
 

3. The _____________ has been instrumental in author's life in making friends. (Camera) 
 

4. Photography for him means that the camera freezes the ____________ of the time he has 

spent with that particular person. (fragment) 
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What inspires you? 

 

People inspire me. I find them very interesting. They must have something to say and that is 

what stimulates me. Politicians don't really catch my attention. There has to be some correlation 

somewhere, I don't like to make people pose for me; I have never asked anyone to, either. I am 

very talkative and I love to talk to those who come to me. Since I have knowledge of quite and 

few things, I have never found it difficult to talk to anyone and break the ice. Once they ease 

out, only than can they converse and communicate to the camera. And these different faces keep 

inspiring me. 
 

What does photography mean to you? 

 

Some may call it an abstract way of self expression and all of that but for me, photography is 

my conversation with someone. If the subject is caught well, the photograph will communicate 

in the same way to the viewers as well. Photography for me means that the camera freezes the 

fragment of the time I have spent with that particular person. This may sound strange but I 

actually remember all my shoots. Like I remember this one time when Lata and Asha had come 

for a shoot and Lata cracked a joke on me and I captured the moment when both of the burst out 

laughing. It is wonderful photograph. 

 

A2. Look at the photograph of a camera. Name its different parts and uses. 

Answer. 
 

Lens To see through the picture 

Screen To see the captured / capturing picture 

Zoom To adjust focal length of the lens 

Click button To capture the picture 

 

 

A3. Correct alternatives (2) 
 

Choose the correct alternative and complete the following: 
 

1. Capturing candid moment of the subject. 
 

a. is interesting at all times. 
 

b. boring at times 

 

c. sometimes interesting 
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2. In every shoot I make an effort to take 

 

a. the normal angle 

 

b. an offbeat angle. 
 

c. the best angle 

 

 

A4. Frame Wh – questions for the following statements:  (2) 

 
 

1. I find them very interesting. (How) 
 

Ans. How do I find them? 

 

2. Photography is my conversation with someone. (What) 
 

Ans. What is my conversation with someone. 
 

 

A5. Personal  Response 

 

What do you think are the challenges for a photographer? 
 

Ans. People nowadays expecting more from a photographer. Thus a good photographer should 

be technically sound and adopting the latest technology. But for doing so they need financial 

assistance. These are the challenges normally a photographer has to face. 
 

Q.2 (B) Read the following passage and do the 

activities: (10 marks)  

 

B1. Match books with types. (2) 
 

A B 

Sci – fi Narration of a travel 

Travelogue piece of writing performed by actors 

play long story having imaginary 

character 
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novel science fiction 

 

Answer: 
 

A B 

Sci – fi Narration of a travel 

Travelogue piece of writing performed by actors 

play long story having imaginary character 

novel science fiction 

 

 

 

 

B2. Why is Sahyadri Adventure called a desi adventure? (2) 
 

Ans. Sahyadri Adventure is set to be happen in Mumbai, Pune, Mahabaleshwar and nearby 

mountain ranges. Moreover, it is the combination of historical, cultural, natural and adventure. 

Thus It is called a desi adventure. 
 

 

Sahyadri Adventure is a unique and perhaps the first of its kind adventure fiction in India. It is a 

part of a series of adventures across various locations in India. It is part of a series of adventures 

across various locations in India. Sahyadri adventure consists of two books, viz. Anirudh's 

Dream and Koleshwar's secret. The books are a welcome change in adventure fiction, whish till 

n ow was largely set in localities in US or Europe. The refreshing change which Indian readers 

can relate to is that all locations of the series are set in the jungles, swamps, grasslands, 

mountains and seas of India. 
 

Sahyadri Adventure is set in the region of Mumbai, Pune and Mahableshwar with the imposing 

Sayhadri or Western Ghats spread out in between in all their glory. Thus, it is a desi adventure 

with desi atmosphere and background. It blends the natural world and its phenomenon like 

south – west monsoon with fiction. There is excitement in the situations in the story and it takes 

one close to nature, thus blending culture, history, nature and adventure. 
 

 

In the book Anirudh's dream, the reader is transported to the mist – clad mountains surrounding 

Khadakvasla dam near Pune. The initial part of the adventure is set in the sprawling and green 

campus of National Defence Academy (NDA) 
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B3. Matching 

Match the following collocations: 
 

A B 

 

welcome culture 

largely spirit 

blending conditions 

environmental personality 

 

Answer: 
 

A B 

 

welcome culture 

largely spirit 

blending conditions 

environmental personality 

 set 

 

 

B4.  Definite or Indefinite 
 

Use 'a' 'an' or 'the' wherever essential. (2) 
 

1. Its not easy to learn foreign language which is very different from your own language. 
 

2. The police are looking for youn man aged about 23. 
 

3. London is biggest city in Britain. 
 

4. Agatha Christie was well known writer of detective stories. She was writer who 

invented Hercule Poirot. 
 

 

Ans. 
 

1. It is not easy to learn a foreign language which is very different from your own language. 
 

2. The police are looking for the young man aged about 23. 
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3. London is the biggest city in Britain. 
 

4. Agatha Christe a well known writer of the detective stories. She was the writer who invested 

Hercule Poirot. 
 

 

 

B5. Personal Response 
 

What according to you, add to the beauty of the prose text? 
 

Answer. According to me, Sahayadri adventure is a desi adventure combined with historical, 

cultural, natural and adventures. Moreover, it is happening in India, which leads to the feeling 

of our own world which we can imaginatively read and enjoy. 
 

(Section II: Poetry) 

 

Q3 (A) Read the following extract of a poem and complete the activities. (5 marks) 
 

A1. Point out any four advantages and disadvantages of the idiot box 'Television'   (2) 
 

Advantages Disadvantages 

 

Answer: 
 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Entertainment Timepass 

Improves General knowledge Makes sense dull 

Guide lines for us Leads to misguide. 

Mass media to spread awareness Spread of improper /  inaccurate 

messages leads to a social problem. 

 

 

The most important thing we've learned. 

So far as children are concerned, 

Is never, NEVER, NEVER let 

Them near your television set – 

Or better still, just don't install 

The idiotic thing at all. 
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In almost every house we've been, 

We've watched them gaping at the screen. 

They loll and slop and lounge about, 

And stare until their eyes pop out. 

(Last week in someone's place we saw 

A dozen eyeballs on the floor) 

They sit and stare and stare and sit 

Until they're hypnotised by it, 

Until they're absolutely drunk 

With all that shocking ghastly junk. 

Oh yes, we know it keeps them still, 

They don't climb out the window sill, 

They never fight or kick or punch, 

They leave you free to cook the lunch 

And wash the dishes in the sink – 1 

But did you ever stop to think, 

To wonder just exactly what 

This does to your beloved tot? 

IT ROTS THE SENSE IN THE HEAD! 

IT KILLS IMAGINATION DEAD! 

IT CLOGS AND CLUTTERS UP THE MIND! 

IT KAES A CHILD SO DULL AND BLIND 

HE CAN NO LONGER UNDERSTAND 

A FANTASY, A FAIRYLAND! 

HIS BRAIN BECOMES AS SOFT AS CHEESE! 

HIS POWERS OF THINKING RUST AND FREEZE! 

HE CANNOT THINK – HE ONLY SEES! 

 

 
 

 

A2. Read the poem and complete the words.  (2) 
 

1. This is what you watch when you switch on the T.V. = _ _ _ _ _ n 

 

2. This is where we walk on =  F _ _ _ _ 

 

3. This is where dishes are washed = _ i _ _ 

 

4. You often do this in the kitchen = _ _ _ k 

 

Answer. 
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1. This is what you watch when you switch on the T.V. = _ _ _ _ _ n  (Screen) 
 

2. This is where we walk on =  F _ _ _ _ (Floor) 
 

3. This is where dishes are washed = _ i _ _ (Sink) 
 

4. You often do this in the kitchen = _ _ _ k   (Cook) 
 

A3. Matching: Match the following:  (1) 

A B 

 Is never, never never let - Antithesis 

They loll and slop and lounge about - Repetition 

 Tautology 

 

Answers: 
 

A B 

 Is never, never never let - Antithesis 

They loll and slop and lounge about - Repetition 

 Tautology 

 

 

 

B. Read the following lines and complete the activities. (5 marks) 
 

B1. True or False 

State whether the following sentences are true or false. (2) 

i. It is the faith of the narrator that anything can be changed by prayer. (False) 

ii. Indians have witnessed sights of unbearable human sufferings in the past. (True) 

iii. The poet prays that every Indian‘s heart may be free from fear.  (True) 

iv. The narrator advises people to support tyranny and exploitation. (False) 
 

Republic Day! We grow aware 

That nothing can be wrought by prayer 

--Prop of the credulous – until 

It is supported everywhere 

By an all-powerful people‘s will! 

We have been witness in the past to sights impossible to bear: 

Famine and drought and dread and doom 
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Continue still to spread the gloom 

Of humans turned to skeletons, to shriveled bags of naked bones 

Who have not even strength to vent their suffering through sobs and groans… 

MAY EVERY Indian‘s heart become 

An unafraid announcing drum 

Echoing and re-echoing a new hope and a new desire 

To burn up rubbish-heaps of hate, 

Once and for all. Time cannot wait! 

Burn up all selfish aims and ends in a great nation‘s cleansing fire! 

Let India‘s millions chant in chorus: 

A mighty future stands before us – 

Down with all ruthless tyranny, down with all exploitation which 

Renders the poor the poorer –and renders the bloated rich, more rich! 
 

 

B2. In the past 

What were the effects of natural calamities on human beings in the past? (2) 

In the past, Natural calamities like famine and drought and dread and doom continued to spread 

the gloom. They turned human beings into skeletons, to shrivelled bags of naked bones. They 

had not enough strength to withstand to vent their suffering through sobs and groans. 
 

B3. Describing words 

Find and write down from the extract the words that describe the following: (1) 

i. people‘s will ii. sights iii. skeletons iv. hate 

 

 

(Section III: Rapid Reading) 
 

Q4.Read the following extract and complete the activities given below: (5 marks) 
 

A1. Compare the old and new house and complete the table. (1) 
 

Points Old House New House 

surroundings razzle – dazzle  

size of the house   

 

Points Old House New House 

surroundings razzle – dazzle quite, orderly, sleepy 

size of the house smaller biggest 
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I was thirteen when we moved to Cantonment at Allahabad. In stark contrast to the raz-zle-

dazzle of the city‘s commercial areas like Katra and Chowk, the Cantonment was a quiet, ore-

derly place with broad tree-lines roads that still carried the names of long-dead Britishers. Our 

bungalow was on a sleepy by-lane called MacPherson Road. When we first saw it, my brothers 

and I were delighted. It was by far the biggest house we had ever lived in. the task of furnishing 

those huge, echoing rooms daunted mother. 

―Is a slightly smaller house not available?‖ she asked Father, ―we do not have enough cur-tains 

for this place. And the furniture seems a little inadequate. Why did they have to plan the kitchen 

at such a distance from the dining room?It is like doing a route march. And who is going to help 

me keep this place clean and dusted?‖ 

Her misgivings and objections were undoubtedly valid. But, seeing our crestfallen faces, she 

sighed and gave in. We made extravagant promises to help in the household chores. 
 

 

A2. Complete 

Complete the following list of objections that the mother had with the new house (2) 
 

1. The house is very big. 

2. . ........................................ 

3. . ........................................ 

4. . ........................................ 
 

Answer: 

1. The house is very big. 

2. Who would keep the place clean? 

3. There is not enough curtains for the place. 

4. The distance between the kitchen and the dining room was too large. 
 

 

A3. Personal response 

How do children generally feel when they move into a new house? (2)  
 

The general feelings of children who moved into a new house are excitement about the 

surroundings, curious to know new things,  nervous of being isolated, etc. 
 

 

(Section IV: Writing skill) 
 

Q.5 A1 or A2 Do any one of the following activities: (5 marks) 
 

A1. Complaint letter 
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Write a complaint letter regarding overflow of drainage in your locality / village. 
 

(Click here for answer) 
 

 

A2. Letter to your friend explaining him about the importance of Joint family system. 
 

(Click here for answer) 
 

 

 

Q. 5 (B) Do anyone of the following activities. (5 marks) 
 

B1. Report 

Look at the following news. Imagine that the programme was held in your school. Prepare a 

report. 
 

Adult literacyprogramme 

 

(CLICK FOR ANSWER) 
 

 

B2. Preparing a project 
 

Develop a dialogue between you and a doctor. Regarding how to maintain general health. 
 

(Click Here for Answer) 
 

Q6. Do any one of the following activities. (5 marks) 

A1. Write a paragraph of 100 words based on the information given in the following table. 

The following is the information given in the form of a table. Write two paragraphs of about 70-

80 words using the information given below. 
 Maharashtra Karnataka 

Area 3,07,713 sq. km. 1,91,791 sq. km. 

Population 7,89,37,187 4,49,77,209 

Capital Mumbai Bangalore 

Language Marathi Kannada 

Rivers Godavari, Krishna, Bhima, 

Koyana 

Tungabhadra, Kaveri 

Crops Jawar, Bajra, Sugarcane Jawar, Tea, Rubber 
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Major Cities Mumbai, Nagpur, 

Aurangabad, Nasik 

Manglore, Hubli, Dharwad 

 

(Click here for answer) 
 

 

OR 

A2. Read the following passage and draw a tree diagram to cover the main points. 
 

Tree Diagram One 

The word ‗Literature‘ is really hard to define. Many interpretations are made about the word. 

But all are incomplete. Some opine that literature is the mirror of life, some others say that it is 

the criticism of life. Whatever may be the controversy about the word, we may say that 

literature is that which reflects life. The branches of literature are poetry, drama, novel and short 

stories. Poetry is of two kinds, imaginative and realistic. Drama is either a comedy or a tragedy. 

Novels are also of many kinds, historical, psychological, realistic, scientific and regional. Short 

story is that one which stands very close to life inspite of a little scope. 
 

(Click Answer) 
 

 

B. Do any one of the following activities B1 or B2 (5 marks) 
 

B1. Debate on ‘Old persons are burden to the society”. 
 

Proposition 

Old persons have already formed a pattern of life and are unwilling to change or modify or 

adjust.  They have fixed ideas and are not ready to accept any new ideas that does not fit into 

their mindset.  Their experience cannot be applied to present day situations. 

They lack knowledge of the changing lifestyle. 
 

Writethe Opposition to the above topic. 
 

 

B2. Speech 
 

Prepare a speechregarding blood donation. 
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Q7. Develop a paragraph of about 100 words expanding any one of the 

following expressions.    (5 marks) 
 

 

1. EMPTY VESSELS MAKE THE MOST SOUND. 

 

2. FAILURES ARE STEPPING STONES TO SUCCESS. 

 

3. CHARITY BEGINS AT HOME. 
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AS PER BOARD'S NEW PAPER PATTERN 

HSC ENGLISH PAPER ONE 
 

 

Q1. (A) Read the following passage and answer the following questions. (11 

marks) 

 
Michael Dell's Two-Billion-Dollar Dream 

 
One afternoon in 1977, as his parents and two brothers fished in the Gulf of Mexico, 12-

year-old Michael Dell sat on the beach, painstakingly putting together a trotline, a 
maze of ropes to which several fish hooks could be attached. "You're wasting your 
time," the rest of the family called to Michael, as they pulled in fish. "Grab a pole and 

join in the fun.” 
 

Michael kept working. It was dinnertime when he finished, and everyone else was ready 
to call it a day. Still, the youngster cast the trotline far into the water, anchoring it to 
a stick that he plunged deep in the sand. 

 
Over dinner his family teased young Michael about coming away empty-handed. But 

afterward Michael reeled in his trotline, and on the hooks were more fish than the 

others had caught all together! 
 

Michael Dell has always been fond of saying, "If you think you have a good idea, try it!" 
And today, at 29, he has discovered the power of another good idea that has helped 
him rise in just a few years from teen to tycoon. He has become the fourth-largest 

manufacturer of personal computers in America and the youngest man ever to head a 
Fortune 500 corporation. 

 
Growing up in Houston, Michael and his two brothers were imbued by their parents 

with the desire to learn and the drive to work hard. Even so, stories about the middle 

boy began to be told early. 
 
Like the time a saleswoman came asking to speak to "Mr. Michael Dell" about his getting 

a high-school equivalency diploma. Moments later, eight-year-old Michael was 
explaining that he thought it might be a good idea to get high school out of the way. 

 
A few years later Michael had another good idea, to trade stamps by advertising in 

stamp magazines. With the $ 2000 profit he made, he bought his first personal 

computer. Then he took it apart to figure out how it worked. 
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In high school Michael had a job selling subscriptions to the Houston Post. Newlyweds, 

so he figured, were the best prospects, so he hired friends to copy the names and 
addresses of recent recipients of marriage licenses. These he entered into his 

computer, then sent a personalized letter offering each couple a free two-week 
subscription. 

 

This time Dell made $18 000 and bought a BMW. The car salesman was flabbergasted 
when the 17-year-old paid cash. 

 
Questions 
 

1. Why was the car salesman flabbergasted?  (1) 
Answer: When Dell was 17 years old, he made $ 18,000 and bought an expensive BMW 

car by watching this the car salesman was flabbergasted. 

 
2. State whether the following statements are true or false. (2) 

i. In high school, Michael had a job of selling newspaper subscriptions. (True) 
ii. At 29, Dell bought an expensive BMW car. (False) 
 

 
3. How did Michael succeed in catching more fish?    (2) 

Answer: Michael Del had painstakingly put a trotline. He worked upto dinner time. He 
cast the trotline far into the water, anchoring it to a stick that he plunged deep in the 
sand. When he reeled in his trotline, and on the hooks were more fish than the 

others had caught all together. 
 
4. What does Dell fondly say about any good idea?    (2)   

Answer: Dell has always been fond of saying, "If you think you have a good idea, try it!" 
about any good idea. 

 
5. Do as directed:     (3)  
 

1. What do these words stand for? 
 

OPEC, NASA, WHO 
 
Answer: OPEC = Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. 

 
NASA = National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
 

WHO = World Health Organization. 
 

2. What are the above abbreviated forms called? 
 
Answer: They are called acronyms. 

 
3. Everyone else was ready to call it a day. 
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That has helped him rise in just a few years from teen to tycoon.   
 

(What do the underlined expressions mean? 
 
Ans. Call it a day = stop doing something 

 
from teen to tycoon = from a teenager to a wealthy businessman. 

 
 
6. Write word from the passage which related to the phrase 'with great care of 

trouble' 
 
Ans. Painstakingly  

 
B. Grammar: 

 
Do as directed: (4 marks) 
1.      Multani mitti takes its name from a place in Pakistan. (Rewrite using the Present 

perfect tense.) 
Multani mitti has taken its name from a place in Pakistan. 

2.      He was unable to see their act. (Rewrite using „could‟) 
He could not see their act. 
3.      I‟d see you and run to get in your path. (Rewrite using „used to‟) 

I used to see you and run to get in your path. 
4.      He‟d need a massive home library. (Add a question tag.) 
 

He‟d need a massive home library, wouldn‟t he? 
 

Q2 (A) : Read the following passage and answer the questions: (11) 

 
 

To me, a world without poverty means that every person would have the ability to take 
care of his or her own basic life needs. In such a world, nobody would die of hunger 
or suffer from malnutrition. This is a goal world leaders have been calling for 

decades, but have never any way of achieving it. 
 

Today 40,000 children die each day around the world from hunger – related diseases. In 
a poverty – free world, no children would die of such causes. 

 

Everybody in every part of the globe would have access to education and health – care 
services because he or she would be able to afford them. Unlike today, the state 

would not be required to provide free or subsidized health – care or schooling. 
 
All state organizations created to provide free or subsidized services for the poor would 

no longer be required and could be done away with.  
Thus, no need to welfare, or local welfare agencies, or the national welfare 
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department.  No need for hand – outs, no sup – kitchens, no food stamps, no free 

schools, no free hospital care, no begging in the streets. 
 

State – run safety – net programme would have no rationale for existence because no 
one would live on charity any more. State – run social security programmes, income – 
support programmes would be unnecessary. 

 
Social structures in a poverty – free world would, of course, be quite different from those 

that exist in a poverty – ridden world. But nobody would be at the mercy of anyone 
else, and that is what would make all the difference between a world without poverty 
and one riddled with it. 

 
Finally, a poverty – free world would be economically much stronger and far more stable 

than the world today. 

 
 

Questions: 
 
1. State whether the following sentences are true or false. (1) 

(i) Today 25,000 children die daily around the world from hunger related diseases. 
(False) 

 
(ii) Finally, a poverty – free world would he economically less stronger and far more 

stable than the world today. (False) 

 
2. What, according to the writer, would the 'world without poverty' be like? (2) 
Answer: According to the writer, the ' world without poverty' be economically much 

stronger and far more stable than the world today. 
 

3. What would happen to the charitable trust and state organizations helping to poor, if 
there were no poverty? (2) 

Answer: All state organizations created to provide free or subsidized services for the poor 

would no longer be required. Thus, no need for welfare, or local welfare agencies, or 
the national welfare department. 

 
4. How does the social structure in poverty – free world look like? (2) 
Answer: Social structures in a poverty – free world would, be quite different from those 

that exist in a poverty – ridden world. But in that world nobody would have mercy on 
anyone and it would make all the difference between a world without poverty and on 
riddled with it. 

 
5. Do as directed: (3) 

 
(i) It became too dark to read easily.(remove too) 
Ans. It became so dark that one could not read easily. 

(ii) I do not remember. (Make it affirmative) 
Ans. I fail to remember. 
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(iii) They always come in time. (add a question tag) 

Ans. They always come in time, don‟t they? 
 

 
6. .      Give noun forms of the following adding suffixes. (1) 
a.       Enjoy   b. prefer           

Answer: 
 

a.       Enjoyment             b. preference   
 

B. Note – making (4 marks) 

 
Draw Tree Diagram with the help of following points. A Tissue may be defined as a group 

of cells having some shape, size, origin, function and the same type of development. 

Tissues are basically classified into two groups namely, meristematic tissues, 
and  permanent tissues. Meristematic tissues are divided into two, these are position 

based and origin based. Permanent tissues are further divided into two groups. They 
are simple tissues and complex tissues. On their basis of their position in the plant 
body meristematic tissues are classified as aplicle – intercalary, and lateral. On the 

basis of origin, meristematic tissues are divided into 3 groups; they are Pro – 
meristem, Primary – meristem and secondary – meristem. Simple tissues are 
classified into 3 groups, namely parenchyma, collechyma, sclerenchyma, The two 

complex tissues are found in vascular plant. They are xylem and phloem. 
 

Answers:  

 
 

Q3. (A) Read the following passage and answer the following questions.        (11) 

 
THE ANIMAL SCHOOL: A FABLE by George Reavis 

 
Once upon a time the animals decided they must do something heroic to meet 

the problems of a “new world” so they organized a school. They had adopted an 
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activity  curriculum consisting of running, climbing, swimming and flying. To make it 

easier to  
administer the curriculum, all the animals took all the subjects.  

The duck was excellent in swimming. In fact, better than his instructor. But he made 
only passing grades in flying and was very poor in running. Since he was slow in 
running, he had  

to stay after school and also drop swimming in order to practice running. This was kept 
up until his webbed feet were badly worn and he was only average in swimming.  

But average was acceptable in school so nobody worried about that, except the duck.  
The rabbit started at the top of the class in running but had a nervous 

breakdown because of so much makeup work in swimming. The squirrel was 

excellent in climbing until he developed frustration in the flying  
class where his teacher made him start from the ground up instead of the treetop down. 

He also developed a “charlie horse” from overexertion and then got a C in  

climbing and D in running.  
The eagle was a problem child and was disciplined severely. In the climbing class, he 

beat all the others to the top of the tree but insisted on using his own way to get 
there.  

At the end of the year, an abnormal eel that could swim exceeding well and also run, 

climb and fly a little had the highest average and was valedictorian.  
The prairie dogs stayed out of school and fought the tax levy because the administration 

would not add digging and burrowing to the curriculum. They  
apprenticed their children to a badger and later joined the groundhogs and gophers to 

start a successful private school.  

Does this fable have a moral?  
Questions: 
 

1. Why did the animals want to start a school? (1) 
 

Answer: In order to meet the problems of the "new world" by doing something heroic. 
 
2. Read the text carefully and say whether the following statements are true or false. 

Correct the false statements. (2) 
 

i. In the animal school, all the animals opted for their favourite subjects. (False)   
 
ii. The duck was better than his instructor in swimming. (True) 

 
iii. The rabbit started at the top of the class in swimming. (False) 
 

iv. The school administration would not add running and climbing. (False) 
 

3. Why were the duck's webbed feet so worn out? (2) 
 
Answer: By doing practice in running, the duck's webbed feet worn out. 

4. Why did the rabbit face problems? (2) 
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The rabbit had faced the problems of nervous breakdown because of so much makeup 

in swimming. 
 

5. Do as directed: (3) 
 
1. Since he was tired he could not go to office. (Make it simple) 

Answer. On account of his tiredness, he could not go to office 
 

2. As I hearkened to the silence of the night, I heard the heavenly world talking. (use no 
sooner and rewrite the sentence) 

 

Ans. No sooner did I hearken to the silence of the night than I heard the heavenly world 
talking. 

 

3. The sky poured turbulent waters on Mumbai to transform lanes and streets into 
rivers. (Rewrite using gerund form of the underlined word) 

 
 
Ans. The sky poured turbulent waters on Mumbai, transforming lanes and streets into 

rivers. 
 

6. Why was the squirrel frustrated? 
 
Ans. The squirrel frustrated because, in the flying class his teacher made him start from 

the ground to up instead of the tree top to down. 

 

(B) Summary    (4 marks) 

 

 
Write a summary of the main findings of the survey. Give it a suitable title.  

 
Answer:   Summary 
 

Real World 
 

When animal started their school to meet the criteria requirement of new changing 

world, they face some problems. When all animals are taught with same curriculum, 
the duck was excellent in swimming, but felt very difficult to get pass mark in 

running. In case of rabbit he topped in running but he lost in swimming. 
The squirrel was excellent in climbing until he developed frustration in the flying class. 

The eagle was a problem child and was disciplined severely. At the end of the year, an 

abnormal eel that could swim exceedingly well and also run, climb and fly a little had 
the highest average and was valedictorian. 

This fable have a moral of "CUT YOUR COAT ACCORDING TO YOUR CLOTH"  
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SECTION 'B' : POETRY 

 

Q4. (A) Read the following poem and answer the questions given below: (4 marks) 

 
We used to think seven generations ahead 

Now we have become selfish 
Only thinking about me, myself and I 
Only thinking in the present, not learning from the past. 

We used to stroll barefoot through the overgrown grass, 
Its morning dew tickling our feet 

Now we step outside onto the rugged concrete 
No more natural than the over processed food we eat 
We used to walk down the snow sprinkled trail, 

Maybe catch a glimpse of a bobcat, playing eye tricks with its tail 
Now there is only one type of bobcat we see 
The one that is fur free, clearing the pavement of all debris 

We used to walk through a footpath in a forest of pine 
The smell intoxicating our lungs and mind 

Now the only smell to be found comes from plastic trees. 
 
Swaying on my rear – view mirror, labelled pine breeze 

we used to watch the valley play hide and seek 
Shadowed by the mountain's immeasurable peak 

considered the largest think known to man. 

 

Questions: 

 

1. Why does the poet say that we have become selfish? 
 
Ans. The poet says so, because now we have become selfish and we are thinking only 

about us and ourselves. 
 

2. Complete the statement by choosing the best alternative. 
The poet used to stroll barefoot because. 
 

i. he had no footwear 
ii. he wanted to enjoy morning walk over green grass. 
iii. there were concrete roads everywhere. 

 
Answer. The poet used to stroll barefoot because – he wanted to enjoy morning walk over 

green grass. 
 
3. What was the largest thing known to man? 
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Answer: Shadowed by the mountain's immeasurable peak was considered the largest 

thing known to man. 
 

4.  'Only thinking in the present, not learning form the past' 
(Find out the figure of speech) 
 

Answer: Antithesis: Two opposite ideas are placed side by side for poetic effect.  

 

Q4. (B)  Read the following stanzas and answer the questions given below: (4 

marks) 

 

My father told the tenants to leave 
Who lived on the houses surrounding our house on the hill 

One by one the structures were demolished 
Only our own house remained and the trees 
Trees are sacred my grandmother used to say 

Felling them is a crime but he massacred them all 
The sheoga, the oudumber, the neem were all cut down 

But the huge banyan tree stood like a problem 
Whose roots lay deeper than all our lives 
My father ordered it to be removed 

 
The banyan tree was three times all as our house 
Its trunk had a circumference of fifty feet 

Its scraggly aerial roots fell to the ground 
From thirty feet or more so, first they cut the branches 

Sawing them off for seven days and the heap was huge 
Insects and birds began to leave the tree 
And then they came to its massive trunk 

Fifty men with axes chopped and chopped 
The great tree revealed its rings of two hundred years 

We watched in terror and fascination this slaughter 
As a raw mythology revealed to us its age 
Soon afterwards we left Baroda for Bombay 

Where there was no tree except the one 
Which grows and seethes in one`s dreams, its aerial roots 
Looking for ground to strike. 

 

Questions: 

 
1. Why were the tenants asked to leave their houses? 
 

Answers:  The tenants asked to leave their houses because they lived in the houses 
surrounding poet's house on the hill and these houses were demolished. 
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2. What did the poet's grandmother use to say about trees? 

Answer:  Poet's grandmother used to say that trees are sacred. 
 

3. What did the poet's father do with the trees? 
Answer: The poet's father has ordered to remove the banyan tree which was huge and 

created a huge problem. 

 
 

4. Why was the banyan tree a problem? 
Answer: The huge banyan tree stood like a big problem because its root lay deeper than 

all their lives. 

 

Section C: Rapid reading and composition 

 

Q5.A. Rewrite the extract imagining yourself as the little daisy. ( 4 marks) 

OW listen! In the country, close by the high road, stood a farmhouse; perhaps you have 
passed by and seen it yourself. There was a little flower garden with painted wooden 
palings in front of it; close by was a ditch, on its fresh green bank grew a little daisy; 

the sun shone as warmly and brightly upon it as on the magnificent garden flowers, 
and therefore it thrived well. One morning it had quite opened, and its little snow-

white petals stood round the yellow centre, like the rays of the sun. It did not mind 
that nobody saw it in the grass, and that it was a poor despised flower; on the 
contrary, it was quite happy, and turned towards the sun, looking upward and 

listening to the song of the lark high up in the air. 
The little daisy was as happy as if the day had been a great holiday, but it was only 

Monday. All the children were at school, and while they were sitting on the forms and 
learning their lessons, it sat on its thin green stalk and learnt from the sun and from 
its surroundings how kind God is, and it rejoiced that the song of the little lark 

expressed so sweetly and distinctly its own feelings. With a sort of reverence the daisy 
looked up to the bird that could fly and sing, but it did not feel envious. “I can see 
and hear,” it thought; “the sun shines upon me, and the forest kisses me. How rich I 

am!” 
 

B. Convert the extract into a dialogue between the narrator and Roma: 

 
We piled back into Sid's car, Roma and I sharing the backseat. As European Jews who 

had survived the war, we were aware that much had been left unsaid between us. 
She broached the subject, "Where were you, during the war?" she asked softly. 

"The camps," I said, the terrible memories still vivid, the irreparable loss. I had tried to 

forget. But you can never forget. 
She nodded. "My family was hiding on a farm in Germany, not far from Berlin," she told 

me. "My father knew a priest, and he got us Aryan papers." 
I imagined how she must have suffered too, fear, a constant companion. And yet here we 

were, both survivors, in a new world. 
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"There was a camp next to the farm." Roma continued. "I saw a boy there and I would 

throw him apples every day." 
What an amazing coincidence that she had helped some other boy. "What did he look 

like? I asked. 
He was tall. Skinny. Hungry. I must have seen him every day for six months." 
My heart was racing. I couldn't believe it. This couldn't be. 

"Did he tell you one day not to come back because he was leaving Schlieben?" 
Roma looked at me in amazement. 

"Yes." 
"That was me!" 
I was ready to burst with joy and awe, flooded with emotions. I couldn't believe it. My 

angel. 
 
"I'm not letting you go," I said to Roma. And in the back of the car on that blind date, I 

proposed to her. I didn't want to wait. 
"You're crazy!" she said. But she invited me to meet her parents for Shabbat dinner the 

following week. There was so much I looked forward to learning about Roma, but the 
most important things I always knew: her steadfastness, her goodness. For many 
months, in the worst of circumstances, she had come to the fence and given me 

hope. Now that I'd found her again, I could never let her go. That day, she said yes. 
And I kept my word. After nearly 50 years of marriage, two children and three 

grandchildren, I have never let her go. 

Convert the extract into a continuous write up. 

 

                               OR 

 

2. Add a paragraph of your own at the beginning of the extract of about 120 

words. 

Yes, there was a skeleton in the cupboard, and although I never saw it, I played a small 
part in the events that followed its discovery. I was fifteen that year, and I was back 
in my boarding school in Simla after spending the long winter holidays in Dehradun. 

My mother was still managing the old Green's hotel in Dehra - a hotel that was soon 
to disappear and become part of Dehra's unrecorded history. It was called Green's 
not because it purported to the spread of any greenery (its neglected garden was 

chocked with lantana), but because it had been started by an Englishman, Mr Green, 
back in 1920, just after the Great War had ended in Europe. Mr Green had died at 

the outset of the Second World War. He had just sold the hotel and was on his way 
back to England when the ship on which he was traveling was torpedoed by a 
German submarine. Mr Green went down with the ship. 

The hotel had already been in decline, and the new owner, a Sikh businessman from 
Ludhiana, had done his best to keep it going. But post-War and post-Independence, 
Dehra was going through a lean period. My stepfather's motor workshop was also 

going through a lean period - a crisis, in fact - and my mother was glad to take the 
job of running the small hotel while he took a job in Delhi. 
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Section – D 

 

Q6. (A) Letter writing: (4) 

1.                   Write an application letter for the post of Teacher 

 

                                  (OR) 

 

2.                   Letterto your friend explaining him about the importance of 

Joint family system. 

 

 

(B) Read the following passage and prepare a factfile, taking into account at 

least five points. 

          One of the most popular gateways from Mumbai and Pune is Lonavala, a 

beautiful hill station located in the Western Ghats and is about 106 kms from 
Mumbai. Lonavala is also called a the jewel  in the Sahayadri range. As monsoon 

rains come tumbling down the Sahayadri hills, the hill station shows its best colour 
green. Lonavala derived its name from the Sanskrit word „Lonavli‟, which means „city 
surrounded by caves‟. The region around Lonavala was once a popular Buddhist 

centre. The picturesque view of the Sahayadri range is one of the many highlights tat 
Lonavala has to offer. With its lush surroundings and peaceful environment, 

Lonavala is an ideal gateway from Mumbai‟s concrete jungle and an ideal place for 
trekking. A leisurely walk along the waterfalls and other beautiful spots is what keeps 
most travellers busy in Lonavala. There are number of places around Lonavala to 

visit. The lakes around Lonavala worth visiting include Tungarli and Bhushi. 
Khandala, just five kilometres away, is another exciting hill resort that can be visited 
from Lonavala. Lonavala is a year round destination, however most people prefer to 

visit the hill station druing Sumer and the Monsoon. The nearest airport to Lonavala 
is Pune, which is about 64 kilometres from Lonavala. Lonavala lies on the main 

railway line between Pune and Mumbai and hence the train is one the most 
convenient ways to reach Lonavala. Lonavala is well connected by road and lies on 
the Mumbai – Pune highway. 

 
 

Answers: 
 

Fact file on Lonavala 

 
Location                          :         Western Ghats 106 kms from Mumbai. 
 

Distance from Important Places :         64 km from Pune. 
 

Modes of Transport                   :         Roadways and railways. 
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Uniqueness                     :         Lush greenery all around and peaceful environment. 
 

Best time of the year to visit      :         all year round, especially in summer and in 
monsoon. 

 

What to see           :         Khandala, lakes, waterfalls 
 

Anything special              : Picturesque view of the Sahayadri range. 
 

(OR) 

 

Read the following headlines of news items. Choose ONE of them and write the 

date line, into and short containing paragraph. (4)  

 

MASKED MEN SHOOT BANK MANAGER 

 

 
MASKED MEN SHOOT BANK MANAGER 
 

Mumbai, February, 21 
By a Staff Reporter, 

 
 
       In a daring daylight robbery, three masked men entered the Indian Bank, Mahim 

branch on Monday at 10 a.m. When the manager refused to cooperate, he was fired 
at chest from a N – 38 revolver and was seriously injured. The three masked escaped 
in a waiting Red Maruti Van with a loot of 5 lakhs. 

       The Bank Manager Mr. Anbu Selvan, was rushed to Sion Hospital. He had 
sustained two bullet wounds on his chest. Doctors have reported that his conditions 

were critical. When contacted Mr. Ragavan, commissioner of Police said that certain 
important clues have been inspected which would definitely lead to the arrest of the 
bank robbers.  

 

(OR) 

 

HEAVY RAINS DISTURBED NORMAL LIFE 
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HEAVY RAINS DISTURBED NORMAL LIFE 
 
Mumbai, February, 21 

By a Staff Reporter, 
 
                       Heavy, rains which continued for the third day in Mumbai, brought all 

normal life to a stand still. The Central part of the city was the worst affected with the 
water level rising above 3 feet in some areas. 

 

                       Most of the main roads were completely flooded. In many areas the 
electric poles had fallen down and thus the whole city faced darkness. The situation 

may improve by tomorrow. The Spokesman of B.E.S.T. said that, “All the city buses 
were cancelled, which leads to a major problem for a common man” 

 

(C) Write a tourist leaflet of a place of your interest keeping in mind 

the following.  (4) 
 

a.  Name of Placeb.       

b. Conveyancec.       

c.  Distance from Mumbai. 

d.  Climatee.        

e. Things to do 

 
Ans. 

 
OOTY 

 
Introduction: Ooty is the queen of Hill with beautiful lakes, rivers, scenery, etc. It is 

situated in the heart of Tamil Nadu. 

 
i.                     How to go there: Ooty is well connected with rest of India. One can go to 

Chennai by the way of Plane, Bus  or Train: 

 
      Plane: Daily two flights namely IA – 550 and IA – 330 from Mumbai to Ooty are 

available. 
 
Bus: The State Transport Bus Services and many other private Bus Services are 

available from Mumbai to Ooty. 
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      Train: There are many trains available which can take you to Ooty. The most 

convenient is “Mumbai – Ooty Express” 
 

ii.                    Where to Stay:     Accommodation is no problem in Ooty. The 
Government tourist Hotels and other Big and Small hotels are available to suit ever 
one‟s budget. 

 
iii.                  When to Visit:      June to October is the best time of the year to visit 

Ooty. 
 
iv.                  What to See:        The climate and scenery of Ooty is mind – blowing. It is 

a well planned hill station  with huge roads, parks, theatres, and gardens, there are 
many interesting places to see like Bull Temple, Lord Ganesh Temple, Dolphin Nose, 
Flower Garden,  Lord Murugan Temple, Palatial Buildings, etc,. 

 
v.                   Shopping:             Shopping in Ooty is fun. One can buy very traditional 

and well as modern things from Ooty. Ooty is very famous for woollen clothes.      
 
vi.                  Anything Special As far as food is concerned Ooty is famous for Black 

tea, Idli, Vada, Sambar, Masala dosa, Idli fry, Prawns fry, Mugal Briyani, etc. The 
people are very culture oriented and highly intelligent. They give more importance to 

their education. 
 

 

(OR) 

Write a speech to be delivered among your class mates, regarding blood donation. 

 

BLOOD DONATION 

                              Dear friends, we have one life let us make our one life more 
meaningful by donating blood. Blood donation is the mother of all donations. Blood 
donation directly gives life to another human being. It is not only saves one individual 

but also the entire family of that individual. A person can donate blood thrice in a 
year. The donated blood will be thoroughly checked and stored up in a secured form. 
For donating blood a person must have a weight of at least 45 kg. 

                              Many people have misunderstandings about bold donation. They feel 
by donating blood they will fall sick. But it is not like so, the donated blood will 

automatically regenerate by our body itself within four to five hours after donating 
the blood. A person will be prohibited from donating blood if he drank alcohol during 
the last six hours. 

 
                              So friends, let us put our hands together and make a promise to 

donate blood at least once in a year.  
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Q7.  (A) Prepare counterview for the following views:  (4 MARKS) 

 

Views 

 

 Villages have much lesser pollution and more greenery, hence cooler climate. 
 Village life is slow, monotonous and non - trendy.   

 Better medical facilities and educational facilities are being offered in villages. 
 Villages offer man the sight of natural landscapes and sceneries. 
 Villages remain stagnant(stable)  over a period of time. 

Answer: 

 

Counterviews 

 

 City life is a fast changing life, adaptable and trendy. 
 City life offers a person more opportunities for growth and development. 
 Man can make rapid progress in a city. 
 Social life and entertainment is better and wider. 

 In a city there are better medical and educational facilities. 
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(B) Prepare a set of ten questions they you would ask the winner of the overall 

championship at the state level. (3 MARKS) 

 

The following questions forms part of the interview with the student who had won 

the Overall Championship at the State Level Cricket Tournament. 

 

 
 

1.  How do you feel on receiving such a Championship? 
 
2.  Have you received such recognition before? Please give details. 

 
3.  How long has your career in the cricket been? 
 

4.  Who do you attribute your success to? 
 

5.  Who has inspired you to take up cricket? 
 
6.  What were the reactions of your family to this championship? 

 
7.  Who else do you think deserved such a championship? 

 
8.  To what extent were your colleagues helpful in your success story? 
 

9.  What is your plan for the future or your dream? 
 
10.              What message would you like to give upcoming generation? 
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ENGLISH IMPORTANT LINKS  

 

GRAMMAR 

 

LETTER WRITINGS 

INFORMATION TRANSFORM 

 

DIALOGUE BETWEEN / CONVERSATIONBETWEEN 

 

FACT FILE AND TOURIST LEAFLET 

TREE DIAGRAM 

 

REPORT WRITINGS 

 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

 

VIEW AND COUNTERVIEW 

 

EXPANSION OF IDEA 

 

ESSAYS COMPOSITIONS 

 

SPEECH 

 

RESUME WRITING 
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